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the An Department at Wellesley
College.
JOHN DILLON HUSBAND is NMQ's
Poetry Edi tor.
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tM
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LAWRENCE L. LEE is working for his
third degree in English at the Uni·
versity of Utah. "Death of the Hero"
is his first professional publication.
BERTRAM LIPPMAN lives in New York
City, has been a "bell hop, candy
salesman, home relief investigator,
tire builder, retail dress shop assistant, waiter, bartender... ," Presently
a high school teacher, he works at a
novel and a text book on gJ!1mmar.
Mr. Lippman has not been published
before.

J AMINI

Roy (see Art Feature), also
appears on the cover of this issue in a
section from his painting, "Costo."
BABETTE SASSOON was born in France
a British subject, attended Wells Col·
continued On following page
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Bertram Lippman

A FEMALE OFFENDER

O

was a woman from outside the State
who was discovered by her husband in a small, wellfurnished cabin in the green hills above the northern
beaches standing nak~d over a bed on which a naked man was lying. She had shot her husband once, at the moment of discovery,
and she was found in the conventional pqsture of dazed horror
when the people of the neighboring cottages, having heard the
shot (and having been not unaware of Mrs. Grandstedt before
that time) somewhat hesitatingly entered the cabin a second- or
two later.
This happened in a year of which it would be exceedingly difficult to say what the moral climate was. Public indignation at the
wave of killings was not at a low ebb, but it certainly was not at a
high one, either because of the metaphoric unnaturalness of such
a thing, or because no newspaper editor had announced that it
was. It was a year in which the varieties of murder were so numerous, and so diverse, that it may have been just these attributes
which made it difficult for any agency to become aroused and demand a halt. Given this ecology, it would be hard to discover why
the case of Ola Grandstedt should have survived in the newspapers any longer than the other assassinations of its time and
place. Banality and classic exemplariness are at certain points differentiated only by style: esthetically, not morally; and possibly
it will be established by the weight of criticism that the kiUlng
of Ola Grandstedt's husband was archetypal and cathartic. To
some who considered the affair at the time it may have seemed
that its attractiveness was due to the ftuot:escent image it let loose
on men's minds of Ola's white body standing by the bed in that
honest, frank and business-like pose, an ideograph frequently reLAG RAN D S TED T

369
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iterated and referred to from the time she was discovered until it
was all over. There was probably secret admiration in it. A nation
much less furtive about its murders than it is about its sexual
demeanor would be likely to respect a woman who had the equipoise to stand about in her 34-year-old skin doing who knows
what with assurance and manner before going up to have exogamous union-and before shooting her husband. It is safe to guess,
also, that to the busy citizens who followed Ola's career she repre$ented never their own wives but invariably their neighbor's; and
they themselves took the place in the bed of her all but anonymous lover, in imagination looking up at her with a bold, appraising virility they seldom achieved in the dim ineptitude of their
actual lives. O~a was the center of the picture. All the rest was obscure. Ola dominated the scene, sexually and homicidally; and
in both ways, of course, she was a la mode, as with inceding luminosity she moved toward the bed on which all of us were waiting in spasms of virginal diffidence for her to come and work her
will upon us.
So much for psychiatry, sociology, and art. When Ola was had
up for murder she explained to the court that her husband had
been an adulterer; that he had on numerous occasions threatened
her with violence, for no sane reason; that she had had to keep
a gun handy to protect herself from his rages; that ~he loved her
husband dearly and worked hard to help make his medical practise a success; that she had suffered a temporary cessation of consciousness, making precise recollection difficult; that she had'always wanted children, but for her husband's sake had never had
any; that there was' something sinister and debased in the uses to
which he put his medical knowledge of the female organism,
something she could only hint at. but ~ould never describe; and
that she would give anything if this had not happened, but now
that it had, she saw clearly that it had been inevit~ble. This realistic defense would probably have been sufficient, but just in case
it might not have b~en, every time a witness was called, on either
side, the testimony seemed to include inevitably a reference to
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the defendant standing naked at the bed, and the State was helpless. Her sentence was one to five years in the new prison at
Massamoche.
After the usual last pictures of Ola passing through the gates of
the prison, on her white, inexpressive face a Christian look of forgiving sorrow, even she could not hold her place in the news.
Other murders, or similar murders of other persons, had quickly
taken place, and Ola's plasmic vision had almost entirely faded
when I got up to Massamoche to fulfill the terms of my fellowship, just as Ola arrived in accordance with the terms of hers.
I had been working on a newspaper with traditions. It was
sixty-one years old, independent, Republican, and conscious of
its public responsibilities. Its.. editor was also its general manager,
the continuator and creator of its policies, and a collector of
bright young persons, all of whom had satisfied him that they had
felt the vocation to journalism while still in the crib, and who
were all firmly branded as being "able to Write," In my case I
think it may have been a rather ostentatiously overt ·taste for the
company of porters, mechanics and printers, and an easy way of
getting on with women, that, reflected from the presbyopia of the
Editor as social-mindedness, got me sent to the State Prison for
Women under the terms of the fellowship to do a series on the
newest advances in penology.
There is a kind of procrustean adaptability in youth that is
quite different from the slavish, beaten opportunism of middle
age. In spite of my views on penology, or on any other ignorant
meddling in human affairs, I was as capable as any of my colleagues of writing the required articles. Maybe the "Old Man
knew that, although at 26 I was altogether certain he suspected
very little of the great complexity of my mind, of its tough morality, its purifying and ennobliI;g cynicism, its forek~l)wledge of
life, and its ultimate high purpose. Or possibly he suspected more
of the truth of these characteristics than I did. A modern newspaper has a way of getting what it wants of its people, as much
as a large corporation, or a university. Whatever reservations I
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may have had for the future, I knew, without being told, what
ardcles to write. The Editor was telling the subscribers, in advance, what they were going to learn from the articles, with a
front-page spread:
For fourteen months an many of the unknown
unheralded experiment onct, the small fry, the
has been going on at Mas· maladjusted, victims of
samoche. the State's new their environment, of their
prison for women. It is families. their husbands,
an experiment in human their loven, all these are
lives. an experiment that being led back to the
may eventually change the world of usefulness and
centurics-old concept of acceptance. How this revo·
incarceration and punish· lution is being aecom·
ment to a new one-the plished will be described
modern ideal of rcdama· by Staff Reporter Milan
lion, redemption and reo Farkas, 2Oth·Century Feladmission to society. Atlowship winner, who will
Massamoche some of the spend the next three weeks
most notorious female at Massamoche watching
criminals of our time, and the experimcot work. He
.
will see....

I found Massamoche a beautiful place, a green. woody shelf of
land overlooking an even greener valley about a thousand feet
below, and itself turreted by high, purple-green mountains. It
had been very adroitly picked to sharpen the mood of a young
man ready for three weeks in a women's prison. That may have
been the reason I hardly noticed the twelve·foot-high walls of
flat yellow brick all around, or the pugnacious modernism of the
buildings. all glass and horizontals and pink-and-ochre stonework. I did notice the guard at the gate, though, a worn-out hack
of about 60 with a pistol and a badge and a mean, sick look on his
face. He read my credentials and made a call from a sentry-box
camouflaged to look like a gate.keeper's lodge. Then he directed
me past a tower almost hidden on the near side by tall ~rees, and
along a path lined faithfully if unimaginatively with seasonal
flowers whose methodical sweetness seemed an absurd disavowal
of all the autochthonous grandeur.
The Warden's house I found where the guard had said it would
be, at the top of a mound of pathless, impeccable lawn. It was in
ranch-type modern, nothing but wood and discords; it would
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clearly be full inside of pastels, rigid impracticalities and magazine notions. I was right. And the Warden himself was like the
wardens in the movies: over fifty, business suit. firm. intelligent
manner, goOd speech. In the first few minutes of my introductory
visit it transpired he had no theories or attitudes about liquor,
but drank it and served it naturally and freely. He told me he had
been Warden since the opening more than a year before; he had
never been at a prison where reporters were invited to stay as
guests, but it had been arranged at the Capital without his prior
knowledge, and he was getting used to the fact ~hat things like
that were always happening around here (I infFrred he would
never get used to the things themselves); and he silid flatly he was
there to keep order-to see that the inmates stayed in-and I
could get the rest of it from the office of ,the psycho-penologist,
Miss de Monk. I had never seen a man use so much of his strength
and will power to keep himself under control. His name was Harrington. l;Ie was a good man.
Miss de Monk was glad to see the fellowship winner-reporter.
I had met her before' under other names, in hospitals and such
types of bienfaisance, and I recognized her at once. She was a
worker 'tn souls, gaudy with esoteric degrees, an administrator
recognized and paid, a professional in the sense that a ballplayer
is a professional, and as much in her way a child of the age as Ola
Grandstedt was. And it was Ola Grandstedt I was thinking of as
Miss de Monk with satisfaction told me about the new penology.
I was not analytically conscious of what she was saying, but I recalled it all later as I heard it evangelized by Miss Oxendine,
Myrtis Oxendine, who was to be my Athena during the next
three weeks. Miss de Monk introduced us and then left us alone.
A peculiar confusion, a tension on two planes, can arise in the
viewpoint and behavior of a young man named FarKas toward
a young woman named Oxendine. As I looked at Myrtis I was
conscious mainly of her name and of her appearance of assured
competence. Because of her name, with its connotation for me
o~ those virtues of independence and of pioneering perspicacity
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which, exercised by men and women with names like hers, had
'built this country, I saw her as admirable and right. These blooded characteristics I instantly assumed to belong to her, in spite of
what I took for granted as my superior sophistication and intelligence; and I can only conjecture that I did so because of my typical education, my foreign-born parents, my early impoverishment and my hereditary religion. I was still to learn how old my
country had got. If I was training myself to be an American,
Myrtis, I found afterward, had reverted to her European forbears. I learned all that later. At first I noticed only that she was
young, thin and cleanly, and she had no obvious physical pe\
culiarities that might have deterred me.
"How much do you know about modem penology?" Myrtis
asked me impersonally.
"Nothing at all, I guess." I was on the plane of the gentlemanly
serious, and furthermore I did have to know what was going on
if I were to write my articles. "That's why I'm here. And why
you're here. To teach me. I thought we might get at the whole
subject easiest if I did a case history, I think you call them. They
make good reading, and besides-"
"You can't tell much from these women's backgrounds," Myrtis said.
I thought this was strange. Wasn't the past, even the unlived
past, supposed to tell everything about the present?
"To begin with, the facts wouldn't do you much good without
the skills to interpret them," Myrtis said confidently. I was looking for the inevitable signs that she w~s charmed by my looks and
my style; it discomfited me somewhat that she seemed more impressed with her science.
"Skills?"
"Skills. Techniques. You have to know WHY a woman deviated from her societal norm before' you can treat her individual
case. If you just read their records you would think they were all
'bad' naturally. I mean you wouldn't see any real difference in
the motivation of their behavior."
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".. was afraid you'd say I would find them all basically good,
and just victims of society."
"Those terms are meaningless," said Myrtis. "When they are
sent up here to be treated they are also 'victims of society: "
For they know not what they are saying. I- wondered in which
one of her "courses" Myrtis had acquired that. She said, "It's all
the same society. Society is where and when we live. Nobody can
escape that, or blame it, either, You'll see for yourself. I just want
you to understand that modern penological science is just thata science,"
"When did it become a science?" I asked this. question as
blandly as I could, and Myrtisseemed to receive it that way.
"Well, it grew up gradually," she said, "We've learned to correct the errors in the thinking of forty years ago:' Forty years ago
to Myrtis represented the hindermost limits of modern ciyilization. She could see no reason for trammeling herself with consideration of primitives before that time.
"You mean the penologists of those days were wrong and you
are right?"
i
"I mean they didn't know as much as we do now."
"What about the men of a hundred fifty years ago? Four hundred? Two thousand?"
"I don't understand what you're getting at," Myrtis said with
some coldness. "There never was a science of penology. until
now."
"Who installed it in this prison?"
Curiously, Myrtis seemed not to have learned this or to have
r
thought about it, and I didn't press it.
The next day Miss de Monk herself reviewed the progress we
had made. She said, "I'm sure Miss Oxendine has told you the
basic concept of our work here, Mr. Farkas. I'm very anxious for
you to have it precisely right in your paper, We need the world's
good opinion of us." She said this in the tone of o~e who is absolutely certain she already has it; and if she doesn't, so much the
worse for the stupid world. "Our fundamental theory-it's really
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more than a theory, it's a scientific hypothesis-is that here in Massamoche we wiU let our inmates have a taste of the better life.
They will be surrounded by beauty and culture; and cultivated
persons, who are also highly skilled, will always be present to
guide and counsel them. If they can once see the fullness and
value of another kind of life than they have known, it is our hope
and conviction that they will not revert to their former behavior
patterns. We intend to spoil them for vice, Mr. Farkas," she said
in peroration, without a smile. "Nothing like this has ever been
-...
done before."
I made the mistake of saying I. had the impression th.-e new
criminology did not acknowledge the existence of crime. Al..
though I tried to make this observation as helpfully disingenuous
as possible, Miss de Monk was not diverted.
"Crime is a legal definition," she said. "We have no quarrel
with crime from that standpoint. It's the causes of what is crime
that we are concerned with; but mainly it's the prevention of
criminality, the elimination of recidivism. We acknowledge
crime; but not criminals."
The merely sententious did not satisfy Miss de Monk. I was a
broken reed when Myrtis took me away from this to more tangible things as we made a tour of the accommodations and examined an unoccupied "suite."
"I heard the bathrooms were orchid," I said to her. "Doesn't
this green one seem a concession to past thinking?"
"The swimming pool IS orchid," Myrtis said, "but the bath·
rooms are in different colored tiles. This one happens to be jade.
A couple of them are in polished granite, one pink, one black."
"How do you. decide which guests are assigned. to which bathrooms?"
"We don't. These suites each hold four women. There are
eighty suites. About twenty-five or thirty different professional
designers did them. I hope yO,u'U get to see them all while you're
here."
"You disappoint m~," I said to Myrtis. "I thought the sci·
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ence' of penology had got farther along than this indiscriminate assigning of suites. What of the needs of the individual
personality?"
But the fact is I was impressed in spite of myself. There were
four beds in the room, artfully placed for variety. The room was
about 35 by 25 feet, with a sort of large alcove at one end furnished as a sitting room. It held some books and, magazines. a
sofa, end tables, a couple of large chairs, a hassock, a fireplace
(but no fire) and a coffee table.
"I will admit," Myrtis was saying ina tone which I began to
think might be an imitation of my own, while I read the title upside down of a Book-of-the-Mobth Club selection, "that there is
a good deal of compromise here. You know, we haven't quite
been able to overcome all the old ideas of institutionalism, of
prison. It was originally planned to give each girl in the group of
four a room of her own, off a central sitting room. The individual,
particularly in the modem world, needs privacy, to think, to be
with himself. He needs a retreat from the pressures and demands
of his environment. But then I suppose we were l~cky to· get
_ thl'S m u
.
ch"
She noticed I was examining an unframed oil painting on a
""wall of the sitting room. "Do you object to the lack- of a pretty
frame?" she asked. "We hang them that way to make the girls
conscious of the art instead of the furniture:'
I wondered who had armed Myrtis with this notion, and I was
becoming increasingly aware of a force behind it all somewhere,
emanating from some central point, some investit\lre, possibly a
university, but more likely an American Society for the Advancement of Experimental Penology, with a periooical and a Board
of Directors. The "we" of Myrtis' remarks m~t be they, or something like them.
.
HIs this by any chance an original Roualt?" I asked her.
"Of course. That is, I don't know who the artist is, but I do
know it's genuine. All those paintings are."
"All which paintings?"
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al~ays

have about thirty or forty scattered around the
buildings~ We borrow them from three or four museums, and we
change them regularly, like a library."
"Who selects them-Miss de Monk?"
"Oh, no. The museum people."
"Aren't you afraid they'll be stolen?" I asked 11er.
"Of course not," Myrtis said.
"Well then, don't you hope they will be? I mc~an," I added, as
I felt her stiffen with incomprehension, "isn't it really your aim
to have the girls learn so much about art that they'll recognize the
value of the paintings and-"
.
"These women are not all thieves," Myrtis said firmly. "In
fact, most of them aren't. I wish you would please stop thinking
of thept as the underworld or organized crime or some such
thing."
Since we were each iqterested for various reasons in keeping
the other's good will, we ended this line of discussion by tacit
stipulation. I asked to see the rest of the institution, and Myrtis
guided me. We caught up with the prisoners at lunch. Myrtis and
1 had a small table in the refectory, which was more like a large
suburban tea room, all chintz and tendrils and sun-filtering curtains. The girls did not wear "prison garb." Mynis told me that
prison uniforms were a relic of the past, or something'equivalent.
The women were instead required to wear their own clothes, or
encouraged to make them in the workshops, subject to guidance
and cou~seling by the penologists. Quiet good taste was the desideratum. The waitresses, likewise, had no uniforms, not even waitresses' uniforms. They were called hostesses, and wore little tea
aprons over their dresses. Was this to teach the girls equality? I
asked Myrtis, but she said no, it was for the purpose of having the
women learn gracious livin$' so that they would aspire to it "outside." Who were selected As hostesses? None. They chose this
work themselves on enteririg, guided by the facts of science and
counseled by the penologists, and kept at it all through their
term. "I guess the tip~ are not much," 1 said, "women never tip
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much"; but Myrtis seemed to take this as a joke, a poor one, and
ignored it.
We ate the lunch olthe day, curried lamb, orange salad, layer
cake, the same served the women and the staff. I wondered what
Warden Harrington was eating in his sanctuary, while I looked
around for Ola Grandstedt, the only "celebrity" I could recall
for the moment. Either I was unable to recognize Ola clothed, so
great is the power of the imagination, or she wasn't there. I finally
asked Myrtis about her.
"We're not supposed to distinguish among the incarcerees by
their past lives," Myrtis said canonically. "Each of these women
is being recreated, separated completely from her former life.
Anyway, Mrs. Grandstedt won't join the others for three or fOJ,lr
more days."
"Why not?" I asked. "Decontamination? Or indoctrination?"
I restrained myself.from trying out something along the lines of
"re-endocrination."
"I don't know what you mean," Myrtis said. "She is undergoing a series of tests, so that her true psychological norm may ·be
ascertained. We want to understand her motivations, and we
want her to understand herself."
Let me admit here to a mixture of styles. I had not come to
Massamoche prepared for Myrtis' apostleship (although for conflicting reasons I found it very convivial to my mind) and I was
constantly having to remember to damp my sarcasm.
the
other hand, I did have a job to do, and -every intention of 40ing
it, and of doing it just the way it was expected to be done. Then
finally there was Myrtis herself. It began by my needing her
friendly admiration: she was almost my age and we were together
a lot. And to my snobbish lack of discrimipation (I was very
young at 26) , fooling with Myrtis was as natural 'and inevitable
as growing older. So I was continually saying something diffidently iconoclastic, then withdrawing with a laugh, and later with a .
friendly, reassuring hug, and finally, after three days, while we
were sitting in her car outside the walls, with a deep look into her
.

.;
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eyes and then of course a long, eutectic kiss, precisely the sort I
would have expected Myrtis to insist on.
,
But I was wrong again about her. If she had expected a kiss full
of meaning, it was not the meaning I thought of. When I was
writing up my notes the evening of the day after this first embrace I suddenly found myself letting out a long breath of released tension and of the impact of full awareness. How had Myrtis got that way? I had naturally thought of myself as quite carefree about all somatic diversions, and certainly much too evolved
for any romantic nonsense. But Myrtisl I could feel the presence
of a sheepish smirk on my face. Upon reflection, I decided it
couldn't have been her brush with psychiatry or sociology that
had given her this fierce clinical detachment. On the contrary,
when w~ touched our bodies together in the car it was as if she
had never heard of these recondite studies; and in a real sense, of
course, she hadn't: she had merely got a degree in them.' No, it
must have been something else altogether. In the three years
which had passed since I was her age the girls of America must
have bee~ learning something I hadn't dreamed about; or the
converse.'
Then, to square the sum of my confusions, she had said, in her
most assured voice, "I don't want you to get any ideas about me."
I recalled that she said this each time I got the simplest, the most
basic, idea. So, baffled, I ended by having no id~'r at all, just as
she wanted it. I put myself in her, hands, quite literally, to the
apparent satisfaction of both of us. We would finish our observations of the new penology for the day and then ride up into the
hills to discuss them. The discussions and the explorations went
on almost simultaneously, but Myr~is kept them in completely
separate'compartments of her mind, and her enjoyment of the
one never seemed to have the least effect on her orthodoxy in the
other. She was 23, but in everything except her adjustment to
getting on in the world, she was 15. And well indoctrinated. Even
Ola Grandstedt left her free of any noticeable deviationism.
"How did Ola do on her tests?" I asked her.
"

~.
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"If you mean did she get a high mark, you ought to know bet-

ter. The tests are not competi.tive. Her psychometric-"
"What work did she choose?"
Every inmate of Massamoche was expected to name a major
interest, something that would improve her and keep her busy.
Most of them chose subjects like beauty culture, pastry making,
stocking reweavin~ or dress-making, and you could watch them
in the shops, the kitchens or the sitting rooms, following their
chosen careers. A coupie of young ones were practising touch typing; two were studying together a manual on pre-natal care; one
was a singer; several were permanent waving one another's hair.
They all seemed to keep busy, at least while we were watching
them. And Ola?
..She chose social work."
"That ought to be' nice," I said. "Where is she going to prac. tise?"
"I'm sure that's the very least of her problems," Myrtis said.
"The important thing is, she sees the necessity of'a creative outlet for the rest of her life. Why are you so interested in Ola Grandstedt?" she asked suddenly.
"Only because I read about her in the papers. And I was at her
triaL"
"Then you must know she was married to a doctor, and she is
a very superior type of person:'
"I know she shot her husband. And she wasn't superior to bedding down with a man who wasn't her husband. Maybe wasn't
even a doctor:'
"Really'" Myrtis said. "Since when has that become a crime?"
"I didn't think you felt that way," I said smoothingly. "I guess
you mean adultery is all right if you are prepared to murder for
it. After which, of course, it ceases to be adultery:'
In spite of my tone, something about this conversation offended Myrtis. She may have felt she was getting too unprofessional·
for a girl who had won her Master's in sociology; or she was unable to con&ont any possibility that Ola was not precisely what
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the program asserted her to be. I was certain, though, because of
her impregnable stand against my getting any "ideas," that she
couldn't have considered these observations as any reflection on
her own conduct; and in fact ~he soon permitted herself to be
assuaged while we returned to the dispassionate discussion of
penology.
Time was passing, and the Editor was getting ready to run the
series. I was keeping up with the deadline by filing stories on the
general aims, at first; then daily stories on the girls horseback
riding; the girls swimming; the girls at luncheon, tea, buffet supper-with menus; the girls at dramatics, designing, fashion reviewing; the girls entertaining famous actors; the girls being host
to string quartets and famous virtuosi; admiring famous art; in
choral singing; in Five Minutes of Group Meditation as Prayer.
All with photographs for later syndication. Having swept my
camera over the scenery back and forth in this way, like a good
movie director, I was preparing to let it come to rest on one incarceree, and follow her career of redemption until the end of the
series. With the concurrence of the editor and Miss de Monk,
naturally this was to be Ola Grandstedt. On the eighteenth day
of my interneship I dropped in to see Miss de Monk in her "office," actually a large, graciously furnished sitting room near the
Warden's office, to listen in as she interviewed a "returnee," a
former inmate, committed for her second sojourn amid Massamache's 'groves. Ola Grandstedt was there too, learning her profession and consorting with a peer.
"Why, Mr. Farkasl" Ola said. She looked up at me with
her white soft face that had known suffering, and I, maybe recalling the Ola of the trial, felt a peculiar jolting of my masculine
sensibilities.
"This is Bonnie Lee Pappas," Ola said. "Bonnie Lee, this is
Mr. Farkas. He is a newspaper man who is writing about us for
his newspaper."
"How do you do, Miss Pappas."
"It's Mrs. Pappas," Bonnie Lee said. She was about 17, years

.
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and stone, and her southern accent was not of the Peloponnesus.
''I'm sure Bonnie Lee won't mind if Mr. Farkas sits in on our
interview, will you, Bonnie Lee?" Miss de Monk asked in a tone
that would have satisfied Mme'. de Guermantes.
"Hell, no," Bonnie Lee said. "I guess if another con can sit
around, so can anyone else."
Miss de Monk ignored this and said, "Mr. Farkas won't ask you
any questions, Bonnie Lee. He merely wants to observe the process of recording. He's not interested in you as a person."
"Well, it'.s all the same as they done a year ago," Bonnie Lee
said, not offended.
"It can't be quite the same, Bonnie Lee," Miss de Monk said,
"now can it? You did spend nine months here a~ Massamoche.
Didn't you leave here with a different set of values?"
"I guess so. \Vhat da ya mean?"
"Didn't you come to realize up here fhat there is a different
life than the one you were used to?"
"Sure," Bonnie Lee said. "That's up here."
"Didn't you like it?"
"Like it? In the pen? Are you kidding?"
"You never seemed to be-" Miss de Monk for once had to
grope for the word she wanted. I could see her mentally riming
through the lexicon of her profession. She rejected in turn "disoriented," "maladjusted," "insecure," "unintegrated," and final~
ly said, without satisfaction, "... unhappy."
"It was O.K., I guess. I didn't expect to enjoy myself in the
can."
"How did you feel when you found yourself. sentenced to
come back here?"
"How would you feel?"
For a second it seemed to me that Miss de Monk had somehow
missed the particular academic degree that would have equipped
her for a confrontation with Bonnie Lee Pappas. A little off balance, I thought, she tried once more.
"Now Bonnie Lee, if you didn't want to be sent back here, why
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did you go right back to doing the very same thing that caused
you to be sent up here in the first place?"
"What did I have to lose?"
The evidence of things not seen. Does a doctor lose his confidence in medicine because a patient wilfully dies? Miss de Monk
had the faith of St. Theresa. And something more. When the interview 'Was over she wore a look of completely triumphant vindication. And I have no doubt Bonnie Lee's record accommodated itself nicely to the scientific formula.
That evening Miss de Monk reviewed for Myrtis and ala, as
well as for a couple of other assistant penologists, the technique
of the readmission interview, as I listened. She had assigned ala
to her first effort the next day, when another returnee was to be
graded, measured, anointed and prepared. During the briefing
process Warden Harrington walked in from his office. He was
accustomed, if not indurated, to the humanistic, democratic, philogynistic methods of the new penology. He indicated that the
exercises were to go on, and he sat down to listen, like a visiting
school trustee. Ola looked at him in the same way she had looked
at the jury, and at me the first time she saw me (and, I don't
doubt, as she looked at the grocer and the undertaker and the taxi
driver) . I couldn't tell if the Warden's involuntary muscular system responded, as mine had, but his face showed no unusual expression except a certain disdain.
"Warden Harrington has not seen us do a readmission screen
analysis before," Miss de Monk said tolerantly. "We must re~
member.... As you know, Warden Harrington, Mrs. GrandstOOt
has very wisely chosen social work as her extra-mural. It's quite
true that social work is not precisely penology, but they are closely related, in that both have as their aim the rehabilitation of the
individual. So I'm boping myself to be able to start Mrs. GrandstOOt off properly. She is making excellent progress. She has a real
aptitude' for the field. Tomorrow she is going to do the screen on
a returnee herself."
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"Physician, heal thyself," Warden Harrington said. I knew he
wanted to say a lot more.
Miss de Monk would have answered him, but Ola looked into
his eyes and said, "Sir, I AM healing myself. This kind of work i~
pan of the process. I've just come here, but already I feel healed .
and-cleansed of the past. I am sure that after I leave here nothing
will ever touch me again. I am dedicating myself to others who
may need me."
"I'm glad to hear it," said the Warden. "But. don't you think,
Miss de Monk, that a girl who's up here for nothing worse than
prostitution, say, might resent being interviewed by a murderer?"
Miss de Monk was too outraged to reply at once, but Ola was
merely hurt. "Sir," she said, "I am going on in the hope that the
other women will understand that just as my suffering is greater
than theirs, my sympathy is greater too. I'm sure they will let me
help myself by helping them. We are women, you must remember, and our feelings go deep, very deep." .
"It's not your suffering I was thinking of," Warden Harrington said. I decided then that he had an admirable imperviousness
to the Ola-image, and I resolved to strengthen my worldly manliness in his pattern. "But if Miss de Monk thinks it's all right, I
guess it will have to be."
He left without another word, but obviously quite willing to
~e provoked into saying much more. Nobody challenged him,
and I followed him out. He looked at me without speaking at
first. Then he said, "Is that going into the paper too?"
"Well, you know, Warden, there are still a lot of people who
might like to hear about Ola Grandstedt."
.
Again there was silence. Then he said, "Just k~ep me out of it,"
Then, "Would you like:} drink?" and I said I would. It made me
feel virile, like the Warden, but ~I still thou'ght of <;lla. Myattentions, by design and inclination, had now all devolved on her,
and of course I meant to be present the next day, along with Myr.. tis and Miss de Monk, when the scientific process was begun.
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But I was aware that it had seemed to me disturbingly unchar·
acteristic of Miss de Monk that she should have been willing to
initiate a non-professional like Ola into the hard-earned mysteries of her profession; especially since Ola was not only declasse, but herself a patient, as it were. Still, I had not quite understood how far along the new penology had gone, up to the
point where it was in danger of believing its own tenets. It may
have needed only Ola, the protean sufferer dedicated to social
work, the woman able to turn life to account. Life, and even Miss
de Monk. Something may have told Miss de Monk this was true.
She may have seen in Ola the instrument of her own professional
apotheosis. She may have had visions of a clinical article, under
her name, in one of the learned Journals, that would forever establish her reputation, and take its place as the classic exposition
of the new penology. I am aware that this analysis of Ola's nostrification may not satisfy all the facts, but I have only one other
theory to offer. The Ola incident may have been the high, bright
explosive point of the great period of the science of punition; the
complete moment of fulfillment which happens once in every
major field of man's endeavor, sums up all the significance, all
the paradox, the essential.quality, and then subsides.
At any rate, when we foregathered next day, Miss de Monk
seemed as self-possessed and calm as ever. "Just remember, my
dear," she said to Ola, "this woman is not as fortunate as we are,
and not so well endowed. She seems to resent Massamoche just
as much as she would any ordinary prison. When I heard she was
being remitted here I tried to get Warden Harrington to prevent
it, but he said we had to take the bad with the good. He is inclined to be moralistic."
"Can we think of her as a special challenge?" Ola asked.
Even Miss de Monk had some difficulty with this. As between
religion and science, she had long ago made her choice.
"We'll do what we can, I'm sure," she said.
The matron, one of five or six hardened viragos of the old
school, came in with the returnee, Elizabeth Hudkins. I had been
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But I was aware that it had seemed to me disturbingly unchar·
acteristic of Miss de Monk that she should have been willing to
initiate a non-professional like Ola into the hard-earned mysteries of her profession; especially since Ola was not only declasse, but herself a patient, as it were. Still, I had not quite understood how far along the new penology had gone, up to the
point where it was in danger of believing its own tenets. It may
have needed only Ola, the protean sufferer dedicated to social
work, the woman able to turn life to account. Life, and even Miss
de Monk. Something may have told Miss de Monk this was true.
She may have seen in Ola the instrument of her own professional
apotheosis. She may have had visions of a clinical article, under
her name, in one of the learned Journals, that would forever establish her reputation, and take its place as the classic exposition
of the new penology. I am aware that this analysis of Ola's nostrification may not satisfy all the facts, but I have only one other
theory to offer. The Ola incident may have been the high, bright
explosive point of the great period of the science of punition; the
complete moment of fulfillment which happens once in every
major field of man's endeavor, sums up all the significance, all
the paradox, the essential.quality, and then subsides.
At any rate, when we foregathered next day, Miss de Monk
seemed as self-possessed and calm as ever. "Just remember, my
dear," she said to Ola, "this woman is not as fortunate as we are,
and not so well endowed. She seems to resent Massamoche just
as much as she would any ordinary prison. When I heard she was
being remitted here I tried to get Warden Harrington to prevent
it, but he said we had to take the bad with the good. He is inclined to be moralistic:'
"Can we think of her as a special challenge?" Ola asked.
Even Miss de Monk had some difficulty with this. As between
religion and science, she had long ago made her choice.
"We'll do what we can, I'm sure," she said.
The matron, one of five or six hardened viragos of the old
school, came in with the returnee, Elizabeth Hudkins. I had been
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wondering how Miss de Monk would greet her-"Glad to see you
again"? "Welcome back"? She was very
, correct.
"Elizabeth, you know Miss Oxendine. This is Mrs. Grandstedt.
Mr. Farkas. I'm sorry you misunderstood the meaning of Massamoche last time. This time I hope we'll get along better."
"I told you before, and I'll tell you again," Hudkins said. "You
don't mean a thing to me, sister. Not a thing. Warden Harrington is running this pen, and why the hell he keeps you around, I
don't know."
"Let's not discuss personalities," Miss de Monk said. "If you'll
just sit here and give us your full cooperation."
Hudkins sat down, and Ola, sitting across the table, turned her
white face and her look of dedicated humanity full upon her.
"My dear," she said, "how old are you?"
"What does it say there?"
"I mean, Elizabeth, you're quite young to have had such a terrifying experience."
"I guess I had it coming to me," Hudkins said equably.
"How can you say that being compelled to take part in a robbery where two men were killed was in any way your fault?"
"I didn't kill anybody~"
"That's precisely what I mean," Ola said. "You didn't kill anyone, yet you're being punished for complicity."
"Not punished, no," Miss de Monk put in. "You're not here to
be punished, as you know, Elizabeth."
"What would you call being locked up for two years?" Hudkins said.
Miss de Monk hesitated a moment, then said, "Try to make
better use of the opportunities here than you did last time."
Hudkins didn't say anything. Miss de Monk wi~hdrew into
silent observation again. 'I looked at Myrtis and I wondered, for
the last time, how it was possible she had not learned that it is the
human being, the human situation, that survives, when the theories and the institutions are gone. I had tried to tell her that she
was in bondage to a fad, an organized notion, and one that was
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interested chiefly in its own perpetuation, its "professionalization." I might have saved myself the effort. Myrtis would be married some day, and out of it all, but she would always carry in
her mind the unquest\oning certainty of the science of penology.
The universities do not encourage students like Myrtis to acquire
a degree in a subject like penology by exercising skepticism about
it. Neither do they encourage them to learn sinology, Longinus,
Inca knot arithmetic. Mithraism, nor in fact anything that is not
ruthlessly pragmatic. And they certainly do not give degrees in
sociology for the things the edified heart alone can understand.
No, the degree needed its Myrtis, just as it needed Miss de Monk.
'
And as they in tum needed the degree.
I turned from these reflections to watch Ola continuing at her
vocation.
"Now, Elizabeth," she said, "these men who forced you to go
along on the robbery, who were they?"
"You asked me that before," Hudkins said. "Nobody forced
me to do nothing. If it wasn't for those dumb cops I wouldn't be
here now. And nobody wouldn't have been killed, either."
,Ola recaptured control of the interview... ~ don't want to go
into the methods of the police, my dear. I know something of
their ideas of guilt myself, and I know the horrible interpretation
they put on everything. What we are trying to do, Elizabeth, is
help you to see yourself correctly. Now if you'll tell us how you
got to know these men, and which one of them was your ...
fri end...."
"The both of them were my friends. What have they got to do
with it? They're in the can, ain't they?"
"Well, let's be honest, now, Elizabeth. Which one was your
special friend? Which one did you ... live with?"
I am not sure this was the interview in which Ola was being
trained; but I do record that Miss de Monk did not interrupt;
and she and Myrtis seemed quite as interested in the questions as
Ola was in getting an answer. Hudkins, however, had her own
ideas. She had been looking at Ola with increasing shrewdness.
,

~
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Suddenly she said, "I thought I recognized youl You god-damn
murdering rigl You think everybody is like you? I ought to kick
that fat face right down your throat. Who the hell do you think
you are, asking me questions about men?
"And you, you old phonyl" She turned on Miss de Monk.
"With your fancy ideas about curing us. Putting that w~ite-faced
tramp on me as if she was better than I was. She ain't fit to be
with decent women, let alone asking me those )kind of questions.
Does the Warden know what you're up to around here? Well, I'm
gonna tell him. And I'm gonna get transferred out of here if it's
the last thing I ever do."
Hudkins had pumped her voice up to the limit of-its volume.
I don't remember hearing Ola shout anything back; but I do recall her staring at Hudkins through this blast without losing
much of her look of aristocratic, mortal compassion. She didn't
tum to Miss de Monk for help. She just sat and waited for Hudkins to stop. But, since Hudkins wouldn't stop, but only kept
hollering louder, Ola reared back and smacked her on the side of
the face so hard that the noise of it must have reached the Warden's office, because he came running into the room just in time
to hear Miss de Monk crying, "Stop itl Both of youl Where do
you think you are? Stop itl Miss Oxendine, run and get a matron.
Call the Warden. Oh, it's all a mistake. Ah, Warden Harrington-"
But the Warden had already grabbed each of the disputants by
the neck and rammed them into their seats with a· thud that
sounded above all the other noises. Ola caught her breath, then
put her hands over her face and cried rather loudly. Hudkins
merely look~d winded and relieved. Vvarden Harrington looked
at Miss de Monk. He did not say "I told you so." He just stood
and stared at her, one ~and lightly on Hudkins' neck, until Miss
de Monk turned and left the room. Myrtis followed her out.
One year later the afternoon paper in our city carried a small
front-page story. "Ola Grandstedt," it said, "whose sensational
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trial for the killing of her husband resulted in a sentence of one
to five years, left the State Prison at Massamoche to-day after having served thirteen months of her term. Mrs. Grandstedt told reporters her future plans were indefinite, but that she was going
into a career of social work. 'I am leaving the State,' she said,
'there are too many memories here for me. 1 am going to pick up
my life somewhere else, trying to help other women like myself
create a better world.' Mrs. Grandstedt said she did not plan to
visit her husband's grave."
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THE DEATH OF THE HERO
; .. what is the price of a tI.ousand horses
against a son where there is one son only1-Synge

the dull, remote bell had stopped ringing within th.e
house, I stood there before the door, rocking on my
heels, waiting for the quick footsteps inside. It. was a
long wait. I was in no hurry, though; there was no pleasure in my
visit. Somewhere in the hOl}se, I thought, Mrs. Spears must be
readying the old woman for the visitor, though they could not
know who it would be. I tried to remember all the innumerable
travelers of romance, come back totell all, come back to describe
the death of the hero. And it was I who must tell the old lady, the
proud, fierce, frightening old lady, how her son had died, died
not a hero, but not a coward either, died not caring to live, his
eyes expressionless, his closed throat choking him to death. He
had been no symbol of dark evil, like Conrad's Kurtz; I had no
need to explain him away, to lessen him. Not, at least, to his
mother. Not a lessening of her son to the pride and ancient beauty
of the woman. But he had been no adveriturer.- A homesick
boy, dying in the green jungle a~ong the savage flies, his b~y
stretched lax on the canv~t in the tent hospital, and somehow,
through some horrib.le magic:: of mistake and misunderstanding.
the word coming back through the reports and telegrams and '
voices that he had dit:d, not there, but, far to the north, in the
furious, incessant action of, at least to us, gaudy, useless war. And
it was now for me to find some formula that would explain to the
old woman, explain and clarify, make the dead boy a hero or at
least a soldier. He was dead, buried. all the forms complete. But
she was-alive still and her memory had sat on my shoul6er as we
had lowered him into the red earth.
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The steps came, the hurried, sharp steps approaching the door,
and Mrs. Spears opened the panel for me. She was old now, almost as old as I remembered her mistress to be, but different in
being gray and shapeless and dulled. For a moment she did not
recognize me: the last time sqe had seen me had been five years
before and I had been a ~hin, puzzled, boy in a baggy uniform.
"Tommy," I said, "Tommy Ashburn,"
"Good God," she said. It was no oath. "Come in. She's expecti~gyou,"

"Yes," I answered. "My mother told me,"
I followed her down the dark hall, followed tier through the
double doors into the dark, high-ceilinged parlo,!', the room for
occasions of state, the room for announcements, e~planations.
t
"Wait," she said.
And once more I waited, waited in the quiet for the old woman
to come to hear of her only son, her only child. Her face came up
before my eyes, the face she had worn the day we left, unyielding,
stiff with pride, the web of tiny wrinkles unbreakable. Sitting in
her wheel chair at the station, she had called her soli from the uneasy rows of exCited soldiers, calletl him and kissed him publicly,
something she had never done, before. He had gone to her diffidently, his face white, his hands trembling. And she had smiled,
saying, "We are good soldiers." We had believed her, thought
that her son was a good soldier, and yet had known that he had
been neithe~good nor bad, had been only a boy dying of a disease.
I was standing at.the west window, staring through the thick
curtain at the autumn orchard, when the whisper of the pushed
wheel chair came through the far door. I turned aboht to face her,
with the light over my shoulder, and she was white and thin and
bent, twisted symbol of bereaved motherhood, and the memory
of her pride dissolved into a tight ball of doubt.
Mrs. Spears. her mouth opened in a wordless cry of prayer,
turned about and went, leaving the old woman and me to stare
at one another across the bare ten feet of floor between.
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"Sit down, Tommy," she said.
"Thank you," 1 answered, fumbling my way into a chair. She
spun her wheel chair about ~_Jhat she could look at me. Her
white hair was pulled back tightly from her face; her skin was still
the web of rigid lines that held" her expression to its mask.
"How are you?" she asked.
"Fine," 1said.
"You look tired."
"Yes, I am."
"You've been away from home a long time."
"Five years," I answered.
"Yes," she said. "I know. Five years," She was quietfor a while,
and I waited for her be':Cluse I was again afraid of her as I had
been when 1 was a child, afraid as I had been the day she had
looked at her son and me after we had been caught stealing chickens. And he, her son, trembling, had clutched my hand and stared
at the floor that day. And I, even in my fear, had been sorry for
him.
"Have you been unhappY?"l'she asked. Her face did not change;
only the mouth moved.
"Yes," I said.
"Was it bad?"
"Sometimes,"
"But now you're back,"
"Yes,"
"And you are happy?"
"Perhaps. I don't know. Perhaps later,"
Over her shoulder I could see the owl that her son~d killed
and stuffed. It sat inexotably severe on a bar extending ()ut from
the wall, still holding its place of honor, proud figure of the old
woman's past, proud shield of her son's youth and perhaps promise. The yellow, glass eyes stared back at me blindly, shallow and
motionless, and 1 could not look at .the old woman.
"War is a dreadful thing," she said. .
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"Yes."
"And people must die,"
"Yes, I suppose so."
"I am not sorry."
I did not understand. I leaned forward, furrowing my forehead.
"Our family has been proud," she said.
"Yes."
Her father had fought in the Civil War, her husband in the
Spanish-American \Var and the First World War. I remembered
her, long ago, standing beside her husband's coffin, looking down
at the uniformed man. She had looked at him impassively. I had
been young, but even then I had known that she was a proud
woman. And I was to tell her how her son had died? He who had
huddled behind her as she stood over the coffin? He who had wept
and had been stared at by his mother until he had drawn himself
erect?
"Yes," she repeated, staring at the floor, "people must die in a
war. If we had had another son .. ," She looked up at me, suddenly smiling with her mouth. ,It was a dreadful, gray smile. "Perhaps you think me foolish. But you must admit that it's somewhat
extraordinary,"
"Of course," I said. I was afraid of her still; the years were an
illusion here.
She picked up the cane that lay across her lap and drew a circle
on the bare floor between us and then she broke the s:ircle by
dragging the cane across it. "I had great hopes for him," she said.
"I know," I answered. He had struggled hard in school, desperately",!Qr her-for himself, rather, as a defense against her. He
had learhed a great number of facts and had been praised by his
teachers. But, once, almost crying, he had confessed that. she had
never yielded, had accepted his report cards and had sign~them
silently and that was all.
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"Now," she said, "tell me how he died. I want to know so that,
I may have that memory at least. All the memories poss~ble:'
\ I looked at the floor, attempting to build up again the circle
which 'she had drawn. The question was there now; where was
the answer? Both truth and lie were to be elaborate ~affolds, perhaps too intricate for my comprehension, and somewhere in the
maze I might meet her cOIlling from ,the other side, coming upon'
me unawares and seeing the tiny nakedness of my wish to deceive
her. I mulled the lie again,"and felt it go limp and uneasy in my
hands. But the story was that she never left th~ house, never spoke
to anyone.l studied my lie slowly~ carefu~iy.
"Go ahead," she said. It was' not prompting; it was permission.
I looked up at her, looked past her to the emotionless·eyes of the
owl, and in that moment I began to speak to it, to her, and then I
sucked in my breath, bewildered. I could not tell it, could not tell
her, the gray flat truth, not before the m~ntory and the hope,
even if they had, perhaps, meant nothing..
.
"I don't remember too well just when it happened," I said.
"They still held Rabaul when we landed on New Britain. We
went up the island, up t~~ east arm, towards ·Rabaul, behind
other American troops,~nd then we stopped for a long time and
didn't move, stopped and didn't do much except build roads and
once in a while send a patrol out into the j'ungle to chase' strays.
It was boring and we all Wated it and we got very homesick. Anqi
then, sometime towards the end of the year, I suppose, we were
sent north "again, up to replace another outfit. We were being
sent up, I think, to get a little seasoning before the invasion of the
Phili.ppines. And so we met our fir~t action. We were cowards, all of us, I suppose: and it's not easy to remem,ber whh any'
pleasure."
The old woman held out her palm to ~e, stopping me. She
leaned forward, speaking a little' slowly, a little harshly. "You
were all cowards?" she asked.
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"Yes," I said. The importance of the
rested the~e in my
hands, but I could not force myself, here, to conjure up a hero,
to make the quick brushes and horrible fears of that slow crawl
up the island into a gallant, meaningful advance of brave men.
Her son had already been dead for months at that time: how
could I lift him up to wave frightened men ahead to die with
him? The slow, hot jungle of fear had had its heroes, but it was
not for me to create another now. Was she asking it-for her son's
memory or for her own.
"Yes," I said. "We were all afraid. There was little fighting, but
men were killed just the same. There was also, apparently, very
little to fight for,"
"Ah?" she asked, drawing back into her wheel chair, her lined
face becoming even more rigid with her insistence. She tapped at
the floor with her cane. I looked at the cane rather than at her.
The crucial mome"t of the lie, the question as to whether her son
were to be a hero or just a man, threaded itself into my body,
drew me tight. She waited, tapping gently, nodding her head with
each -tap. She had not insisted that I expand my statement, but
her qUe5tion hovered there between us and I could not ignore it.
"Very little to fight for, we thought. It was hot and wet and we
were dirty and tired and afraid and all we wanted to do was come
home and be clean and not afraid. And he was like the rest of us.
He was young, too, you must remember,"
"I do remember," she said. "He was very young. He still had
his life. I don't blame him:'
"Then you must not blame us either. We had never seen anything like it before, and we knew, even then, that we would see
much more of it before it ended. We were afraid and we had little
faith."
"Did you lose faith in God?" she asked. And now I was sure
that she was not reproving. Her voice was more gentle, the insistence gone.
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"Sometimes," I said.
She tapped at her knee ~ith her left hand, the hand free from
the cane. "Yes," she said, "that I can understand. I almost lost
faith myself, and I had much less reason to, I suppose." And then
she looked up at me, her face hardening again. "Go on."
There was no thread in my labyrinth. I must stand on tiptoe
and attempt to peer over the top of the walls. If I met her eyes
looking back at me, well, that was the chance I had to take. This
was the second time I had come to the same thought. Now, how.ever, there was no return. I was snared in the deception as well as
she, but how was one to play false with the waiting face across
from me? Perhaps, already, she had perceived the tenuous artifice
of my lie, the coggery involved in my already thrown dice.
"We, wei-en·t cold as they were in Europe. Perhaps we weren)
shot at as much. But fear is present no matter where you are, and
perhaps it's more present or'at least more concentrated at 'night
in the jungle, because it isn't native to us. Houses can kill you,
but they can't frighten you to death.
"It was not even on a patrol that it happened. I suppose that
makes it somew~t ironic. The company was in reserve, just waiting." I stopped t~ere, looking at her. She was very quiet, not moving. I felt, almost, that her face had become whiter, but there, in
the dim light, I could not be sure. She was staring at me with
fixed, round eyes.
"Yes?" she said, her voice dry, metallic, clicking in the quiet
room. Once she had been involv~d in politics, had run for and
had won a post on the city council. In those days her voice had
been smoother, less direct, less shocking, but even then she had
had her way. I could not resist her.
"That night we had parked the trucks down in a little hollow.
The captain, however, sent me and my squad up the hill a little
way, Perhaps three or four hundred yards. We took a truck with
us, parked it on_one side of the ravine which ran down to the hoi-
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low, set up a machine gun on the other side. Your son was with
us. He and I and two others stayed near the truck. The other four
were with the machine gun."
"When did this happen?" she asked, sharply, abruptly.
"I don't remember exactly," I answered. "It's been so long.
What was the date on the telegram the War Department sent?"
"July, 1943·"
"Then that was when it happened," I answered.
'She leaned forward to stare at me, and I thought that, for a second, she was going to slide out of the wheel chair. I half rose to
catch her, but she shook her head.
"You said the end of the year," she reminded me.
"Yes," I answered, "but it's been so long. Sometimes when I
think back I'm off as much as a year. Things happened about the
same time that seem a long time apart."
,"Perhaps that's so," she said. "Go on."
She had, now, said this, or something very like it, three times.
There was no echo in this third time of the other two. They bad
been imperative and sure, and this time the command was quiet
and dulled, and I could not keep from staring at her face. There
was, however, no betrayal of emotion. There was nothing for me
but to interpret the tone as her expression of fear before the impending death of her son. And I, who was to kill him there, for
her, became cold and shivered.
"It grew dark rather rapidly. It grows dark rather rapidly in
the tropics." I halted, remembering the body of her son after his
,death, beginl',ling to swell and bloat almost within the hour. And
he, too, had become white, almost as white as she, but he had been
brown with the sun.
.
"And then-?" she insisted. She rapped the cane against the'
floor savagely. "Why don't you hurry?" Her voice rose, beCame,
for the fi~t time, violent. Before it"had been pressing, but' had
carried nO' threat.

o
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Ana I, in return, grew angry too, weary with my lie, weary with

,

.~

her weight. "Because I can't hurry. Because men die much faster
than one can tell about it:' But this, too, was a lie, for her son bad
died slowly, wretchedly, without honor, without reason. I wanted
to cry to the white face that it was all fraud and imposition, but I
could not for fear that the face would be overwhelmed. for fear
that only honor could hold her erect.
She sat back again, almost effacing herself in the gloom of her
wheel chair. ''I'm sorry, Tommy. I think I understand your problem. Perhaps even better than you think I do. But remember that
I'm an old woman who has lost her family, who has only the memory of her husband and her son..I must have all my memories; I
must have them all boxed and sorted and immediate to my touch,
.
even the false ones."
"And I'm sorry too," I answered. "But you must let me go at
my own pace."
"Of course." Her left hand, still on her knee, was trembling so
much that I could see it across the distance and the dim~ light of
the room.
a
"We expected nothing," I said. "There weren't suppQsed to be
any of them in the area. They were supposed to have been well
cleaned out. And so we weren't too alert. I was sitting beside the
truck, sitting and doing nothing else, and your son was beside me,
talking to me about something, something I can't remember. He,
like the rest of us, was afraid and unhappy and he usually talked
about home; I suppose, then, he was talking about home."
"Home?" she asked, slowly, almost stupidly.
"Home. Mothers, fathers, sisters, girls ..."
"Did he have ~ girl here?"
I halted then, my lie pushed aside by her question. "No'" I
answered, "I don't think he did." No, he had had no girl. He had
lacked the courage perhaps. I did not know. Yes, I did know.
"Ah, he should have had one," she said.

--
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..He was afraid of what you would say:' I answered, putting my
thoughts into words, brutal because she had been old and un·
yielding and had held her son in her palm.
"Yes," she said. "You're right." Her voice was spiritless, but it
grated still, cut the silence with sharp teeth not by tone or force
but simply by habit. The path to which she had led me opened
invitingly, led off into a broad meadow of escape from which I
could stop to look back at my lie with the pleasure given by dis.tance; but now intent upon making the structure of the lie sea
cure, I turned away from the help, turned away to the voice,
turned away and built again, built because I could do nothing
else, not for her but for myself. And, at last, for her son. ,
..He talked about home, like the rest of us. He wanted to come
back. He wanted to rest. We all wanted to rest..We were always
tired, tired with fear, tired with boredom, tired with work, tired
with doing nothing. God knows, we were tired of everything,
tired of everything."
..And you are still tired?"
"Yes."
"And yet you can come to an old woman, can't you, and tell her
how her son died?" There was a thin edge of meaning in the
worda that whipped at me, made me look at her. She was staring
at me still, once more rising up in her chair. "You are a good boy,
Tommy."
"Thank you," i said. I wanted to make the words light, but I
could not. I avoided her eyes, once more staring at the owl, the
empty, lifeless owl that was now meaningless, perhaps; except to
her.
"You remember when he shot it, don't you?" she said.
"Yes. It was a great day."
"A great day. We were proud of him. He was very young."
"Yes."
"He was very young to know how to mount the bird."
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"Yes." I nodded. He had so wanted to please his mother.
"And, however, when he died he was young. Too young to
have changed much from the boy he was. Is that not so, Tommy?"
"Yes." All this was true, but she had not known the boy he was.
"Was he the same boy when he died, Tommy? Was he content;
was he in love with life; was he brave?"
The question twisted itself in ·my bowels, made me lean forward. He had been none of those things, perhaps,'iand yet, he had
been no real coward, no more than the rest of us. But he had died
in a way that made him nothing, made him without significance.
I took my lie and stared at it, forced it into existence, into life.
"Perhaps he wasn't content," I said. "He couldn't ~ve been
too content-he was in the army. He accepted. it as well as he
could."
"Do you mean he wasn't a good soldier?"
"No, I don't mean that. I mean that no one is a good soldier.
You've got to have robots for that, robots that have no interest in
multiplication." The last words came without pr~meditation,
came with sarcasm hidden but still there.
"Then what was he?" she asked.
"He was your son. He was in the army. He was capable, I suppose, of making a choice in regard to how he was to live and to
die. He made his choice:'
"How did he make his choice?"
There was no freedom from the answer. No matter where I
turned, I found her waiting, waiting in my lie, waiting for me to
form the hero' in the air before her. waiting for me to wave my
hands and cry "abracadabra:' I folded my hands together in my
lap and leaned back into the chair, avoiding, this time, both her
and the owl.
"He made his choice in the only possible way he could. He
chose what might be called a sense of honor over the life he was
leading." Who could call me a liar then? Perhaps her son had
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chosen death, just as he had, through some alchemy, been denied
life. What was the truth and what was not?
"Yes, but how?" She had leaned forward again, resting her two
hands on the cane. Her nose thrust outward from her face, curved,
sharp, rapacious, threatening.
"By dying."
"Yes, I know he died. I want to know how he died. I want to
know how my son died. Tell me, Tommy. Tell me everything."
"We sat there in the dark, waiting for nothing in particular,
'not even waiting f?r our turn at sleep. We weren't afraid because,
as I have said, there was nothing to be afraid of. Someone, across
the ravine, loaded the machine gun. I could hear the bolt come
back and slide forward. You ,have to do that twice in order to load
it. That made me look at my carbine. It was against the tire beside me. Your son had his rifle over his knees.
"Well, we waited still. One of the fellows with us crawled under the truck and went to sleep or at least tried to go to sleep.
After a while we didn't talk any more. We just waited.
"Then, of course, was when it happened. They had come down
the ravine, between us and the machine gun. One of them threw
a grenade. It went under the truck. Neither I nor your son was
hurt tben. The fellow under the truck.... Across the ravine they
let loose with the machine gun, shooting at the darkness, just
shooting, never touching anything, although whoever was shooting must have simply hung on to the trigger. Your son and I lay
'on the ground. II prayed and I suppose he did. I couldn't reach
my carbine. I don't know whether he had his rifle or not. Finally
the machine gun went quiet and someone yelled at us but we
didn't dare answer.
.
.
'''Another grenade came over. I could s~e it. Their grenades
sometimes spurted fire. When it went off it filled my leg with innumerable little pe!lets. I couldn't move. I thought I was going
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to die. I told your son to run for help, although God knows that
help ~s already on the way. The machine gun was going again
and I wasn't sure he heard me. But he got up and ran, and when
he ran they shot him, shot him as he ran." .
My whole creation was there between us now, a maze of shining lies that glittered and spangled in the gloom. And now that it
was built, I looked at it with pleasure, with pride in my ability to
create such an artifice out of memories that were so disparate, so
meaningless one without the other. Her son had died, but I had
given him life again. And I had killed him again, so very neatly.
"Is that all?" she asked. Her mouth was open as though she
needed air.
.. Little more. In the morning we carried him down the hill and
buried him. At least they carried him. They had to carry me too:'
"Would you like some tea?" she asked.
I started. The question, so irreconcilable with what I had been
talking about, clashed down about my ears almost as though it
were bringing my building down with it. She waited, staring, unblinking. I nodded my head, unable to answ~r, unwilling to trust
my vOIce.
"Mrs. Spears'" she called. We waite.'! without talking until
Mrs. Spears came. "You may bring the tea, Mrs. Spears."
"In a moment."
The old woman continued to sta~e at me, still unblinking, her
wordless mouth open, rigidly open. I could say nothing.
Mrs. Spears brought the tea, rolling it in on a little table which
she stopped beside the old woman's chair.
"That'll be all, thank you," the old woman said. Mrs. Spears
went out again, backing through the door behind the old woman,
her face puzzled and unhappy.
The old woman poured the tea and held a cup out towards me.
I went across to get it, afraid before her eyes. She gave it to me,

.
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however, and let me return to my chair, and then we both sat in
the long silence, drinking the tea, she staring at me, I shifting my
eyes from her to the naked floor and then to the owl behind her.
"How did he die?" she demanded' abruptly, dropping her cup
to the little table with a lonely clatter.
'
I stared back at her, trying to force my lie upon her. "As I told
you," I said. "How else?'"
"I don't know how else," she said, her voice rising. She gripped
the cane across her knees, pressing it down with ~th hands.
I had no retreat, no manner of evading her. And I was too
weak, too vacillating. There was nothing to do but persist and
persistence was suddenly ,absurd, suddenly vain. The effort was
empty; it was terrifying. If, in my sin of goodness, I were to be
caught, it would be more than pain. It would be evil. But where
was the evil: the construct I had achieved, or she, furiously ripping it apart? Or either?
She came forward in her chair, and the network of lines in her
face suddenly flashed out of the gloom. My hands came up instinctively. I held them out to her, the palms stiff, stiff but in
reality paper, and I turned away, trying to feel the light upon my
face.
She sighed then, a rustle of wind in the darkness, and I watched
her sink backwards into the chair, a gray fish slowly dropping
downwards into the sea, down into the impenetrable, blue-black
water. It was absurd, it was vain.
"You would lie to an old woman?" she said.
"No," I said. "No."
"Yes," she said.
I was revolted with the whole thing, with the insubstantial pageant of my creating, with her melancholy wish to knew, to know,
and her inability to believe. Did she then wish to have this as her
food but found it unpalatable?
'
"How can I believe you?" she asked.
I

\
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"Why not?" I said, struggling against my need to confess, to
have done with it all.
She shifted her body, lifting herself with her thin arms. I waited tensely, squeezing the teacup in my hands.
"It was kind of you," she said. "You can't remember dates, but
you can remember everything else."
"Yes," I said. "But ~hat's simple. It's nothing. It's a psychological peculiarity."
uYes," she said in return. "I believe you." Her hands, in her
lap, fluttered up and down.
I set the teacup on the floor, hearing, in its jiggling rataplan of
noise, the swaying tip and crash of my lie, and then I looked at
the floor, seeing the building lying dead and cold there between
the old woman and me.
UMy son was a soldier and a hero," she said..
/ "Yes," I answered.
She turned her wheel chair about slowly and then, with one
great sweep of her cane, caught the owl just at ,the neck with the
tip. There was a burst of feathers and the head flew off and, sail·
ing across the room, crashed into the glass door of the china closet
against the far wall. Glass tinkled. The owl's body toppled reluctantly, revolved on its bar until, with a whis~er of air, it fell, fluttering, to the floor.
"My Godl" I said.
She whirled back to me, her cane in the air, her mouth open.
But once again she collapsed back into her chair, only her hands
alive with their incessant white quiver.
"How did he die?" she repeated.
':As I told you," I said.
"No," she said, "the ,truth." Her zane tip came up before my
face and I swayed with it. "He was a coward," she said. "He died
running away." Her voice rose and trembled.
"No, my God, nol" I cried. There was no light in the room, no
"
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escape. How had he died'? Had she killed him? "He caught some
damned disease and died from it. He died before we ever saw any
action. It was all a mistake."
"You lie again'" she screamed.
"No," I said, "no."
"Yes, yes, yes'" She pushed herself towards me, the one hand
attempting to propel the wheel chair, the other waving the cane.
Her mouth was wide open now, her thin, white hair falling forward across her face.
"Please," I said, "please." I stood up and. l..qught the cane away
from her. She had no strength. She was rigid in her chair: old
ghost of memory.
Mrs. Spears, coming into the foom behind me,
.'
caught me by the arm, crying, "Go, go, go'" I shook my head. The
old woman stared at me. "That is the truth?" she said.
"Yes," I answered.
Her teeth gleamed then. She must have meant it as a laugh, but
it was a twisted gurgle of sound. "He died running away," she
said.
I let Mrs. Spears push me out the door. Shaking, my heart beating heavily, I went down the hall to the front door, hearing, there
behind me, the hiss of the old womjUl's breath.

.
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of the month," Ciro's mother Sfiid,
"we will go to Anastasio's and you will try on a pair of
long trousers." She remained silent for a few seconds,
fumbling nervo)lsly for the big sorip ladle which lay conspicuously within her reach, on the table-cloth. Having found it, she
dipped it into the fuming potaje, bringing up the boiled slices of
green banana and yucca, and ~en dipping them again, deliberatelyand to no visible purpose;~
As on previous occasions whFn the visit to Anastas\o had been
mentioned, Ciro grew restless ~nd mumbled impatiently:
"Yes, yes, Mother, you've sai~ it before."
She gave a" sharp short laughiand added: "You are growing up
-you are not a boy any longer. Now, it's decided-come the first
of the month, we'll go to Anastasio, and he'll fix a nice pair of
blue trousers for you to wear:t
Thus released, she ladled but the first course of the family
meal, a copious affair which not even the sultry Cuban summer
- could discourage.
..
After this latest announcemeilt,Ciro tried as" hard as he could
not to look at Zen6n, his bachelor ~1tcle who was sitting in his
place at the opposite comer of the table, since every time men·
tion was made of the long trousers Zen6n would. cast little confidential glances in his direction. The boy finally gave up, however, and met the other's winking eye. Ciro's uncle hooked his
napkin into his collar and started to ~~t very slowly, gazing down
at his plate in a contented trance"only iooking up to wink at Ciro
from time to time.
Ciro's maiden aunts, two stout pleasant women, were smiling.
"He will look very handsome in his new trousers, no doubt," said
Felipa, the younger one. She giggled, looking at Ciro with a
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roguish expression, opened her eyes very wide, and burst at last
into open laughter.
'
HFelipa, Felipa, calm down;" entreated her sister, ~elf giggling. Ciro's young sister was watching them, deep in the semi",
stupor of her second teething. .
It all worked up slowly but surely, through all those weeks,
seemingly endless for Ciro, like a huge balloon inflated with a
slow-motion pump. As he went about his daily errands, or left
for school in the early morning, or walked into the house after a
day out in Altagracia, the playing grounds near his home, Ciro
became aware that the center of interest had been shifted from
his eldest cousin's latest pregnancy, and was now focussed sharply
on him. The sudden unmentioned concern had left him in a spotlight, at whose center he stood, assailed by his aunts' giggles and
his mother's sudden tenderness. There was an air of placid conspiraty in the family, a tacit understanding, a fat contentment, an
ineffable mirth universally shared. It transgressed the limits of
the h01;lsehold, trickled down the inner court to the neighbors,
flowed past the iron grates of the balconies overlooking the street
and poured finally into the entire neighborhood.
As the end of the month approached and the day of the visit to
Anastasio grew nearer, a complacent smile had turned up on the
faces of all of Ciro's uncles, and even on the faces of their wives
and in-laws. He sensed his cousins eyeing him now in admiration.
Too, Ciro suddenly Perceived that his Uncle Zen6n's stature
in the family had grown out of proportion. From a half-accepted
and colorless bachelor in a large family of solemn patriarchs, he
had beGome overnight an important figure considered with intimate affection by everyone. ~is sisters-in-law had suddenly
taken to Zen6n, with the very unanimity which had formerly
marked their 'tolerance of his manner when they had first been
admitted into the clan. On Sunday evenings now, as they ·mounted the stairs into the stifling front parlor, they greeted him amidst
much fanning, wiping the cold sweat that trickled down between
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their breasts: "It's really Zen6n! And how nice of him to spend
the evening at home. The wise man of the family-wouldn't give
up celibacy for anything." He was offered cigars by his brothers,
who no longer found grounds for picking on him, and Felipa
often looked his way intently, ,scowling with an affection never
witnessed previously.
On a Saturday afternoon, as Ciro and his mother, back from
Anastasio's, turned the familiar corner into the street where they
lived and began mounting the slope to the house, he saw his two
aunts leaning against the rail of the mezzanine balcony, their
elbows propped on two ,pink brocade cushions. His mother
looked up smiling~
"What happened?" the younger aunt asked.
"Everything is ~n order," Ciro's mother said, standing under
the balcony, "Anastasio himself will deliver the trousers tomorrow morning."
"What color?" the other asked again.
"Blue, dark blue," Ciro's mother replied.
An expression of uncontrollable curiosity appeared on the face
of Mrs. Figueras, their neighbor. She and Mr. Figueras were
standing on their balcony, across the street, and evidently had
been unable to grasp what had been said. e.
"Dark blue," Ciro's aunt hastened to brief them, "Anastasio
r
himself will deliver the trouserjs in the morning."
"Is that, so?" Mrs. Figueras' offered, undoubtedly pleased at
Anastasio's diligence.
Nothing else was said about the subject and the evening meal
was eaten without any allusion to Ciro's attire, a deep unhurried
satisfactiott having settled over the family. Only once Ciro caught
his mother looking at him, gazing down and then suddenly up at
him again.
,
On Sunday afternoon-Anastasio having lived up to his word
and repute-Ciro stepped briskly into his brand-new pants,·
which covered his ankles, deserting forever the loose-fitting
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trousers whichJ1is mother used to tie just be,low the knee. He
washed his hands, combed his hair, and went out onto the spacious roof, where he was to meet his uncle after siesta.
The air was dry; the square red tiles embedded on the rooffloor calcinated slowly under the sun. A maze of flat roofs, occasionally broken by a lonely wash line waving in the distance, and
separated by low thick walls, spread out of sight. Ciro sat on a low
stool under the thin shade of a wooden trelliswork, waiting for
Zen6n. He appeared at five, wearing his Sunday finery: white .
and black shoes, striped shirt and tie, white linen suit stiffly
starched, and white stiff hat. A blue sapphire was shining on the
small finger of his right hand.
"Ready?" he asked, touching Ciro on the ann. Ciro smiled
faintly, caught in the waves of cologne coming from under his
uncle's hat and spreading in the hot afternoon.
"Don't be late for supper," Ciro's mother said without looking
up at them from her corner of the main balcony.·
. "We won't, Mother," Ciro answered. His legs were a little
shaky as they went down the stairs and into the street. He rubbed
his hands against his thighs trying to dry the sweat off the palms,
and felt his unc1e's.hand resting on his shoulder almost tenderly.
The afternoon breeze began to come in soft waves as they
walked down the half-deserted streets lined by white",ashed
walls, and hushed in the Sunday air. Anonymous women emerged
here and there from their doors on a mid-afternoon rec;:onnaissance, staring fixedly at them until Ciro felt uncomfbrtable.
They crossed a big dusty square where a few trees stood dejectedly, walked along a narrow promenade, and slowly ent.ered the
old section of town. The sidewalk wa,s very narrow here and they
took to the road.
·
Ciro was seeing the quartier for the first time. The streets were
no longer asleep in Sunday slumber. People walked, talked, and
\
laughed aloud. On certain comers, large groups of young boys in
shirt sleeves congregated and talked. They called each other by
their first names, often making obscene gestures as they chat-
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teredo Groups of young girls strolled along, arms around one
another's waists, deliberately ignoring the loud exchanges. The
small coffee-shops were full of men and women seated around
tiny ;marble tables drinking coffee with milk and eating buttered
bread. White electric bulbs glared furiously from the ceilings.
Some of the customers had taken their chairs out to the sidewalks,
from where they shouted their orders to the waiters inside.
Everyone seemed to know Ciro's uncle, and Ciro could hardly
recognize him now. A mysterious change had overtaken him
when they crossed the promenade. This was a new Zenon, and
Ciro tried to think of the restrained man who sat daily at the
family table abiding in silence the inane little jokes everybody
made at his expense. He had expanded; he stopped here and
there, shook hands with many people, laughed boisterously.
They stepped into one of the coffee-shops and joined several
people at a table. These were older people, well-fed and pleasantly garrulous, and Ciro was surprised at the ease with which his
uncle fitted instantly into the mellow comradeship that linked
them together. The uncle gave a short account 'Of his health, and
then almost immediately Ciro beeame,to his embarrassment, the
subject of conversation. They patted him on the shoulder, took
delight in his physique, felt his biceps and praised his good looks.
His masculinity was the subject of firm, slowly delivered state-ments. The people sitting at the next table looked at Ciro appreciatively, and with some vague affection.
"Is he really your nephew?" one of the women at the table
asked.
"Oh yes," Ciro's uncle protested, "but lean assure you: he is
almost like a son to me,"
"The boy looks exactly like you," the woman insisted, "what
are you trying to tell us?"
"We know you, Zen6n." An old man sitting next to Ciro was
talking now. "You are too modest. Look at the boy's face. The
very face of Zen6n when I first met him," The woman had left
her chair as the old man spoke, and taking Ciro by the chin she
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proclaimed the resemblance again, this time in an energetic
voice.
"I bet he won't be as wicked as his father," she added. Everybody laughed at this. Ciro looked at his uncle, who seemed
delighted.
"You are wrong," another woman in the group said. This one
was fat and dark. "With his looks, the little one will very soon be
well ahead of Zen6n:' The laughter was general now and attention was centered on their table.
"Don't be sad, Zen6n," the woman went on, raising her voice.
"Such is life. I bet he'll live up to your name, though:' She
winked one eye as she turned around to watch the effect of these
words upon her audience. There was a roar of agreement. Zen6n
was clearly delighted. Smiling, he rose and shook hands with
everyone. Then, amid shouts of good wishes, he and CirQ left.
They walked for a few minutes along the noisy thoroughfare,
and then turned into a quiet little street lined with small onestorey houses. The iron grates had apparently been removed
from the windows of these flats, but the tall shutferdoors and
built-in blinds had been kept, obviously to keep the places cool
and guard them to some extent against intruders. A great deal of
activity seemed to take place behind each pair of blinds.
They stopped before one of the houses, decorated with a rim
of blue tiles; eiro's uncle rapped on the blind and they were
let in.
.
It was cool and dark inside: After a while, Ciro could make out
a large room, poorly furnished, with a few heavy rocking chairs '
placed around a table. A gramophone was playing in one corner
of the room. Two round vases of painted earthenware, filled with
dusty wax flowe1'S, stood on the table. A large framed lithograph
of the Sacred Heart hung from the wall, and a leaf of holy palm
had been nailed to the wooden frame.
Ciro saw three girls in the room. Two stood behind the slatted
doors, peering through the blinds, and the other, a blond thin
girl, was doing her hair with the help of a Negro boy who sat on
~
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the ann of her chair. The girls wore slacks, with small linen or
cotton blouses covering their chests.
There was a huge ice-box in a smaU alcove nex~ to the room,
and a little old woman busied herself arranging bottles of beer
in its compartments. The visitors were lVeeted warmly by -the
Negro boy and the young girls, who nevertheless remained seated
and went calmly about their own business.
Ciro's uncle walked over to the old woman by the ice-box.
"Is she in?" he asked.
"She's in her room, I think; I'll call her. Shall I pour beer
for you?"
She poured from a bottle and then looked at Ciro, without a
word.
"No, thanks," he said, but at a gesture from Zenon she poul\ed
some in another glass and handed it to him.
A tall pretty woman arrived presently, having entered the
room from a small court lined with painted buckets and pails
seemingly intended for growing plants. She was big-boned, and
walked with a pitching movement on a pair of tiny slippers,
waving her arms to help herself forward. She had beautiful black
hair, which she tied at the back of her head in a very tight
chignon, and she was wearing a dressing gown. The black mass
of hair pulling from her eyelids seemed on the point of snapping
from her forehead.
"It is you, Zenon," she said smiling. "Ah, the son of a devil. He
has forgotten us'"
"How could you say such a thing?" protested Zenon. They.
embraced affectionately, patting each other's back with noisy
slaps.
"Have you had a drink?" she asked, and then turning to the
old woman, "Vieja, are you keeping Zenon cool?"
"Do not worry, we are fine/' Zenon assured her.
"Did you see my new acquisition? It wasn't here when you last
came around," pointing to the· big ice-box, its nickel moldings
shining in the half-light of the room.
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The gramophone .was blarin very loud now. "Dago," the
woman shouted to the Negro
, "shut that thing. It's driving
me mad."
The boy got up from the
of the chair and walked to the
machine. He was muscular nd big and there was something
cOfIlical in the way he wiggled his hips and in the thin stream of
voice coming from the huge dark frame. He had been looking at
Ciro all the time, grinning occasionally.
"And who is the young fellow?" the tall woman asked now,
noticing Ciro for the first time.
"My nephew," Ciro's uncle announced.
"The one you used to tell me about? But he's big, a real big
man now. He favors you, Zen6n. Vieja," she addressed the old
woman again, "pour some more for this one here." She moved
and spoke calmly, peering deliberately into Ciro's face with
all-surveying eyes which often gave off a faint scintillation of
amusement. She carried a hand-bag under one arm, which gave
the impression, puzzling enough when it came to the rest of her
attire, that she was about to leave. She shifted the bag and took a
lit cigarette the old woman handed her.
"It's been a hellish day," she said.
"Yes, it's been warm and oppressive all d~y long," confirmed
Zen6n.
"On such a day one should remain under cold water."
"You are right," zen6~ed' "one should." .
She pondered a while and ~n walked to the gramophone and
played the same record a in, very loud. The heat seemed
unbearable in the room now. Ciro sat on one of the chairs, near
the rustic bar built by the ice-box. The. blond thin girl whom he
had seen doing her hair when they arrived walked over to him
after a white.
"Let's dance," she said. Ciro got up, took her by the waist, and
started to dance with short clumsy steps. Nobody paid any attention to them and that made Ciro happier than he had been for
quite some time.
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"Your hands are damp," she said.
/
"Yes, they are," Ciro agreed.
They walked to the machine wheri the music ~topped, and
from the comer of his eye Ciro saw the other boy starting after
them.
"Let me do it," the boy said, kneeling in front of the gramophone and fumbling with the tiny disks.
"Layoff, Dagol" the tall woman shoutedI from her place, turning her head, "lay offl" The boy left them, giggling, though
visibly annoyed. He lifted his arms above hisfhead as he walked
away and broke unexpectedly into loud laughter.;
"Dago is a little crazy," the girl explained as they danced again.
Ciro said nothing. They danced for a while and then stopped to
drink the beer the old woman poured. Ciro could hear his uncle
and the tall woman chatting in a low voice.
She turned to consider them now from her chair. "Show him
the place," she called to the girl, without addressing her by any
name. "Take him around the 'house."
The girl grabbed Ciro's hand. "Let's go out back," she said.
They left the room and crossed the tiny court with the painted
buckets. Four small rooms overlooked u\e yard. There was a
charcoal stove built into the rear wall, and protected with a zinc
cover. Dago and one of the girls whom Ciro had seen standing
behind the blinds were talking, sitting on the steps to one of the
rOQms~

They walked to the end of the little yard. "This is my room,"
the girl said. "It's cooler inside than out here." They went in
and she closed the door behind her. A low wooden partition
separated her room from the others, and they could hear Dago
and the girl chat on the other side. "Sit down," the girl said.
Ciro looked around. There :was a single chair with a porcelain
basin and a jar sitting on it. Two or three slices of soap were on
the floor around the chair. There was also a large iron bed with
long posts rising almost to the ceiling; these were connected by
rods, and a mosquito-net was strung across the top of the square
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frame. A cruc;fix hung from the wall over a~npainted nighttable, and two small religious lithographs had been pasted to the
wall on both sides of the crucifix. A small bouquet of re~ and
yellow roses stood in a glass filled with water. A few dresses Dung
from a string nailed to the wall, opposite the bed.
, Ciro sat down on the edge of the bed. The girl started to
rearrange the flowers, emptied the glass in the basin and refilled
it from the jar.
"I must keep them contented," she said, carefully placing the
glass on the table again. "My 'saints, I mean. They are very good
to ine."
"Yes:' Ciro agreed.
"Are you religious?" She t,ook his hand now. "You must be."
Ciro smiled again and said nothing.
"Your hands' are still cold," she said.
"It's warm here, though:' Ciro said.
"Yes, but it will be cooler in a few minutes. It's getting dark
now."
"Yes, it's getting dark," tiro agreed again.
She took a little handker\:hief from one of the pockets in her
slacks and began wiping the small crucifix and the lithpgraphs on
the wall.
I was very sick last year, in this very room. And I prayed for
a long time that they would save my life, and they did. I keep
fresh flowers here, ever since. Do you go to mass?"
Ciro looked at her and gave no reply.
"Do you?" she insisted.
"On Sundays," he said.
,
"You do better than I. I rarely go, but I pray here:'
Dago and the other girl were havi~g a violent argument now,
on the-other side of the partition. Ciro could hear the torrent of
words, uttered in the boy's high-pitched voice. "Dago is jealous,"
the girl said. She was sitting on the bed now...He acts like that
whenever he gets jealous."
"Like my new dress?" She pointed to a hook on the wall. Ciro
II
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looked up, lifting his eyes for the first time since they had started
to talk.
"This one," she said, rising from the bed and taking down a
green frock which looked too small for her. She was thin and
fairly well built. except for an ugly brown. bum on her left arm.
which she didn't try to conceal.
"Like it? I love a new dress. Here. smell the material. Doesn't
it smell good and clean? It makes you feel good."
"Yes. it is true," Ciro said. "it makes you feel good."
"I used to have an evening dress. That was some time ago.
though. I had a picture taken. Here."
She opened the night-table drawer and took out a leather
wallet from a batch of odd papers, curling tongs. and worn out
puffs. She looked through the wallet and finally took out a small
photograph. She was wearing a long gown in the picture and
looked prettier and much younger. The ugly bum was showiQg
on her arm. Ciro looked at her again. realizing that she was not
very young any longer!
"It was taken at a big party, in Traganza."
"I know the place." Ciro said.
"There is a small pond and a stand where people dance. and
they sell drinks near the stand."
"I know." Ciro was delighted at the girl's description of the
familiar places he had inspected with morbid curiosity from the
road.
"How come? I bet your mother doesn't know that:' She was
laughing now.
"I've seen it from the road. when we go diving to Duenas."
"It's nice in Traganza."
"Yes," Ciro saio, "but it is cooler in Duenas."
"Oh no, it couldn't be nicer than it is in Traganza.'· .
"No." eiro insiste~ again. "it is much nice~ in Duenas. You
may rest assured."
"You win." She was amused.
"That day in Traganza." she went on, "a friend of mine
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announced that I could sing, and they made me climb up on the
stand."
Oit:o had a sensation of extreme well-being now. The beer had
delivered him into a soft· mellowness, from which he had no
desire to ~merge. Dago had quieted down, though Ciro could still
hear him walking past the door, presumably on little errands
from the zinc cover to the room in front. A rooster crowed now
and then in a nearby yard. Through an opening at the top of the
door Ciro could see a piece of sky.
The girl was lying near him, on her back. Propped on one
elbow CirQ watched her.
"Sing," Ciro said.
She began to sing in' a low, voice, looking up at the woodpanelled ceiling. Her hands crossed behind her head she sang
absently, or rather hummed to herself. Ciro wondered once
whether she was aware of his presence at all. She went on singing
for' ~ long while, and then stopped. She untied her hair slowly
and wove it back into a single loose braid on her shoulder.
-<'
It was getting dark in the room. Ciro thought of his uncle, but
didn't make any movement. Finally the gi~l rose to her feet. "It's
late now/' she said. "Your uncle must be getting impatient out
there."
"Yes, I must go," he said.
She got up, took a hairpin from the night-table drawer, pried
it open with the aid of her front teeth and plunged it into her
braid. The hair was smooth and very blond on the nape of her
neck. She walked unhurriedly to the door and opened it. They
went out into'the little yard ;.gain, and retraced their steps back
to the room in front. The doors to the other rooms were now
shut. She put her arm around Ciro's waist and they walked very
slowly as they. came through the narrow hallway.
There wa&only one girl in"the front room; she was peering into
the street. The old woman stood by her ice-box. Zen6n and the
tall pretty woman were still chatting in a subdued voice, but they
got up from their chairs when they saw Ciro.
~
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"We must get ready to go now," Zen6n said, "it's. late." He
walked to the old woman and handed her a few coins. She tipped
her head to one side and then to the other, as though a little
abashed. "Buy yourself cigarettes," he said, "and take good care of
your ice-box. It's a very good ice-box, so spacious and shiny." He
nodded to the tall woman. "Very fine," he added, "it is really very
fine, you may have my assurance." She gave a pleased smile and
proceeded to show her visitors to the door.
"You come more often to see us, Zenon," she said as they
stepped out into the street; and then looking at Ciro: "You ~ke
care of this one too."
Ciro and his uncle walked ba~k again through the old section
of town and turned into the street leading to their house. It was
really dark now, \but from a distance Ciro could make out his
aunts
, leaning against the balcony rail, their arms resting on the
brocade cushions. A few minutes more and they were home.
They went up the stairs and were let in.
"You are late for supper, you two," Felipa said. Ciro sat at the
table and helped himself to a piece of the Sunday roast.
The other members of the family took their places around the
table and started to eat.
"It was rather pleasant out," Ciro's uncle said.
"Was the square very crowded?" ,Felipa wanted to know.
"Being Sunday it must have been." eiro was aware of a vague
deference in her bearing..
"There was quite a crowd," Ciro replied; and then frowning,
"the usual one, they are always the same."
When dinner was over, eiro sat on his stool at the far end of
the front balcony. The street was empty now, exc.ept for the
breeze rustling gently about him. He looked up at the summer
sky and then, for a long ~me, he looked down in wonder at the
street, where no noise could be heard.

/
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Jamini Roy
in a West Bengal village, his father a small
landowner, jamini Roy found inspiration in the
work of native artisans. He attended the Govern·
ment School of Art in Calcutta. Later, Mr.'Roy be·
came a member of. the short~'yed Bengal School,
following its orthodoxy of a return to the methods
of old Indian painting and a consequent denial of
Western influences.! In 192 I, at the age of 34, he renounced sophisticatlion and prosperity and returned
to his nati\~e village,\living in obscurity for ten years,
again studying nati~e crafts. After the gradual recognition of his work throughout India, Mr. R~y,re
turned to Calcutta, Iwhere he now lives and works.
His' painting has b~een received with enthusiasm at
important galleries and exhibitions in Europe. Mr.
Roy's first American presentation was held in 1953
at the ACA Gallery, N.V.C.
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THE PRICE OF CANDY
fog fell-upon the
street together. The neon writing which a~l day long had
been blinking YMorton's Cafeteria" ran now into a
meaningless flashing blotl]of carmine. The limestone skin of the
great post office building across the street broke out into a monstrous, heatless sweat, and the wise-guy traffic sounds were smothered down to whimpering.
By nine p.m. the swing shift workers from the post office had
finished their "lunch" of hamburger, coffee and pie. Singly or in
small clots they slipped out of the cafeteria into the wet embrace
of the fog. They cursed, shrank low into their coar collars, and
shuffied across the street to the dimly lighted doorway marked
"Employees' Entrance." The heavy metal door gaped open again
and again, swallowing the dark bodies of the men into the urinecolored light of the interior.
For five long minutes men flowed from the lighted cafeteria
across the street and into the Employees' Entrance like bits of debris floating down a gutter. But every now and then one would
stop at the right of the doorway, as if there were some sort of Ob
struction there that caught and hung him up momentarily. _Something was there ... boxes ... three or four stacked orange
crates that huddled against the cold sweating stone.... A candy
stand, a miserable little retail entirprise, set up in the yellow
stain of light. And it was open for business, too, for behind it a
creature was standing, swathed in a tight, frayed overcoat, rocking on his toes to keep warm, wheezing softly like a dog with distemper, and earning his jiving to the c1inkir.g of the smallest
cOins....
Kafka, Andrew thought. He was standing in line against the
shrubbery observing the candy-salesmaJ.1. Two customers were

N
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ahead of him, the first a tall young Negro and the other an older,
heavy-set man in a sailor's pea-jacket..
That's it, Andrew thought, Kafka-he had been reading The
Trial over his hamburger-a perfect clerk out of Kafka. Look at
~im: the pinched, ash-grey face, the narrow skull, the round steel
glasses held up by a long fleshless nose in front and mouse-like
ears on the sides. And the stained felt hat, the heavy woolen muffler, and most of all the skimpy foreign cut of the threadbar~ black
. overcoat--exactlyl A poor clerk out of middle Europe somewhere,
a begrimed and down-at-the-heel office worker, one of Kafka's
pathetic little men, paying for the unforgivable crime of being
born meek and simple in a brutal and complex world.
The candy-man snuffled and wiped at a-drop that hung glistening under his nose, wincing a little because the skin was inflamed
and sore. Poor bugger, Andrew thought, and who gives a damn
about him? Nobody....
"Tha's righ'," Andrew heard the first customer ~saying, "what I
tells you, no (oolin', man, tha's the tro'." The voice came out with
the happy-sweet languor of a muted jazz trombone. "Yeah, a
bathin' su', tha'd do you 'bout righ', Ten Q. Man, tha's what I
calls a undahwatah jobl" The voice split into a warbling falsetto
laugh, gay and carefree as the night was wretched. A piano key- ,
board of a smile flashed in the dark face, a face that looked as if it
had been moulded with thumbs, a simple low-relief of rounds in
the perfect oviform of his head.
But this warmth went to waste. The candy-man qnly wheezed
unhappily and lowered his head as if in shame. Probably doesn't
understand a word, Andrew tho~ght.
"Come own theah, Ten Q," the boy tried again, "Cain' be tha'
bad, manl Y'ain' daidl"
The candy-man continued to cringe.
"Well, see if you can fine me a deck a Camels undah theah, Ten
Q."
Ordered, the candy-man came to life instantly. His arm dived
under the square of canvas that protected his display and fished
!
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out the cigarettes. His small, dirty-pale hand took the money from
the huge brown and pink one, held it in front of the glass lenses
and made change.
"Ten Q. Ten Q. sir," he said in a wheezy little voice.
Ten Q ... thi~ phrase, by" which the regular post office men
called him, was ~e only one Andrew had ever heard the man utter, outside of the brand names of the cigarettes and candy-bars
he dealt with and the names of the coins.
"I thanks you kindly, suh," the colored man said; in the tone of
a Southern gentleman, and dah-dahing the melody 6f a popular
song, he went bouncing off in a syncopated lope.
No sooner had the heavy door sealed off the first customer than
the figure in front of Andrew, the stocky one in the pea-jacket,
began to splutter. "Black bastards'" he exploded. And then:
"Gimme a Honey-Crunch'" all in the same hate-tightened'voice.
He tumed abruptly on Andrew. "Va see that son-df-a-bitch just
now," he growled, "Va see the way he acts, like he owns the goddam place. AU them bastards are gettin' like that. This here used
to be a good town, kid, before the war. And then while you and
me was out there fightin', them bastards start movin' in, thousands of 'em, altd now look at 'em ... got all the decent jobs,
makin' easy dough, ridin' around in big shiny cars and actin' like
they own the goddam world .. :yackin' away there, makin' me
,and you stand out in this goddam fog
ya know what I'm gonna
. do next time that black son-of-a-biteh
."
He did not tell Andrew what he was going to do next time. The
candy-man said "Five sants" just then, and the sailor tosse,d a
nickel onto the canvas so violently that the little man had to
scramble to keep from losing it in the wet darkness of the shrub)bery. Then, as if he were alone, the seaman hawked loudly and
spat to the sidewalk a thick coagulation of .bis anger.
"Ten Q. Ten,Q, sir," the candy-man said to the closing metal
I door.
J
"Honey-Crunch too, please," Andrew said, stepping up into
the beerstench the sailor had left in front of the stand. Andrew

.

J
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didn't smoke, so he bought a Honey-Crunch from Ten Q every
night. It was a very small bar and not too bad.
"No more Haney-Cranch, sir," the candy-man said, showing
him the empty carton. "Vou vant try Golden-Creme? New ...
) very good?"
"All right, whatever you've got there." Andrew held a nickel
out to him.
"Tan sants, sir. New bars all tan sants. Haney-Cranch going up
too. Next time tan sants. Cost me six sants hullsale."
"Oh yes?" Andrew was startled to hear him talk. More than
startled. For Isome reason it made him uneasy to discover the
candy-man knew more English than he had imagined. And yet,
this Ten Q must have sensed sympathy or he wouldn't have
opened up like this. Andrew felt flattered.
"Well, how do you like this job?" he asked suddenly.
The candy-man looked up at him, squinting quizzically
through his thick glasses. Then the comers of his mouth lifted to
form something that was almost a smile, and he shrugged his thin
shoulders despairingly.
"Gotta vork, sir."
"I know, but-well, there must be other kind~ of jobs. How
about-well, why couldn't you work here at Christmas like the
rest of us? They hire anybody."
It was true-old, young, rummies off skid row, students out of
cash, merchant seamen without a ship, anybody, hundreds of anybodies, were handling mail during the Christmas rush at $"56~
an hour.
I
"Gotta be citizen ta vork for Uncle Sem. I not citizen."
The emaciated grey face with its pathetic almost-smile looked
up at h.im. Andrew had something encouraging all ready to say,
but when the face lboked up at him
forgot what it was,' and
suddenly felt drained. unequal to it.
"Ten Q. T en Q,SIr.
. "
Andrew felt the heavy metal door shove sullenly against his
. back as he entered the post office. Anger boiled over in him and

hr
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he turned and kicked the door with all his strength. The air contraption that kept it from slamming hissed like a reptile and the
door swung wide. But it closed again immediately with a "haaa"
sound, sealing the candy-man outside.
Five _minutes later Andrew sat city-zoning. No, not sat. The
post office stool was not a seat. It was a plank of wood mounted on
a vertical iron pipe at an angle calculated to make sitting gown
impossible. It was more like a goad that pushed you into your
work. No, not work. City-zoning was not work. It exercised
neither the back nor the brain, but only a primitive reHex or two.
lt meant shuffling through perpetually growing stacks of incoming letters, and·sorting them into pigeonholes according to their
postal zones. Like bailing out a river. Andrew loathed city-zoning,
and as he took his place he remembered this was the eleventh
straight night he had spent city-zoning. Hour after ~our after
aching hour, at $1.56~ each. Right now nothing bothered him.
Right now he could think about anythipg he wanted to. But soon
aches would start hatching in his back, in his shoulders. The hard
plank and his pelvis would conceive a sudden attraction for each
other, pushing at the Hesh that kept them apart. At this stage he \
could think only of himself and city-zoning. But still with a humorous detachment .. :he could make little jokes, it would all
seem farcical. But then everything would gradually turn grim,
and there would be less and less funny in the situation. UntiI by
the last hour or so, everything that was human or even animal in
him would be cringing, while the purely mechanical rem~ins
would go on city-zoning in a stupor of activity, just like the uninvented city-zoning machine whose place he was filling.
But the little man outside had it worse than this, Andrew conceded. How long did he stand out there anyway? When they came
on shift at four Ten Q wns already there behind his orange crates,
munching on his supper, a poppy-seeded roll from which slovenly,
edges of salami hung out like unkempt shirttails. And when they
went home at twelve-thirty or one he was out there still, standing
upright in the night along with the fire hydrants and the tele-
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phone poles, rubbing his hands with cold, coughing into his
woolen mumer.
And Ten Q wasn't the only victim of the city, Andrew thought.
Everywhere you looked you saw them. But something about this
little immigrant's misery disturbed him especially. He wanted to
help him, to do something for him. But what?
The question hung, infertile and stagnating in his brain, and
to escape Andrew looked down at the pack of green envelopes he
had just picked up. A sea of them lay on the table behind him ...
direct mail advertising. Some store was running a sale on something. The familiar advertising housewife was stamped on the envelopes, this time in shock-red, this time screaming: H URRY!
HURRY! DOWN TO SIMON'S! THIS IS WHAT YOU'VE
BEEN WAITING FOR!!r'
Andrew stared down at the ecstatically grinning little face, the
jauntily swinging apron, the prancing little legs ... a nylon
girdle, he thought, a dishwasher. A defiant contempt for this little
two-dimensional creature and all she represented rose up in him,
and for an instant he felt a sense of power and well-being. But
then everything collapsed, and he felt himself being sucked down
again.
.. 'Seuse me please." Andrew heard the clicking of chewing
gum in his ear, smelt the lavender of dime-store perfume, and
saw the pink angora wool bust of the girl who collected the letters
for zone three. He leaned aside and she brushed against him,
spongy, scenty, wooly-warm. H~ face was pleasing, a golden earth
color, her features were a confluence of races.
"An' how you s'evenin'?" Andrew heard her say to the next
man, ina voice hushed enough so that the cigar-clenching supervisor pacing behind could not hear. "Now what's you lookin' so
down in the mouth 'bout t'night, Curtis?"
"Oh, hi deah sugahbaby." The words came sweet and singing
as from some brass jazz instrument.
Andrew glanced up and recognized, the candy-man's first
customer.
"
"Oh, I needs plenty.sympathy s'evenin', babydoll. This heah
II

1
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torture-bar I'se seuin' own like to kill me. I was jest now figurin'
to myself what we goin' do when we fines the guy what thunk it
up. An' you know wha's the worst poss'ple punishment I could
think of? Jes' set him down own this heah b~in-chile a his an'
don' let him up off. Ain' that righ,?,'
The girl listen~d with a tumed-on look and gave a trickling
little chuckle. But then she lifted her eyebrows and lowered her
lids in mock exasperation. "Well. nobody's makin' you keep sittin' on it. Curtis. I don' see nobody standin' here stoppin' you
from gettin' up off it." Her teeth began to worry the gum again
and she reached over for the second time into the empty coop in·
front of Curtis.
'
"Heeh'" Curtis slapped his thigh and wagged his head in admiration. "Now they's one gal what got brains!"- he said. "Baby,
how come some people like you an' Einstein got all the brains. an'
some people. like me finstance, nevah done got nonel'Splain me
tha·...
''I'm sure I don' know, Curtis," the girl said as she sidled o~.
her hefty hips churning ijke the rocker arm on a river steamboat.
A tremendous slice of gleaming white rent Curtrs' face. His
shiny brown head bobbledin sheer delight. He noticed Andrew,
and grinned and bobbled at him as if to say, "Now ain' tha',somethin'. man'"
.
Andrew felt the other man's pleasure strike him like a wave of
radiant heat. A pressure of good-feeling built up in him- and released itself as a smile. For an instant of know-nothingness he lost
himself in the warm molasses-brown eyes. And then, s*dd~nly
self-aware, his gaze broke. It fell down acro~s a black tailored
sportshirt, mauve-colored slacks, and rested for a moment on a
pair of shoes, sharply po~nted, lovingly shined, as orange as fire.
Andrew'shrank before his own question. feeling vaguely uneasy and annoyed as he always did when things didn't fit right.
All right. he thought. there must be a rational explanation for
Curtis. '
At the same time, but in a lower world from where he was now,
down on the level of the present and physical, A1}drew's city-

)
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zoning reflexes Had begun to slacken and the stream of green envelopes was growing sluggish.
OK then, he was speculating up above, let's say this Cu~tis is
the genuine article, a happy man, than the next question is why
is he happy? And the answer to that's pretty obvious. Because
ignorance is bliss, that:s why, because here's a man who never
thinks, or at least not enough to realize he's caught in a trap. He
goes around sealed up in a pe~fect illusion like a child. He is a
child, that's why he can be tickled by a silly joke or a pair of
pointed orange shoes. The only reason he's happy is that he
doesn't know enough to be unhappy.
Andrew mused over that: 'happy because he doesn't know
enough to be unhappy-it sounded absurd. Maybe it did, but
anyway that was the truth.
Andrew felt much better.
A good f~llow though, he thought. He remembered how Curtis
had attempted to cheer up the candy-seller before, not very effectively, but he meant well. A genuine affection for the. brown
man beside him coursed thr~ugh Andrew. But it was theiheavy ,
kind, the kind that only flows from higher to lower.
"Her! Hey! Hey! Wake upl What ya doin' there fella? Gonta
sleep or somethin'?"
An irate finger prodded sharply into his shoulder, and instantly
all existence was on the level of the pre~ent and the physicaL Andrew wheeled around.
"Hunh?" he grunted, and there was the supervisor's face. It
was bright red. Gold glinted from inside the mouth, and gold
shone on the cigar-band, and the heavy ring on the hairy finger
was gold.
"C'mon wit' me, fella."
Andrew followed the supervisor down the alley between the
rows of workers who stood city-zoning, their rears toward the center aisle like cows in a dairy. At the end of the alley the supervisor turned to him. His face was twisted into that shrew~ and
skeptical mask even the most stupid people learn to make in
I
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cities. He just looked insinuatingly for a moment, and then he
said:
"Let's see ya badge, fella."
Andrew unfastened the blue tin badge he wore pinned at his
hip, and handed it to the supervisor, who examined it protractedly, even though there was nothing but a number printed on it.
His face gleamed red and cigar smoke drifted from his nostrils
and mouth.
"How long ya been workin' here, 'ella1"
J
Andr~w resolved to reply in a low, contrite voice. After all, he
thought, he had probably stopped city-zoning altogether. Let the
poor guy flaunt his miserable little authority if he liked.
"What are ya, lella1 College boy?"
Andrew was determined not to squirm. He looked calmly into
the smoking red face and saw the fat cigar waggling up and down
obscenely like a threatening phallus. He observed where the redness cam~ from-a fine network of liVid surface capillaries. A
stubble 0'£ silver 4airs glistened on the sagging flesh of the jaw.
High blood-pressure, Andrew thought, getting old, bad heart, no
promotion. Let him rave.
"Y~, I go to schoo!."
"Yeah? Ever held down a man's job before, !ella1"
Something burst in Andrew. A freezing jet spurted through his
body and tumed him ins~ntly hard and quivering with rage. A
furious new need cried in him like hunger: "Take your hand,
your right hand, and with your right hand, the heel of your right
hand, mash that .fat cigar intb that fat face'" He began to shake
with wild anticipation.
Then the supervisor turned away.
"Now get back there ~he)'e ya was, an' I ~anna see ya do it
right from now on, y'understand?'"
.
Andrew was left staring at the supervisor's retreating back.
Then he tumed quickly, went back to his post, took up the green
envelopes agaid and began city-zoning them. They trembled violently in his hand and his heart thumped as if it were hacking its
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way out of his chest in panic. He closed his eyes and exhaled
heavily. Thank God! He needed the money.
"Don' pay no 'tention t'him, man. He do like tha' .all the ti':'
Andr~w looked furtively ~tpwards the whisper. Curtis was
,beaming at him, his entb:e face a smile.
Do{vn below, rcrappearing faster than he could shuffle her
away, the shock-re~ housewife .was still with him, her tiny eyes
popped by an unspeakable enthusiasm, her tiny mouth stretched
into a soundless scream of ecstasy.
Two hours later Andrew laid the envelopes down with a sigh
and walked, numb and aching, to the sanctuary of the men's lava·
tory.!t was a vault of abused grey air, where men sat almost hidden behind pink newspapers in doorless stalls of grey, blackveined marble, or loitered against the walls sucking cigarettes.
Water screeched and gagged and the reek of pine disinfectant
tyrannized the sense of smell.
No sooner had Andrew entered than he saw a figure approach
him. He squinted his tired eyes ... oh Jesus, that guy.
tie turned to flee. ~ hand clapped his arm, lightly yet
insistently.
~H' ey k·d
1 ••••"
~
Andrew tumed and faced him ... the seaman, burly, blue, still
. in his pea-jacket, hat still clamped down hard-vagrants never
took off·their outer clothes.
"Qh .•. didn't see you. What d'you say?"
"Hey kid, I wanted t'ask ya, what that son-of·a-bitch say t'ya
before? Seen him talking t'ya, the fat bastard."
The seaman's Uflper lip was warped into a sort of snarl that
laid bare the umber ruins of three or four teeth. Andrew looked
at him. Another one, he thought, a real victim, what had happened to this guy to boil him down into this? He made an effort
to feel sorry for the man in front of him but he couldn't. The seaman's head was low-hanging and his shoulders high and vulturelike.
"Nothing much," Andtew said, trying not to breathe in the
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fetid gusts of decay and digesting beer the seaman sent into his
face.
'
"Yeah, I could see ya was gettin' sore. Ya looked like you was
gonna kick his goddam face in." ,
A tremor passed through Andrew as he remembered. He didn't
say anything but begati to move away. The seaman caught his
arm again.
"Say kid, don' I see ya buyin' a Honey-Crunch out front every
night?"
Andrew nodded. What was it the man wanted? What made
him feel this intimacy with him? He hadn't done anything to encourage it.
"Yeah that's wha~I thought. Honey-Crunch is my bar too." He
said it the way a man might say" I belong to that church too."
"It's the only decent bar they make any more. But. the goddam
bastards, every time ya turn around they make it smaller on ya,
ever notice that?"
"No, there's not much to it," Andrew said. With inflation,
Honey-Crunch had shrunk in stages until it was now barely'a
spoonful of toffee and chocolate.
,
"Not much to it?-Chrjstl ya can hardly taste the goddam thing.
Before the war, there was somethin' to it, at le~st, but nowChristl"
The man said Christ. He wasn't putting on either. He was really worked up over this candy-bar. Andrew had the feeling he
would only have to make one derogatory remark about HoneyCrunch and the seaman would have sprung at his throat as if his
god had been slandered.
""
"No kiddin', I mean, it's a~gyp, don~ha think?" The seaman
.
looked up at h i m . .
"If you say so. Everything's a gyp these days. To tell you the
truth I don't go for candy much myself. I just buy a bar every
.
night to help the poor... ."
Suddenly, in the midst of his own sentence, Andrew didn't
want any more. He turned quickly and walked out of the lava'~
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tory. Even the post office floor came as a relief after that. Then a
current of apprehension shot through him. He'd forgotten to tell
the seaman that Honey-Ctunch was going up to a dime.
The next night Ten Q was still out of Honey-Crunch.
"Aah ... fa Chrissakesl" the seaman rasped.
"You vant try Golden-Creme, sir? ... new bar ... very good."
"Na~, don' want any uh that crap."
"Haney-Cranch tamarra night, sir ... put in order dis morning." The candy-man picked the bar off the canvas where the seaman had dropped it and wiped it off on his cuff. He squinted for
a second after the hunched figure as it heaved on the heavy metal
door.
"Sarry, sir" he said when .he noticed Andrew, "Haney-Cranch
not in yet. Tat;narra. You like nadder Golden-Creme?" He held
out the rejected candy-bar.
"No," Andrew said, staring after the seaman, "a little too sweet
forme."
"Baby Ruth you like?"
"All right," Andrew nodded, "Baby Ruth."
""
"T~n Q. Ten Q, sir. Haney-Cranch tamarra."
Ta\narra ... rain more than fog. The whole city seemed to be
liquefying. A bright blood-colored puddle had collected beneath
the neon sign in front of Morton's Cafeteria. The street had become a black canal, shiny as lacquer, through which the post office
trucks wallowed, tires whining and windshield-wipers clicking
fiercely. The sewers were gargling and men were streaming across
into the Empl9yees' Entrance faster than on ordinary nights.
in the shadow of the shrubbery Andrew stood in his raincoat.
Even in the rain he could smell the garlicky, .European odor of
thecandy-man'ssandwich. Ten Q was waiting motionless behind
h~ stack of boxes, head bowed as if brooding over the guilt of his
poverty. A thin stream of water was dribbling £tom his hatbrim'
and,forming a pool on the canvas. He brushed it off with his
hands. Small hands, soft like a woman's, Andrew, thought, waiting, waiting for the seaman to get there.
.,f,
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The seanian got there, stamping his feet loudly, cursing.
Ten Q looked up quickly. His thick glasses were pocked with
yellowish drops of rainsrray.
"Gimme a Honey-Crunch," the seaman said, clearing his throat
and spitting.
1.
"Vas sir, got dem in dis morning ... new size now ... bigger."
Andrew watched as Ten Q held out both hands to the seaman
in a classic gesture of b.enevolence. With his right hand he offered .
the candy, and his left lay open to receive payment. Their hands
met.
"Tan sants now, sir ... vent up ... bigger-size."
There was a silence-momentary, but long enough. Andrew
began to feel a chill spread in his chest.
"Ten cents?
The hell ya mean, ten cents?"
"Price vent up
bigger bar ... tan sants costs now."
Ten Q was not looking at the seaman as he spoke but at the
~ candy-bar in his right hand. He was still clenching it tightly even
though the sailor had taken hold of it as well. For an instant the
little man and the big man posed there, motionless, wordless. The
candy-bar itself was so small that the men looked as if they were
holding hands.
Then the sailor yanked on the bar, but the little man's arm
came right along with it.
"Gimme that, will ya! Here's ya goddam nickel.";
"Gimme nadder nickel." ,
"Va got ya goddam nickel, goddamitl Now leggo that HoneyCrunch
before 1-"
,
"Tan santsl" Something gave way in the candy-man's voice and
suddenly it became a bleat. His thin shoulders began to agitate.
I
= violently.
"Tan sants costs nowl ... don' vannit, gimme back ... gimme
~ back I"
"Go ta helll"
"Go ta hal yasself, ya big bum, yal ... get avay, get avayl ...
don't vant ya goddem businessl"

.
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His small bleating wrath-like that of some little animal gone
rabid-was terrible to watch. A little wincing grin came and went
on his thin face.
"Leggo I said, goddam yal" the seaman yelled, and tore his arm
upwards, ripping the candy from the little man's clutches. Ten·Q
let out a sharp, gasping sound and in an instan~ had rushed
around the stand and was assaulting the sailor bodily. Bleating,
squeaking, wheezing with fury, the little man pawed, slashed,
clambered his way up the seaman's arm to the fist that clenched
the candy-bar and then he attacked the fist itself,· -prying at the
thick heavy fingers with his small grimy ones, frantically. His face
grinned with exertion, disclosing a row of small yellow teeth.
"Gimme back I" he kept bleating, "Gimme baaack!"
"What the hell... .o' The seaman shook his arm savagely. The
candy-man's hat and glasses went flying. But still he clung to the
fist, dancing up and down in frenzy. Then a shrill, whistling
squeal came from him, and his little teeth gleamed....
"Get the hell offa me, ya-owwwl" Words fell away from the
seaman's voice; it became a roar, a snort, a howl-the bellow of
some large and wounded animal.
With a single blow he hit his attacker square in the stomach
and sent him catapulting backwards. The qmdy stand exploded
with the crack of thin wood. Candy-bars and packs of cigarettes
went hurtling out into the dark rain like so much shrapnel. The
candy-man himself disappeared into the blackness behind. There
was the sound of shrubbery splitting beneath his body. ;
The seaman stood there a second, noticed the squasht::d bar of
candy in his fist, aqd with a vicious grunt heaved it after the
candy-man with all his might. .
"y~ son-of-a-bitch!" He turned and saw the half dozen men
who had collected during the fight. "Ypu guys seen what happened. Son-of-a-bitch bit me, fa Chrissakes : .. like a goddam rat
or somethin'.o'
"Sure, sure," said one of the onlookers with a laugh, "serves
)

I
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the little bastard tight. Give me a penny the other day 'stead of a
dime. Come on, let's go:'
They went, the seaman with them. The· heavy metal door
hissed and sealed them inside.
Andrew stood transfixed.
"Cull a cop ... cull a cop," he heard the outraged voice of Ten
Q from the bushes, "Look vat he done ... lookI ... Hey sir, you
cull a cop ... you my vitness, sir, you saw ... the goddem big
san,.of-a
"Shut uP!"
Andrew heard himself shout it. He didn't look around but began to walk slowly toward the post office door, numb with revul.sian and hurt. "Rats ... corrupted rotten," the words moved
through his head, "all of them ... all the same:'
"Hey you, boy, you cull a cop, hanh? ... you saw vat heppened
... vas trying to gyp... :'
As his hand touched the cold metal door h~ndle, Andrew heard
a voice slice through the night.
"Ain' gain' call you no cop, Ten Q. Man, seem like you have
rna' sense. Little guy like·you ain' got no business tanglin' wi' big
guy like tha'. Come own, man, help me get this stuff pick up. Jt's
rainin', man, what I mean'"
Andrew looked back and saw the tall lean body of Curtis bend
to the ground.

J
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The street is unchanged; the air
closed by a mist at this late hour
quiets all things and the darkness
The drawer of a child's wagon,
with its wheels off, rusts in the gutter
and bears nothing; a trellis
lies across a slightly sloping lawn
as dull as the dead grass,
a dull burden of dead crosses
The quietness loses me here
and I walk slowly through the closeness
drawing each detail out
A collie suddenly stands .
on the front porch of a house'near home
and draws on me as I pass
As I enter the darker place
I see it out on the street there,
its lean muzzl«: inquiring
I

after me in a silence
and waiting, as though to be claimed,
as though it might belong 'to me
CID CORMAN
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ANNIVERSARY
This is the anniversary of refusal,
The tracked zero of solemn talks,
And balked side-shows of old walks
Drill the unkept oath and tell
Yearly tribute to an undone maid.
I know'she counts her years by no,
And walks the earth on stilts,
To lie s~raight and still under ,
Her bent back, seeing how her flesh
Has wrinkled many graves and her
Nails bear an ancient crest.
She heads her maiden night
With his mounting step by threes again;
And dreams the wagging finger's
Crescive fear will lead
. Her helpless toa suffocating yes.

ANGER AND QUIET
.

,

Coward I called as he retreated
To my advance. My anns reached out
And his body arched back.
My legs kicked courage,
Wound about the bent kneas
Of his limping breath, but his toes L'ramped.
The head and feet of touch
C~ouched beneath the kitchen stairs.
I strode out as boldly as any' woman
After her night of love, stepping in false
Delight, his hand below my step.
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When I entered the garden from the kitchen stain
He crawled housewards
And guarded the hearth with his solitude.
I returned, sensing him there,
Though the ardor of summer in my garden
Had broken my failing zeal.
I came softly as any girl with feeble hopes
And quickly his arms opened to my quiet
His 50ul to be nested by my calm
And, God, I called, as I homed
In the open furrow of that peace.
BABETTE SASSOON

CATWISE
/

Coming out from a movie,
take (improbably)
a tiger cat, asleep
on the hood of your car:
in anger name him a name,
or hug him in your wonder;
whether you play St. Francis
or tail him like Huck Finn
is, catwise, much the same.
But alw~ys his tiger eye
projects its opal icon
on some memorial screen:
a sequence from the preview
. to whicli you are going,
the dumbshow out.of which
(humanly) you have come.
~HILIP
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FOG AND SLEEP
The foghorn sounding from the cape took up
The sea's long uncoordin~tedroar
And changed it to a pure sea snore.
The sound crept up the coast; the night
Yawned huge about the house;
And, sleep-encircled then, I slept.
Morning. The fog wIth banners and pennons,
Like an army, passed through the pines.
Holes in the air looked blue;
The suli shot through in burning lines.
But a foghorn blown by a sea-wise child
Clouded the clearing air; and soon
I rocked almost, I rocked
Almost as though
I stood upon my feet, asleep, at noon.
ERNEST KROLL

A LOAF OF TIME·
A loaf of time
round and thick
.So many layers
ledges to climb
to
on our
bellies lolling
licking our lips
The long gate a
gull falling
down the cliff's

lie

• Copyright. 1954, May Swenson
1
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table To coast
the constant
waves The reaching wave-tongues
lick the table
But slowly grayly
'Slow as the ocean
is gray beyond
the green Slow
as the sky is high
and out of sight
Higher than blue
is white Around
the table's wheel
unbounded For
each a meal The
centered mound to
be divided A
wedge for each
And leisure on
each ledge The
round loaf thick
We lick our lips
Our eyes gull
. down the layered
...
cJ iff and ride
the reaching waves
That lick but slowly the table's
edge Then slowly
our loaf Slowly
our ledge
~.

"

~AY

SWENSON

~)

(
I
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ARE WE THE N SO SE RI 0 US?
Miniver Cheevy, child of scorn,
(A dull head among windy spaces)
Grew lean while he assailed the seasons;
(April is the cruellest month)
He wept that he was ever born, ,
(I should have been a pair of ragged claws)
And he had reasons.
(This is cactus land)
Miniver loved the days of old
(J erusalem Athens Alexandria)
When swords were bright and steeds were prancing;
(The horses under the axletree)
The vision of a warridr bold
(Knee deep in the salt marsh, heaving a cutlass)
•
Would set him dancing.
(Here we go round the prickly pear)
Miniver sighed for what was not,
(Where are the eagles and the trumpets?)
And dreamed, and rested from his labors;
'"
(With the smoke coming down above the housetops)
He dreamed of Thebes and Camelot
(I who have sat by Thebes below the wall)
And Priam' 5 neighbors.
(When Agamemnon cried aloud)

mou~he

reno~

ripe
Miniver
(8uried beneath some snow-deep Alp)
That made so many a name so fragrant;
. (Talking of Michelangelo)
;
He mourned Romance, now on the town,
(The epileptic o~ the bed)
And Art, a vagrant. '
(Gathering fuel in vacant lors)
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Miniver loved the Medici,
\
(Lucretia Borgia shall be my bride)
Albeit he had never seen one;
'" passages)
.(History ha\many cunning
He would have sinned incess;ntly
. (Are these ideas right orrong?)
Could he have been one. '
(They were together, and he fell)

It

/

Miniver cursed the commonplace
(A broken spring in a factory yard)
And eyed a khaki suit with loathing;
(My necktie rich and modest)
He missed the medieval grace
(I shall wear white flannel trousers)
Of iron clothing
.
~eadpiece filled with straw. Alasl)
Miniver scorned the gold he sought
(I shall not want Capital in; Heaven)
But sore annoyed was he without it;
(And the jew squats on the windowsill, the owner)
Miniver thought and thought and thought
(What are you thinking of? What thinking? What?)
And thought about it.
(The jew is underneath the lot)
Miniver Cheevy, born too late,
, (In this valley of broken stars)
Scratched his head and kept on thinking;
(Thoughts of a dry brain in a dry season)
Miniver coughed and called it fate,
(Do I dare disturb the upiverse?)
And kept on drinking.
(Shantih shantih shantih)
LYSANDI!R
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THE UN BROUGHT ME:

"'"
HENRY JAMES DEARLY SUFFUSES
Thoughtfully he looked at her profile there.
Sensitive in the London air
Pervadingthe distinguished room. "
Something in him began to flutter and loom.
If loom is not too utter a verb.Ab. but now the profile did not disturb;
From interior something there was access
Of saving. beseeched for consciousness.
Annulling Valton's unshaped distress.
The lady said: It is not last year.Valton said: Ab. the fear
That once abided in such a phrase.
(Has, for you. fear ever abided in a phrase?)
How gratifyingly she said, Your fear does not'amaze
Me a whit~ Ah no. for where but in a phrase
Should one find fear? Certainly I know. others do elsewhere.
They do not know fear so well. Mr. Valton. No.
'
-With such assurance we can go
To apprehension that is fair.\
She no longer was a profile. She
At last had seen in Mr. Valton the unsuspected elsewhere. e
The uncertain. unbrought me.
ELI

~
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SOME READINGS
IN RECENT POETRY

E

,...,

r

u BLISHERS, ADVERTISERS, and the pace of our time
,
have given us some bad habits. They have fifth-columned
us into the idea that we must buy the day's newest'book this
morning, read it this afternoon, aqdcomment cleverly on it tonight. That,a bodk may have durable value is a lost notion. Try
asking for Guard of Honor or Lord Weary's Castle, for Porgy or
The4loan Stallion, at your bookse\ler's. You will probably get a
cold and glassy stare, or whatever is reserved for cranks and eccentrics. A book a year old, unless it is a perennial bestseller, is dead
as the gold-tush. Books have shorter and shorter lives. Immortality is close to being defined through brief resurrectio~ as a
paperback.
Neither publishers nor anyone else, except writers, seem]IlUch
concerned at this. It is just part of the Great Fever. I think it may
partly explain tJ'le sad limbo into which poetry-or the reading of
poetry-has declined. Reading poetry is properly a leisured and
contemplative affair. A poem digests slowly, and it wants going
back to. But'the idea of going back to anything, of living with it
past the hour of ~!eeting it, is being conditioned out of us. Therefore poetry stum~ us, and we shun it. It is the publisher's poor
relation and the reading public's stepchild.
Fortunately i~~ on being written, and some of it is well
writ,ten and well read. Perhaps it goes on being written and being
read because it is more basic and more healthy than the fever of
our age, a lit~le hopeful core of health.

444

\
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It is remarkable that poetry is not more a coterie affair than it
is. I~ is almost as plagued by camp followers as is the little theatet'
movement. In 'a measure it suffers the penalty of that situation,
but it needs only a brief look at the poetic scene to see that this
aspect of our literature is healthier, hardier, and far more dedicated to its craft than is, for example, the novel. Limited as the
field of verse may.be, no prose galaxy bums with so steady a luminosity. How casually on~ can come up with a run of significant
names: Auden, Spender, Shapiro, Wilbur, Roethke, Eberhart,
Scott, Jarrell-the names pop up like daisies, and each of them is
good. Tastes, responses, enthusiasms, may differ widely, but more
than a score of poets excite healthy controversy in our time.
Well, then, is the state of poetry better than it was ten, twenty
years ago? When we run an eye over the field can we find bright
hopes for tomorrow? Or are we refining ourselves out of existence;
through channels of effete subtlety? And, finally, is poetry being
pushed out the window by the ever-narrowing margin of publication channels for poetry?
There is peril in every generalization, but it seems to me that
our current poets are at least sound. Not much sign of such flashing magnificence as burgeoned in Dylan Thomas, no. Nor poetic
intelligences as brilliantly capable and informed as Auden's.
These are phenomena that we only see when ~ey stand fullblown in front of us. They are not predictable elements. I suppose anyone of a dozen poetic figures might suddenly step over
an invisible line and emerge as a brilliance. No one can safely say
which ones, or when. We can say with assurance, however, that
we have good poets in remarkable numbers, and with extraordinary range of vitality and individuality.
A croSS section from a year or so df publication gives a fair representation of the pattern ~nd chflracter of our time. It allows
some perspective to gather, ':md it gives us a span of time that lets
things settle into their places, be seJen at fuller length. We can see
them all together-the new poets, the speculative potentials, and
the stalwarts who continue and who will continue, and who give
sinew to the picture.

-I
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in such a group is Theodore
Roethke, whose volume The Waking represents a selection from
twenty years' work. Even if Roethke were not as much a poet to
be reckoned with as he is, a record of twenty years' growth is an
affair of consequence.
Roethke ha~ be~n a good poet and a fine craftsman for a long
time. The early poems are glass-smooth, the balances exquisitely
delicate and precise, yet'y,ith no suggestion of preciosity. The
lines in the early work are scrupulously disciplined, the manage~ent of technique and poetic device wears the mark of the master
craftsman. Moreover, in even the early lPoems Roethke reaches a
personal idiom, speaks with his own tongue. He sees already
uniquely the elements of l}is experience that with increasing
depth and proportion establish his later voice and his dominating view. Truly of himself he says, ''I'm naked to th.e bone,/ With
nakedness my shield./ Myself is what I wear:/ I keep the spirit
bare."
The foundation elements make themselves kno? early, too:
his intense preoccupation with what moves close to earth, or in
earth, and with what is green and growing, not prettily, no roses
and dewdrops, but the matter-of-fact moving of earth's substance
into earth's shapes. He sees the heron, for instance, not as sky
creature but as swamp creature: "The heron stands in water
where the swamp/ Has deepened to the blackness of a pool,/ Or
balances with one leg on a hump/ Of marsh grass heaped above a
muskrat hole."
In the structure of Roethke's vision, children, childhood,-'a
child's capacities for and ways of feeling-these from the beginning are important. So are the small earth creatures, and crawling
things, and mosses and algae. These are the elements upon which
Roethke's ,poetry feeds and grows. It is in part the constancy of his
preoccupation wi,th these things and their qualities that assures
,his durable significance. It provides the stead~t attention within
a changing perspective that is the surest access to dimension.
AMONG

THE

DURABLES

\
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As Roethke moves forward in time, the perspectives and the

I

:-

J. •. '~;-

,tj.

meanings modulate and shift; the techniques, too, shift. Most '"
remarkable in his development is the abrupt alteration in the
character of his work of the present decade. The limitations of his
material, the blind alley of unftaw~d craftsmanship, perfection in
a limited orbit, were a trap into which Roethke· is too astute a
poet to let himself fall. Wh~n he says, "And now we are to have
that pelludious Jesus-shim~er over all things," he knows his
need, and knows at least what he must leave behind. ''I'll make
it; but it may take me./ ... A true mole wanders lik~ a worm."
- His departure from the rather narrow orbit of his early work,
. and the abrupt altering of his prosody, go hand in hand with a
sharper inquisitiveness, a larger demand upon the material of his
vision. If Roethke were to follow too far the experimental, exploratory idiom and manner of such recent poems as "Unfoldl
Unfoldl" and "I Cry, Love! Love!" he might fall into too private
a world. The poems in themselves are fine, however, and again I
think Roethke is too aware of what he is doing to get lost along
the way. It seems more probable that from these new outposts
Roethke will move on to become even a better poet than he
now is.

.~

s of our interval is Richard
Eberhart. Mr. Eberhart is prolific, and he proliferates, widely,
both at home and abroad. UnderdiU, his selected poems of seven
years-a briefer span than Mr. Roethke's-is a good representation of Mr. Eberhart at his quite good best, and at his not so good,
whi~h is almost always a good deal better than most of what
one sees.
The e~ence of Mr. Eberhart's work, it seems to me, is the creation of an illusion of naivete, or if you prefer, of flat simplicity.
As Mr. Eberhart uses it, it is an illusion that demands'Cl high level
of craftsmanship and a disciplined and able mind. This is the
kind of managemen~that makes such poems as "The Tobacconist

A NOT HER 0 F THE S TAL WAR T

J
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of Eighth Street" so effective, and provides a framework for such
lines as "And I went howling into the crooked streets,/ Smashed
with recognition."
One of Mr. Eberhart's most notable capacities is his ability in
controlling a long poem. It is peculiar to our time that the discipline and structure implicit in longer work is something most of "
u;s are notable to manage.. We are good at the fifty-yard dash, but
not at the mne. Mr. Eberhart is admirably good at it, and he is
able to negotiate it in varied patterns. "A Legend of Viable
Women," for instance, transmutes an echo of Chaucer into something of Mr. Eberhart's own, and synthesizes a sequence that with
a less capable and ironic touch would be simply a catalogue or a
sequence of profiles without internal interdependence. I am
much taken also with "An Herb Basket," a cluster of ~harp and
lovely fragments rather in the manner of Stevens' "Thirteen
Ways of Looking at a Blackbird." This kind of thing, too, is no
tyro's trick.
Nonetheless, in spite of these and other excellent poems, I tum
from Mr. Eberhart fee~ng that he has not found a definitive voice
for himself. Perhaps "he will. The echoes that sound through
these poems, echoes of Blake, of Stevens, of Lowell, Eberhart's
preoccupation with God'and his preoccupation with the forms of
death, seem a trying on of masks. They may be gestures through
which one must legitimately pass on the road to achieving a statement of one's own. It makes for a sense of something not yet
finished, though, in spite of the high order of Mr. Eberhart's
competencies.
J

sampling only one book length
volume, Kenneth Rexroth's The Dragon and the Unicorn, really
stands out. Mr. Rexroth has establBfted himself so solidly and SO
extensively that one feels pretty sure, picking up a new 'boo~ of
~E, that it will not be di5;'lppointing. I find The .Dragon and the
Unicorn a volume of absolute delight. Like Marcus Aurelius, it
IN T HIS C R 0 SS'-S E CiT ION
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can be read forward or backward. or from the middle out in
either direction. You can r£ad anywhere in it and be pleased, and
yet it is not in the least a discursive volume, or a sequence of good
fragments. It is just so good all the way through that it rewards
the reader at any point.
Mr. Rexroth has learned much from William Carlos Williams.
and he has made what he learned his own. The integrity of line.
the delusive simplicity of manner, the apparently unpoetic media
that call for the highest skill, belong to them both. The Dr~gon
and the Unicorn is wholly free of the grand manner that over·
takes most poets who try for any sustained comment of this sort.
It eats its way through the middle zones of living, and'touches us
where we are. It is astringent, and it is lucid. By a really remark..
able trick of shifting direction, focus, and pace at pre<;isely the
strategic moments, the volume sta~s on an even k~el all the way.
It never wallows, and it never suffers from over-development.
I suppose it might be called the collected observations and reo
flections of a good man and a good poet who sees with a clear eye
and a fine perspective. It ought to be subject to some sort of classi·
fication. The trouble is, as With any reasonably unique volume,
that the moment you classify it you have limited it. It is like that
with The Dragon and the Unicorn. However one may catalogue
it, it isa fine volume, and it ought to beona lot of our bookshelves.
of being a POet tupt him
to other pastures, Peter Viereck will probably remain one of the
major figures in the POetry of our period. T he First Morning
shows him again as a poet who has rang~, has power, has wit. In a
time when so many poets play nice, tunes on small spinets, the
presence of the dimension we find here is gratifying: His POetry
as a whole has an internal structure and cohesiveness, it is all of
a piece. He can be flip, he can be\savagely satirical, he can be mel·
low and he can be kind. 'And he can use a pun with ~.icked effect,
as in his thrust at Empson and Brooks, commenting on the obsesU N L E SST HEM E AGE R R E WAR D S
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sion with obscurity and ambiguity: "And only we still dare to
hate it/ Because a texte without a Muse in/ Is but a snore and an
allusion."
~
Viereck is refreshing in another respect. Unashamedly and
with candor he refutes the languors and death-wishes of our day.
It is fitting that he should say in the Phi Beta Kappa poem,
"Around the curve where all of me that fountained/ Leans over,
stre~ches out and is a stream,/ And lojters back the long, the
round-about,/ The sweet, the earth-way back to sea again-/ At
just that curve I wokel"
In all his roles, Viereck is intensely fin love with life. The sap
runs fast in him, and he likes it. His positivism, moreover, has
more truth, more validity, than the more conventional melancholy droop that perseveres in the descendents of the aging eagle.
As if to assert that validity, Viereck spl~ndidly pin-points the
false cliches of the nature boys in a few fast lines on Joyce
Kilmer's most universalized triteness. "I'll bow my trunk to true
~implicity,/ But ntt to folksy simperings that drool. Poems are
made by trees like me,/ But only God can make a fooL"
For me, one of the most delightful gambits in The First Morning-not overlooking "Kilroy Revisited"-is the opening poem,
"Stanzas in Love with Life and August." Its delight is partly in
the sheer "go" of the poem, and in the zest with which it gambols.
But beyond that, Mr. Viereck has made audacious and extrava, gant use of book and page fonnat to support and give effect to the
impact of the poem's progress. In a lesser poet, and with less
awareness of the values of page space, emphasis, and separation,
this manipulation of blank territory would be 'a tawdry gaucherie. Mr. Viereck brings it off, because he knows how it should
be used, and with what judicious sense of balance.
exciting as~cts of recent
publication in poetry has been the publishi~g of a series of verse
volumes by the University of Indiana Press. It is exciting because
it suggests a hope for a publication channel for poetry similar to
(i
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that which is accorded to works of scholarship. Major university
presses, in the main, have shied away from the publication of
poetry. There seem to be two reasons for this. One is that the university presses are dedicated almost wholly to the publication of
scholarly manuscripts which otherwise would have no outlets at
.all, and that poetry is, happily, not a venture inscholarship. The
second reason seems to be a rather panicky feeling that the sort of
subsidizing involved in the publication of poetry might require
a kind of value judgment that university press editors usually
feel to be outside their proper scope. Both attitudes seem to me
unfortunate. Of course, new writing is an intruder in any domain
of scholarship, and there is a good deal of looking down noses at
it in university circles. Nonetheless the university presses have cib
opportunity here, at least where poetry is concerned. Such a
broadening out of university publication might bring to the universities themselves a more realistic awareness of contemporary
value judgments than usually prevails among them. In time it
might mitigate that persistent arrogant seclusion which maino,
tains that the only lite~ature that has validity and is properly the
material of the scholar's attention is-with such dubious and hesitant exceptions as Faulkner and Joyce-that which has cooked
like English cabbage for a long enough time to have acquired the
venerabte and hopelessly respectable flavor of'age.
The volumes which the Indiana University Press has given us,
under Mr. Yellen's direc.tion, are nicely gotten up. The venture
has none of the rather desperate poor-relation aspect. of some of
the smaller presses. One only wishes, though, that the selection
was as effective as the presentation. None of the volumes I have
seen has been really bad, but neither has anyone of them thus
J
far been more than very convenuonally competent. ,In the case
of David Wagoner, one can accept this, recognizing that Mr.
Wagoner is a very young poet, and within ,the implied limits of
that a capable craf{sman. So tar as the recognidon and publication of new poets go, this is all to the good. But the excuse holds
only in the one instance. At least where more experienced hands
J.

o
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are represented, one would hope that the selection would be better than it is. The most recent volume I have seen, Padraic
Colum's The Vegetable Kingdom, is a caSe in point. This tedious
eulogizing in the inevitable Irish manner of dahlias and geraniums and lilacs and woodbine and roses and quinces and tiger
lilies does nothing more than giv~ re,cognition to a name that
should give us a better book. !tis tea-room poetics with a vengeance, and it is lamentable choosing for a press embarking on
such ~ venture as Indiana University's has accepted. One hopes
that later volumes may give more fulfillment to the promise of
the gesture.
4

,T HEM 0 S Teo U RAG EO U s of the on-goipg smaller presses,
I believe, is the Swallow Press, and no comment on presses would
be complete without some reference to it. Mr. Swallow does a
creditable job of presenting his new poets. The half-dozen annual
small volumes of the New Poetry Series are chosen with discrimination and good taste, and with an eye for talent. The most distinctive of the recent volumes from the Swallow Press, I think,
are Harvey Shapiro's The Eye, and Carl Bode's The Sacred Seasons. Mr. Shapiro's'poetry takes life from a special, acrid intensity
and a scrupulously controlled manner overlaid upon the intensity of his feeling. His war poems, particularly, bite with a fine
.harsh irony. Mr. Bode ploughs a much more conventional field.
He has an obvious penchant for the sonnet in its traditional guise, .
and whether in the sonnet or in other form, he is a manifest tra~ditionalist. There is nothing wrong with,that, however, except as
it may be used as excuse for bad work. Mr. Bode accepts his tradition for what it is, with its a4~antages and its disadvantages, and
he works comfortably and well within it. Sometimes, as in "Film
Epic," he transmutes the best of the past into a fine illumination
of the living moment.
.
I

A M 0 N G THE NEW POE TS, I find substantial pleasure in Ernest, Kroll's· first book, Cape Horn and Other Poems, which
• see'Poet Signature

I,

Summer 1949 NMQ., pp. 207-21lJ.-Ed.

J'
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bears returning to and grows with acquaintance. I suppose it is
Mr.-Kroll's way of seeing that so impresses. He sees as a child does
-a different kind of child than Mr. Roethke's-whoUy and ingenuously, but he communicates the feeling engendered by that
seeing with a fine mature competence and precision. He ranges
widely, and although he is not always distinguished, his command
is sure at all points. "New England: A Vision," for example, is as
spare and bony in its lines as the landscape it gives us, towered by
the mill, ". . . standing in the silence, hoarding mystery,/Like
the Acropolis upon a local hill,/The broken temple of a barren
mill,/The landscape bare of all save history."
A NOT HER FIR S T VOL U M E is Dorothy Hughes' slim selection, The Green Loving~ Miss Hughes is nota new nor a young
poet, so this volume represents the careful gleaning of a good
many years' work. The result is quietlr fine. There is so much
half-baked poetry from young poets who publish too soon, under
the impetus of a vanity press or a ~oting sponsor or a sick fever to
get into print, that it gives a special kind of pleasure to find a
volume like The Green Loving, whose poems move so unpretentiously through their excellences.
ED WIN M U

has been a man of letters so long and so variously that his Collected Poems, covering the years 1921-1951, is
its own kind of special event. It is a long look backward that Mr.
Muir takes, and it ought to be a satisfying one. In one of his
latest poems he says, "One foot in Eden still, I standI And look
across the other land." That is perhaps more literally true now for
Mr. Muir than it was in the beginning, but in a sense he has
always been doing that. Reading these poems one is most struck
by the~r uniformity-that is, by how little difference there is
between the early and tbe late work. With ¢ost writers, either in
verse or in prose, this' would c~nstitute a lamentable peficiency,
a lack of growth. In Mr. Muir's case it i~ something else. His
poetic world has always been a contemplative one, an archetypal
1R
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world, if you like, and' a little apart from the flux of event and
circumstance. Perhaps it was the stringencies of his personal
world that gave him such repose and tranquillity in his contemplative verse. It is the more to his credit if that is so. This is traditionCJ,1 verse, but it is honest, it is generous and tender, and in
these qualities it is as gently refreshing as a re-reading of Stevenson's essa}!s. "Light and praise,/ Love and atonement, harmony
and peace,/ Touch me, assail me; break and make my heart."
That is the keystone of Mr. Muir's recognition, and of. his
achievement.
I

to the credit of the Grove Press is Jean
Garrigue's The Monument Rose. Miss Garrigue's poetry seems
to wrestle with some vehement compulsion, and this sense of
struggle which infuses the work, when it is suce-essfully controlled, gives us poetry of sufficient force to make us look forward
hopefully to what she may later accomplish. She is at this stage a
little like the pony about which she comments: "The little pony
stands opon his pride/ As do we all, as do we all./ ~ith coiling
mane and glittering hide/ He stumbles from the earthworm stall/
His pride and vehemence his all." For Miss Garrigue that is not
quite all. There is also the poetic skill which sometimes reflects
Mr. Ransom and sometimes Miss Garrigue, and there is a conscious seeking toward something which she has not yet wholly
found.
AN

I

j.

'.

'.

0 THE R: VOL U M E

Sue HAL 0 0 KIN G-O V E R of the field brings the reviewer its
pleasures, its irritations, and its lamentations. It seems to me too
bad, for example, that so good a poet as Christopher Logue
should come to us in the limited availability of a Paris edition.
I am speaking now of hi~ Wand and Ql-ladrant, an eminently
more competent volume thag s~ many of the puttings-forth from
American presses. I would wish, too, that some of the good English poets and printings might ~e more available to us than they
are. And I ,v,ish that the rich natural voice of the Negro could be

..
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heard in its own right rather than in such weakly imitative volumes as Claude McKay's Selected Poems or M. B. Tolson's much
tOO pretentious Libretto for the Republic of Liberia. I find myself also wishing that some' happy clairvoyance might come to
those little presses which try to compensate for very bad poetry
by nice sky blue and flesh pink paper, an indulgence in fanciful
typography, and a fondness for bindings in flamboyant gold and
stardust.
ON' THE WHO L E, though, a sampling of the year's poetry is a
good deal more satisfying and much less foggily depressive than a
similar }?Towling through the year's prose. In spite of the difficulties that' beset the poet, poetry goes on, it seems to me, as a green
and flourishing plant. It has a very substantial number of practi. tioners who are both earnest and able, and if we are not in the
midst of a fine poetic renaissance, neither are we suffering a general debility. What most strikes me is the number of very good
poets who are seriously dedicated to a fine craft. That makes the
ground out of which great poets grow.
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ON KENNER'S WYNDHAM LEWIS 1

"
A

I

Hugh Kenner is alway.s interesting-perhaps
provocative would be the better word-and he has followed his study of the poetry of Ezra Pound with a
needed ~ssay on Wyndham Lewis. Admirable in intention this
essay is extremely limited, however. It considers ~ewis's literary
achievement-less any mention of the reception of his works (the
castigations his political books got in the 1920'S being dismissed
as "sensationally good reviews")-and it charitably avoids reference to his comparative importance.
"
Lewis is the English representative of contemporary neo-classicism. Nearly all his criticism may be found in French predecessors
like Massis, Seilliere, Fernandez, Lasserre, to some extent Mau~
ras, and especially Benda.-What is valuable is that Lewis gives a
fictional infterpretation of this anti-romanticism which we do n<?t
find in Fra!1ce, partly because, on one hand, the great French writers of this :century have raised themselves above immediate partisanship {already in Jean Barois Roger Martin du Gard shows
an enviably "classical" detachment on this score) , and partly because, on the other ltand, the French neo-classical critics were not
great writers. Benda's early n~vel L'Ordination, first serialized in
Peguy's Cahiers, for instance, contains that same typi~lly neoclassical anti-feminism we find in TDIfT, but in Lewis's work it is
integrated in a far more fascinat~ng way. On the creative side of
the movement Lewis shol;1ld be compared with three German
contemporaries, Paul Ernst; Wilhelm von Scholz, and Samuel
Lublinski, while his aesthetic derives from Werringer, 'Lipps,
and slightly from T. E. Hulme. When one is aware of the extraordinary similarity of views in all these writ.ers.-despite their inS A CRITIC

)1 Wyndham Lewis, by Hugh Kenner. Norfolk, Connecticut: New Directiolll Boob,
1954. 16g pp. $2·50.
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temecine distinctions of race, religion, and so on, and despite
their occasionally'expressed cOluempt of each other-one I must
regard as a serious criticism of a work on Wyndham Lewis that it
dqes not include a single.rone of these names in its index, while
~ie philosophical roots of these neo-classical controversialists, in
Cbmte, de Maistre, and Toussenel on the French side, are completely ignored.
For it is hardly in the interests of a general public that Kenner
has excluded any consideration of Lewis's real position in contemporary lit~rature. His book bristles with trouvailles of the
most earnest nature; one character is "an especially schematized
paradigm," another has "the four-square end-stopped nihilism
of a Senecan hero," yet others are "prototypes for the.bl-eakest of
.the artist-allotropes." Trouvailles these are .indeed, for Kenner's
.prose glitters with French mots (I fremish to conceive what might
happen to the style of certain avant-garde bellelettrists if they
were made to assist at some frequentations with Shakespeare).
As a result, the best part of this study deals.with Lewis's syntax;
the most pretentious passages are those concerned with "Polemics." This latter section simply does not hanl together-partly,
one cannot help feeling, out of ignoranc~ of the background.
Lewis's fine pamphlet on art, The C.aliph's Design (1919), is not
quite grasped, or at least the Vorticistpositlon is reduced to a
point of naivete in graphic mattetf...,1 do not feel that the classical
principle of. the Not-Self is understood via Lewis, while Kenner's
two sections dealing with the attack on Time politely shelve the
targets of attack. Opposing philosophies are ducked and the chapter on "Eye and Ear" seems to me to miss the burden of the JoyceCewis controversy. Kenner properly nbtes, the use of the monologue intcrieur in The A pes 01 God but ~ppears surprised th$reby, since it is "a method that Lewis has always noisily disowned."
The truth is that Lewis relegates this meth~ ("fiction from the
inside") tfrthe thought-streams of the very young, the very aged,
half-wits a!a~nimals. The Apes exemplifies these strictures. Kenner gives a p~ing nod at Cartesian theory, as ,if we were all fac
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miliar with the intricacies of this, but he fails to show how dose
Lewis's "art of laughter" comes to Cartesian animal-automatism,
especially as found in the later La Mettrie. When historical answers to the philosophical questions- involved become too pressing, in fact, the critic backs into extensive quotation. But I should if
add that there are fbur brilliant pages on Lewis's recent The
W.riter and the Absolute and that the general position is often
deftly summarized: "The polemics exalt a rhetorical kind of
knowing over a gra~p, in depth, of what there is to know."
In analyzing the 'fiction Kenner seems to me far more successful, although I disagree with many of his opinions. Because of his
sensitivity to the texture of prose he is able to contribute some invigorating ideas on Lewis's early play, The Enemy of the Stars an
English Ubut Roi as he suggestively depicts it (I am glad he has
now dropped Lewis's own ugly notion that Joyce borrowed heavi.
ly from this play for the Circe episOde of Ulysses). TarrJ a really
important novel, is less ade~ately dealt with; it is true that the
Lewisian hero excommunicates his past, but it is not true that
Kreisler "arrives out of nowhere." He goes nowhere, indeed, but
he is a prophetic character who should have warned his creator,
as V. S. Pritchett noted, of the lethal aspect of his Teutonic roots.
The Apes of God and the contorted fragment The Childermass
seem to interest Kenner less than the later novels, or perhaps, as
he himself puts it so well, "the brilliant accumulations of words
yield glimpses of the novel Wyndham Lewis never wrote." After
The Apes Kenner finds Snooty Baronet "much slicker," though
the quotation adduced in support of this statement is a stylistic
parody; in the same way the essential parody of Lewis's long
poem One-Way Song is miss~~, for the One-Ways are "progressive" dolts who can only, like the Futurists, see forWards. For
Kenner The Revenge for Love is Lewis's greatest work; he caUs
it a "masterpiece" on three occasions.
It is this critical breathing doWn o~'s neck that l~ads one to
suspect that all the dexterous explication rests really on flimsy
foundations. It would not be
incumbent on
one to mention this
I
'
J

J
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if Kenn~r did not pretend so plaus.ibiy to the academic parapher- ..
nalia-he reeks of reworkings, "redactions," manusctipt titles,
and so on. Yet despite its air of research, this studYlis very weak in::-N .~~~
scholarship. For example, Kenner opens by giving us Ford's ac~...;i-=·'--~
co~nt of Lewis's presentat!iot}~f an early story; but surely he owes

~::~SQ~O;;:':~~:. ~~~::g.i~~: a~~:~e~~:n~::r:

r

Handley-Read's "Chronological Outline" in The .4w-ot1 Wyndham
Lewis. Yet, although we read in the provenance to this out)
1
liqe, by Handley-Read tha~' the details therein have all bef;n
"c~ecked by reference to actual copies of the books, folios,~ or
journals," I was able without much difficulty to. note six errors in
two pages. Moreover, the dates given by Handley-Read for ''l:~ '. ""~
Lewis's attendance at the Slade School of Art, no doubt taken .'\\\~,~'
from Lewis himself, were found on checking with that school to
'•.:J.; ':. be totally incorrect (considerably advancedl). Exasperating as
all this may be, it is not nearly so serious a critical flaw as. describing, as Kenner does, Lewis's Count YOUT Dead (1937) ,as a "peace
pamphlet." It is, of course, exactly the term Lewis himself uses,
."
in Rude Assignment (1950), to describe this work which suggests, among other things, that English democracy is a semi'-soviet
tyranny, which.calls Hitler's manners of the time "diplomatically
impeccable," and claims that in the U.S.A. the Hearst Press alone
gives the truth.
Without the smallest interest in the right or wrong of these
views, the contemporary scholar must still be concerned with any
attempt to falsify the documents, all the more so as this appears
to be proceeding in England on a considerable scale (compare
Alan Clutton-Brock's correspondence in The Times Literary
St41Jplement recently on Sir Herbert Read's reversal of opinions
concerning Communism. or Spender's, similar effort: to rewrite
his past lately). Thus Kenner shrugs off any idea of anti-Semitism
in Lewis's canon and is generosity itself about Men lVithout
Ifrt, where the biliously jealOlI8 attack on T. S. Eliot was, of
course~ just a'huge joke «(or a note of dissent in this connection
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.A History 01 llussiQ1' Philosophy, by V. V. Zenkovsky. AUlhorized
translation from the Russian by George L. Kline. New York: ·Colum·
bia University Press, ~958' Two volumes, pp. xiv, 947. $15'
two-volume work of nearly one
thousand pages is the most extensive and detailed history of Russian
philosophy. The author, a professor at the Orthodox Theological
SemincfY in Paris, has brought to his inquiries the right combination
\. of tl\eological and cultural insight. The development of Russian phi'\Josophy is affected by the characteristic motives and problems of Russian Christianity and also by the social issues and struggles of Russian
historical life. This history is more than a review of Russian philosophical speculation. It is also an examination of the inner currents
ot Russian thought and Russian civilization.
The two volumes, in continuous pagination, interpret RUssian philosophy hom its medieval beginnings to the present. As might be
expected, the philosop~ers of the nineteenth. century have received
the most extensive treatment, with about two-thirds of the work devoted to them. Of t~ remaining third, a hundred pages are given to
the earlier thinkers and two hundred to contemporary philosophy.
The author has indicated dearly the beginnings of Russian philosophical reflection an<!·the principal features of its historical.ddlelopment: the sqbsidiary interest in epistemological problems, the dynamic concern with philosophy of life in its social and religious involvements. The Russian mind has not been indifferent to cosmological reflection, but it has been mainly anthropocentric. "It is above all
occupied with the theme of man, his fate and career, the meaning and
purpose of history" (p. 6). The reader should keep in mind this keysentence as a guide to the author's historical interpretation.
The early modem centuries after' the Renaissance, which were
marked by such great scientific and philosophica~ advance in the
West, showed little of comparable achievement in Russia. Up to the
time of Peter the Great, Russian reflection was prevailinglv theological, both orthodox and critical. The criticism was mainly self-probing,
within the Church, mystical and historical-cultural, rather than a
secular opposition to the Church from the outside:
. The eighteenth century was marked by a definite "secularization
within the ecclesiastical consciousness" (p. 45). Philosophical studies
P ROE ESSOR ZEN KOVSK Y'S
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were culliv3tcd in thevaridus theological seminaries evcn before tbe
establishmcnt of the Russian universitics. Many of the cburch lIeholars pursued their studies in the West: both their expository and original work proceeded beyond Russian orthodox learning. Thus.Skovoroda developed his'lheological convictions into a philosophy of the
nature of man and of man's world. Radishchev turned from criticism
of Russian social-political conditioris to a thoroughly secular humanistic philosophy of life, in which we may note the invasion of orthodox
Russia by Western radicalism. The influence of Voltaire and other
French philosophers was directive during this period. The eighteenth
century also recorded the beginnings of Russian science, in which
Lomonosov was a pioneer of genius.
The nineteenth century in Russian philosophy was marked by the
influence of German idealism and by sharp critical reactions to it.
These critical reactions were social-practical as well as speculative.
.. Odoyevski definitely resisted Western culture, forecast its eventual
ruin and the ascendency of the Russian spirit. Chaadayev criticized
the Russian system but also advocated un Christocentric conception of
history" (p, ~~9) in which he saw the future mission of the Russian
soul. The Russian self-affirmation foun~ expression in the movement
of Slavophilism which provided many leading social and religious
philosophers of the period: Khomyakov, Kireyevski, Aksakov. Slavophilism was important in two ways: in its return to Russian orthodoxy,'
and then, on that foundation, in its plea for a creative teconstruction
of the native spiritual tradition.
Against these Slavophiles were the champions of Western science
and philosophy. This issu~ is well known, found literary expressions in the works of Dostoyevsky and Turgenev. Westernism characterized a whole generation of Russians influenced by Kant and Fichte
.and Schelling and Hegel. Some of these idealists eventually turned
astray to atheism and negation, as Belinski towards materialistic insurgence, and Herzen towards alogism, the rejection of all rationality.
Zenkovsky's examination of Dostoyevsky is not limited to his Panrussianism. In a significant chapter the spiritual outlook of the great
novelist is analyzed, his religious searchings, his insight into the dark
recesses of human character. The study of the Russian literary masters
as philosophers indicates the author's estimate of the a~ive interplay
of philosophy and literature in the development of Russian thought.
Thus he gives us a very enlightening discussion of Tolstoy's religious
and social panmoralism. Related to Tolstoy's gospel of the simple
life, of fruitful work and fellowship with the peasant ,masses, was the'
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advocacy of the so-called "pochvennichestvoJ' or primitive immediacy,
a return to "the soil," tb the deep inner levels of the people's life. ~
Russi~, like Germany, had her "Hegelians of the left," Michael
Bakunin moved from Fichte and Hegel all the way to anarchistic
,negation, Kant a~d Leibniz alsQ had their followers and critics in
Russia. Russian Neo-Kantianism spreads over the nineteenth centUry
into contemporary philosophy, and has been especially concerned
with the problem of the relation of scientific knowledge to metaphysiqU insight, as manifested in moral and aesthetic intelligence. NeoLeibnizian,ism likewise revealed in its Russian development an ethical and religious emphasis. Its most noteworthy contemporary representative, Lossky, has proceeded to bold cosmological speCUlation: the
monads are creat~d by. God, and they are not "windowless"; they have
the creative power and initiative of persons, or rather they have a personal destiny. In the cQsmic evoJution the lower agencies ascend in
the scale of being and eventually attain selfhood..
The growth of radicalism was far-reaching and crossed the limits of
philosophy into overt and organized revolutionary action. The mid~
century marked the definite beginnings of the socialistic struggle with
Tsar and Church. Its first intellectual leader was Chernyshevski, but
. in dealing with him Zenkovsky is careful to point out a theoretical
disharmony which is significant. Chernyshevski's systematic framework, like that of Feuerbach who influenced him, was positivistic and
materialistic. Yet be never ceased upholding the truth and justice of
moral-Christian valuations. Zenkovsky traces a similar disharmony in
the varieties of Russian "semi-positivism," as expressed by Kavelin,
Lavrov, Michailovski. Here were the attempted fusions of a "scientific" philosophy with moral idealism, a championship of person~lism
with a revision of Comtism.
As might be expected, especial attention is given to the philosophy
of Vladimir Solovyov (1853-1900). Zenkovsky cites with approval
Bulg~kov's judgment that Solovyov's system/is ,"the most full-sounding chord which has ever been struck in the history of philosophy"
(p. 481). Bu't he adds that it is "just that, a chord, i.e., it consists of a
series of separate notes:' Here it would seem that either the cited text
or the gloss on it requires revision. :)olovyov''l philosophy is penetrated
by a quest for social justice, in which he blended socialistic with Christian motives. He had an unusually keen sens~ of history and sought in
it the realization of ideals, the "justification of the good:' He pursued
the idea of '~total-unity" as a synthesis for religion, philosophy, and
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science: His philosophy was dominated by the Sophiological doctrine,
which Zenkovsky regards as capital in contemporary Russian philosophy. These are some of the strands in Solovyov's rich philosophical
texture; they cannot be traced here in any-detail, but an added wQrd
about' the idea of Sophia may help to clarify Solovyov's cosmic outlook. Sophia is not only the "substance of God" but also the "rationale and end of creation." In this sense we may call it the real nature of
things. It is the basic principle of existence, and it is the final destiny
of all, "the Kingdom of God" (p. 507). Man should see his inmost being and true career as one with the integral being of an, and ultimately feel his life as a life in God. The ideals of a moral society, a spiritual
cosmos manifesting the principle of "Godmanhood," reveal Solovyov's vast contemplative span.
Contemporary Russian philosophy, in the strict sense, signifies philosophy since the Communist revolution. There is, of course, Soviet
philosophy, the only philosophy that may be taught or advocated in
Communist Russia. And there is the philosophic work of a whole
generation of thinkers expelled by the lords of the Kremlin, who have
in their exile continued their productive activity. Zenkovsky devotes
less than' twenty·five pages to the varieties of dialectical materialism
of the Marxists before and after the establishment of the Communist
regime, noting the doctrines of Plekhanov, Bogdanov, and especially
those of Lenin. But this philosophy is mostly radical propaganda.
Even in Lenin it is "philosophically meagre; indeed, if it were not so
tragic it would be ridiculous" (p. 749). As to Stalin's philosophy, Zenkovsky has nothing to report.
The vitality of contemporary non-communist Russian thought is
indicated by the impressively long list of philosophers whom Zenkovsky considers. We can mention here only two. Berdyaev has gained
world-wide attention for his religious neo-romanticism. He reflects a
great variety of influences, both Russian and Western; the contact of
his ideas with tllQSe of Solovyov is noteworthy. He)s marked by "a
sensitive conscience, a profound humanity, a thirst (or an immediate
and uncompromi.sing ideal" (p. 763). His philosophy reveals mystical
and irrationalist, paradoxical traits, and an accent on personal crea·
tivity, not concerned with salvation but with tJ1e ~cent to a higher
..
plane of being (p. 769).
S. L. Frank is very significant for his development of the metaphysics of "total-unity" which was noted in Solovyov's philosophy. He is a
preeminently systematic thinker, extensively and reliably versed in
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the entire range of philosophy and literatu~ alike. In the background
of his contemplation we may recognize aspects of Plotinus, Erigena,
Nicholas of Cusa, Spinoza. A profound.reflection on the problem of
evil expresses also his metaphysics of "total-unity." "The return of
creation to God through suffering takes place in God Himself" (p.
86 7).
This review should nOt omit an appreciative word about the high
quality of the translator~s work. Professor Kline deserves the gratitude
of all English readers for his very clear version of Zenkovsky's text.
The following few errata are cited here for correction in a future edition. They appear on pp. 4°,193,202,299,301,414,44°,475,550,575,
667,669,67 1,673,675,680, 86 9.
R ADO S L A V A. T SAN OFF
. J
i

Feeling and Form, by ~usanne K. Langer. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953. 431 pp. $7.
i>
to the argument of this important volume is the elaboration of Mrs. Langer's symbolic philosophy. This is now applied to
all of the major arts. "Art is the creation of forms symbolic of human
feeling (p. 40) ". Art «:xpresses "not actual feeling, but ideas of feeling ... art is expressive through and through-every line, every
sound, every gesture; and therefore it is a hundred per cent symbolic.
It is not sensuously pleasing and also symbolic; the sensuous quality is
in the service of its vital import (p. 59):'.
The value of this theory of art is essentially twofold. It forcefully
and wholesomely combats those theories which, by dwelling upon the
"arrangements" of objects, colors, sounds or words, over-emphasizes
the significance of formalism. Secondly, it reminds us, in a telling and
searching way, that the aim of artistic creation is not primarily to
represent actuality, reality, life; but rather to present-symbolically,
abstractly, imaginatively-an "illusion or' experience." The artist
transforms life by his imagination, and the "imagination always creates; it never records" (p. 296). Thus "it is imagined feeling that governs,the dance, not real emotional conditions" (p. 177).
Enthusiasm for a single all-embracing theory of art is perilous.. Like
most philosophers, Mrs. Langer insists that "art is essentially one"
(p. 103), and argues that "if 'art' means any~ing, its application must
re~t on one essential criterion" (p. 60). This belief, erroneous and
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pernicious in the reviewer's opinion, explains Mrs. Langer's insistence
upon the universal validity of her symbolic theory of art. It leads to
conclusions, moreover, which seem arbitrary and wrong-headed. For
example. Mrs. Langer refuses to accept as valid. to any degree whatever, the ~estimony of distinguished artists who state their own, quite
different convictions concerning the nature of their artistic creations,:
for example. the "very nearly unanimous" claim in the literature of
the dance to direct self-expression.
Mrs. Langer's search for unity also accounts for her determination
to discover one fundamental "primary illusion" or "basic abstraction"
in each art: for example, in music, virtual time; in the dance, gesture;
in literature, virtual life. In the plastic arts virtual space is "the first
creation . . . the primary illusion in which all harmonious forms
exist as secondary iHusions" (po 75). With this opinion-especially
with its insistence upon the preeminent importance of virtual space
in sculpture-no competent student of the fine arts will agree. Mrs.
Langer is plainly twisting the experience of art to fit her theory. As
often happens, sweeping philosophical generalizations become suspect when tested by specific evidence.
Mrs. Langer sensibly states the need of giving "d;finite and satis- .factory meanings" to key terms. But does she alway,s do this? No-clear
distiqctions are drawn between "art theory," "art-philosophy," "aesthetics," and "art criticism." What is one to understand when she
asserts that virtual space "whether it be two-dimensional or three" is
"infinitely plastic" (po 75) ?
.
Of cruciCiI importance is Mrs. Langer's very special conception of
"significant form" as "an articulate expression of feeling" (po 39),
the "significance" being "that of a symbol" {po 32).•The trouble with
this unusual usage is its conflict with the meanings normally given by
writers on art to the terms "significant form," "significance" and
"form:' The Clive Bell-Roger Fry connotation of "significant form"
-so very different from Mrs. Langer's-is generally known. To equate
"significance" with "significant form,.. as she does (po 23), eliminates
the useful criterion of "artistic greatness" or "artistic significance:'
To use "form" loosely and vaguely~t is nowhere defined in the book
-is to ignore its well accepted mf!aning of "artistic organizati~:'
These valuable meanings for art criticism' of "significance" and of
"form" al'e admirably explained in the writings of T. M. Greene and
Walter A~ll, who find no place in Mrs. Langer's bibliography.
Even if the foregoing criticisms are justified, the po!titive contributions of this book are notable. It is rich in ideas which are argued
r
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persuasively, discerningly, learnedly. The insights, particularly those
in the chapters upon the symbolic essence of literary forms, are. just
and penetrating. Stimulating and sensitive observations on a variety
of pertinent subjects abound: for example, the esthetics of Croce, CoI·lingwood and others; the nature of decoration, rhythm, and catharsis.
And it is worth recording that Mrs. Langer's fluent, effective prose
style is a pleasure to read. There is little doubt that anyone interested
in the' philosophy of art will welcome this sequel to Philosophy in a
New Key.
BERNARD C. HEYL

. I

An American in Europe, -by Egor Larsen. New York: Philosophical
Library, 1~53. 224 pp. $4·75.

o

o l\I THE D U S T J A eKE T and twice in An American in Europe
itself is quoted, out of context, a categorical judgment by Franklin
D. Roos~velt: '''Thomas jefferson, Benjamin Franklin and Count
Rumford are the three greatest minds that America has produced,"
Did Roosevelt really consider Count Rumford's mind superiot to
that of any Adams or Holmes, or EII!erson or William james or jonathan Edwards? In An American in Europe Egor Larsen produces little evidence in support of this astonishing statement.
.
Larsen's study is the first readable and 'objective biography of
Benjamin Thompson, who was born in Massachusetts, knighted in
London, and created an Imperial Count in Bavaria. The farm boy, a
cold opportunist, ambitious, and as insatiably curious as Franklin.
served as a secret agent for tpe British in the eatly days of the American Revolution, and, ·desertflng wife and child, slipped away in 1776
to England. Here he immediately became an Undersecretary of State.
and near the end of the war was a colonel in the British army. In
1783 he went to the Continent in search of further military honors.
At once he ingratiated himself with the Elector of Bavaria. who appointed him Minister of War, Minister of Police. Chamberlain of the
Court, and State Councillorl Back in London he established the Royal
Institution, the world's first great center for scientific research. He
returned to Munich in 1796 to become head of the regency and Commander-in-chief of the Bavarian army. In his last years he devoted his
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versatile talents to science and gadgetry, finally settling in Paris, where
he married
the widow ;of Lavoisier. He died in 1814 at the age of
.
fifty-mne.
In activities and accomplishments, if not in mental stature, he
rivalled Franklin and Jefferson. His ballistic experiments led to improved performance o( light artillery; he inaugurated social reforms
which abolished beggary in entire cities; established industrial and
veterinary colleges; changed for the better the nutrition habits of millions; invented the kitchen range and coffee dripolator; founded Europe's first citizen army; created Munich's famous English Garden; .
proved by experiment the exact nature of heat and demonstrated the
convertibility of energy, a fundamental principle which was to become the basi~ of modern industrial power; contrived better methOds
of heating-by more efficient fireplaces in homes and central steam
heating in auditoriums; laid the foundations of domestic science;
designed ingenious, space-saving furniture; improved Lavoisier'sealorimeter; established the Rumford Professorship of Physics and
Mathematics at Harvard.
He was a strange, bloodless internationalist who shifted from
America to England to Germany to France as opportunity beckoned.
He had no love whatever for his fellow-men, no faith in their political
intelligence. An essential coldness is revealed in his callous attitude
toward child labor, as well as his attitude toward his wife and his
mother. Yet paradoxically this cold utilitarian and egoist effected a
vast improvement in the comfort and well-being of mankhid.
Larsen's biography is concise and restrained. It is agreeably free of
"he probably," "he undoubtedly," "he must have," etc. The author
went to the original sources: Rumford's writings, those of. his contemporaries, and officia~ documents. The one frailty of the book is
the unnecessary attention paid to the abortive romances of Rumford's
dull daughter, Sally.
R Ie H A R D A. COR DEL L

i
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COPYRIGHT LAW·
coP Y RIG H T LAW in the UnIted States is derived entirely from the
Cons~itution and the statutes which have been enaetl6d under its authority. It is purely a federal matter; the individual states have 'no
legislative power in this field. Copyright Law is established for the
purpose of grCJnting a property right in the results of certain types of
creative or productive activity. In order to establish such rights exact
compliance with statutory requirements is essential. Once these statutes are understood the procedure is simple and very inexpensive, yet
the scope of protection afforded by the statute against unauthorized
copying is so complete that copyrights are usually observed, and any
infringement which does occur is usually the result of some misunderstanding of the facts or misinterpretation of the truly wide scope of
protection afforded by the copyright law.
/

\

The presept article is intended to provide a guide to authors, artists,
and composers with respect to the fundamental steps which are easily
and simply available to them for the protection of their rights in their
original works; The discussion is limited to the United States law. and
to the principal questions which arise. For simplicity herein, the term
"author" is use.d to include artists, composers, photographers. as well
as those who ~mpose verbal works. No attempt has been made t?
draw fine lines between wh'kt. can and what cannot be copied with
impunity, nor to set forth to what extent one may disregard certain
~uirements of the law and still end with a valid and enforceable
copy/ight registration. Rather, an attempt has been made to laytdown
shnple rules, which if followed carefully will' generally result in the
maximum protection which can be ~btained under the copyright. law.

"

. Copyrights must be distinguished from patent and trade-mark
right4i. as the three have little in common except that they provide the
basis for litigatio,n in the Federal Courts. and may end in someone being very much disappointdd when judgni..$nt goes against hitp..Patents
are granted for machines, processes and chemical compositions, as
• At our request, Mr. Hobart N. Durham. of the New York bar, has supplied us
this primer on copyright law. We offer it as a Xmas present to all the interested. but
most especially to the Youngwritinghood lucky enough to find a grandma in the
commercial woods.-Ed.

47°
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weI) as for ornamental objects; trade-marks are the name or symbol
by which a manufacturer or merchant pledges his reputation for those
goods which"carry his mark; copyrights ar! for intellectual works and
secure the author against copying of the expretsion of an intellectual
or artistic work. A copyright doetnot protect the underlying idea of a
work. but only its unauthorized copying in one medium or another,
whether as words, music. or as two or three-dimensional art.
To obtain full copyright protection, a work having at least· some
originality is published with "notice of copyright." after which the
" copyright is registered in th~ Copyright Office. Thereafter all published copies m~st bear the proper notice and one's right is thereby
firmly established. Each phase of this simple outline is more fully developed below.
Although the first requisite is that the work should have some substantial originality, even a new compilation of a street directory may
have enough originality. as may one's photograph of a scene. or even
one's reproduction of a famous painting. Works contrary to good
morals cannot be protected, but some fifty years ago a circus poster
was held not to be obscene.
Copyright in any work is established by publication of the work
with the proper copyright notice appearing on th& work. There is
nothing which need be done prior to this publication with notice of
copyright, and once such publication has taken place. formal steps are
taken to register the copyright.
b

The only forms of copyright notice which are legally sufficient for
all kinds of works are "Copyright 1954 John Smith" and "Copr. 1954
John Smith" appearing in the proper place. (Obviously I am using
"John Smith" as "a generic substitute for the individual owner's name.)
Proper notice must include the word "Copyright" or its abbreviation.
the year of first publication. and the name of the copyright "proprietor" (owner). On some kinds, of works; a different form of notice may
be used. but it is most essential that the requirements with respect·to
proper notice be rigidly observed.
Books and dramatic works require that "Copyright 1954 John
Smith" or "Copr. 1954 John Smith" ,appear on the title page of the
work or on the page immediately following the title page. and. if the
work is written in English and seeks a United States copyright. it must
l
usually be prin ted in the U.S.A
I
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Periodicals require that the same full notice be used eithe'r on the
first page of text of each separate number, or on the title page, or
under the title heading (masthead).
Maps which include textual material also require the full notice,
but if there is no text, the notice may be shortened to "© J.S." provided the copyright owner's full name appears somewhere on t1;le map.
Musical compositions (which include the words of a song) require
the full notice on the title page or the first page of music.

l

i

Wor~ of art (paintings, s.culpture, etc.), models and designs for
works of art (sketdles or models (or a statue), reproductions of works
of art, drawings and plastic works of a scientifi~ or"tedlDical character
(engineering and architectural drawings, blueprints, relief maps), still
photographs, pictorial prints and illustrations, and labels and prints
used f~r articles of merchandise may"he.marked ~' any form of the
copyright notice: "© J.S.," "© 1954 J.S.," "©'1954 John Smi,th:'
"Copr. J.S.," or "Gopyright 1954 JQ~ll Smith," provided tlrat where
the initials of the copyright owner are tised, his ~ame also appears on
some accessible portion of the work, or on the margin, frame, base or
pedestal of the work.

~

Motion pictures require that the notice be "Copyright 1954 John
Smith" or "Copr. 195410hn Smith," and the notice should be placed
below the title of the picture.
. Failure to' observe these strict requirements in every detail renders
the copyright void. The proper notice must be repeated on every copy
published. Thus a copyright would be void and unenforceable if the
symbol © were used on a book. or if the year of publicatiod were
omitted on a book or musical composition, or if the name of the copyright oivriCr were omitted from a book,' or if the initials. mark or
monogram of- the proprietor were omitted.from a draw.!Ilg. work of
~rt or photograph, or if the initials were properly used, QJtUh.e name
of the copyrigfitproprietor did not appear on'·so.me portion of the
work or on the margin or pedestal of the work.

Othe~ examples of fatally defective marking are: the use of a later
year than the actual date of publication (books marked 1952 actually
~s..old at Christmas 1951); use of "© John Smith"·on a separately sold
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read Steven Marcus, "The Highbrow Know-}'lothings," Commentary, February 1953). So on page 30 Kenner tells us that he is
going to quote from the rare first edition, later "reworked," of
TaTT (Egoist Press, 1918). Actually he proceeds to corrupt this
text throughout. On this particular page he quotes from Tarr's
estimate of Hobson "He had the aplomb and absence of self-eonsciousness of numbers-of those who know' they are not alone."
On turning up the Egoist Tarr, however, the reader finds that
after "numbers" the significant words "of the her4" have been
omitted. Still, it must be admitted that occasionally Kenner gives
us an unconscious clue to the polemic personality of Lewis by
means of these very whitewashings: "'Communism' is Lewis's
label for a state of mind which mayor may not be articulated as a
political philosophy."

\

\

)

,
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Ii History of Russian Philosophy, by V. V. Zenkovsky. Audlorized

translation from the Russian by George L. Kline. New York: Columbia University Press, 1953. Two volumes, pp. xiv, 947. $15.
PROF ESSOR ZEN KOVS K v's

two-volume work of nearly ope
thousand pages is the most extensive and detailed history of Russian
philosophy. The. author, a professor at the Orthodox Theological
Seminary in Paris, has brought to his inquiries the right combination "
of theological and cultural insight. The development ,of Russian philosophy is affected by the characteristic motives and problems of Russian Christianity and also by tQe social issues and struggles of Russian
historical life. This history is ,more ~.an a review of Russian philosophical speculation. It is alsa an examination of the inner currents
of Russian thought an~ Russian civilization.
The two volumes, in continuous pagination, interpret-Russian philosophy from its medieval beginnings to the present. As might be
expected, the philosophers of the nineteenth century have received
the most extensive treatment, ·with. about two-thirds of the work devoted to them. Of the remaining third, a hundred pages are given to
the earlier thinkers and two hundred to contemporary philosophy.
The author has indicated clearly the beginnings of Russian philosophical reBection and the principal features of its historical development: the subsidiary interest in epistemological problems, the dynamic concern with philosophy of life in its ~ial and religious involvements. The Russian mind has not been indifferent to cosmological reflection, but it has been mainly anthropocentric. "It is above all
occupied with the theme of man, his fate and career, the meaning~nd
purpose of history" (p. 6). The reader should keep in mind this keysentence as a guide to the author's historical interpretation.
The early modern centuries after the Renaissance, which were
marked by such great scientific and philosophical advance in the
West, showed little of comparable achievement in Russia. Up to the
time of Peter the Great, Russian reflection was prevailingly theological, both orthodox and critical. The criticism was mainly self-probing,
within the Church, mystical and historical-cultural, rather .than a
secular 0pP,QSition to the Church from the outside.
The eighteenth century was marked by a definite "secularization
within the ecclesiastical consciousness" (p. 45). Philosophical studies

"'.

462
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~
- were cultivated in the vaHOus $eological seminaries ev~n· before the
establishment of the Russian universities. Many C!! the church scholars pursued their studies in the West; both their expository and origi• nal work proceeded beyond Russian orthodox learning. Thus Skovoroda developed his theological convictions into a philosophy of the
nature of man and of man's world", Radishchev turned from criticism
of Russian social-political conditions to a thoroughly secular humanistic philosophy of life, in which we may note the invasion of orthodox
Russia by Western radicalism; The influence of Voltaire and other
French philosophers was directive during this period. The eighteenth
century also recorded the beginnings of Russian science, in which'
Lomonosov was a pioneer of genius.
The nineteenth century in Russian philosophy was marked by the
influence of German idealism and by sharp critical reactions to it.
These critical reactions were social-practical as well as speculative.
OdoyevSki definitely resisted Weste'rn culture, forecast its evelllual
ruin and the ascendency of the Russian spirit. Chaadayev criticized
rl,te Russian system but also advocated "a Christocentric conception of
history" (p. 169) in which he saw the future mission of the Russian
soul. The Russian self-affirmation found expression in the movement
of Slavophilism which provided many leading social and religious
philosophers of the period: Khomyakov, Kireyevski,. Aksakov. Slavophilism was important in two ways: in its return to Russian orthodoxy,
and then, on that foundation, in its plea for a creative reconstruction
of the native spiritual tradition.
'
Against these Slavophiles were the champions of Western science
and philosophy. This issue, as is well known, found literary expressions in the works of Dostoyevsky and Turgenev. Westernism characterized a whole generat~on of Russians influenced by Kant and Fichte
'and Schelling and Hegel. Some of these idealists eventually turned
astray to atheism and negation, as Belinski towards materialistic insurgence, and Renen towards a1ogism, the rejection of all rationality.
Zenkovsky's examina'tion of Dostoyevsky is not limited to his Panrussianism. 1n a significant chapter th~ spiritual ~utlook of the great
novelist is analyzed, his religious searchings, his insight into the dark
recesses of human character. The study of the Russian literary masters
as philosophers indicates the C;luthor's estimate of the active interplay
of philosophy and Iiterature'in the development of Russian th~ught.
Thus he gives us fl very enlightening disCussion of Tolstoy's religious
and social panmoralism. Related to Tolstoy's gospel of the simple
life, of fruitful work and fellowship with the peasant masses, was the
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advocacy of the so-called "pochvennichestvo" or primitive immediacy,
a return to "the soil," to the deep inner levels of the people's life. '
Russia, like Germany, had her "Hegelians of the left." Michael
~ Bakunin moved from Fich!e and Hegel all the way to anarchistic
negation. Kant and Lcibniz also had their followers and critiCs in
Russia. Russian Neo-Kantianism spreads over the nineteenth .(:entury
into contemporary philosophy, and has been especially concerned
with the problem of the relation of scientific knowledge to metaphysical insight. as manifested in moral and aesthetic intelligence. NeoLcibnizianism likewise revealed in its Russian development an ethical and religious emphasis. Its most noteworthy contemporary representative, Lossky. has proceeded to bold cosmological speCUlation: the
monads arc created by God, and they are not "windowless"; they have
the creative power and initiative of persons, or rather they have a personal destiny. In the cosmic evolution the lower agencies ascend in
._ the scale of being and eventually attain selfhood.
The growth of radicalism was far-reaching and crossed the limits of
philosophy into overt and organized revolutionary action. The midcentury marked the definite begingings of the socialistic struggle with
Tsar and Church. Its first intellectual leader was Chernyshevski, but
in dealing with him Zenkovsky is careful to point out a theoretical
disharmony which is significant. Chernyshevski's sy$tematic framework, like that of Feuerbach who influenced him, was positivistic and
materialistic. Yet he never ceased upholding the truth and Justice of
moral-Christian valuations. Zenkovskty traces a similar disharmony in
the varieties of Russian "semi-positivism," as expressed by Kavelin,
Lavrov, MichaiIovski. Here were the attempted fu~ions of a "scientific" philosophy with moral idealism, a championship of personalism
with a revision of Comtism.
As might be expected, especial attention is given to the philosophy
of Vladimir Solovyov (1853-1900). Zenkovsky cites with approval
Bulgakov's judgment that Solovyov's system is "the most full-sounding chord which has ever been struck in the history of philosophy"
(p. 481). But he adds that 'it is "just that., a chord, i.e., it consists of a
series of separate notes." Here it would seem that either the cited text
or the gloss on it requires revision. Solovyov's philosophy is penetrated
bfa'quest for social justice, in which he blended socialistic with Christian moth es. He had an unusuaUy keen sense of history and sought in
it the realization of ideals, the "jllsti~cation of. the good." He pursued
the idea of "total-unity" as a synthesis for religion, philosophy, and
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science. His philosophy was dominated by the Sophiological doctrine,
which Zenkovsky regards as capital in contemporary Russian philosophy. These are some of. the strands in Solovyov's rich philosophical
texture; they cannot be traced here in any detail, but an added word
about the idea of Sophia may help to clarify Solovyov's cosmic outlook. Sophia is not only the "substance of God" but also the "rationale and end of creation." In this sen~e we may call it the real nature of
things. It is the basic principle of existence, and it is the final destiny
of all, "the Kingdom of God" (p. 501). Man should see his inmost being and true career as one with ,the ~ntegral being of all, and ultimately feel his life as a life in God. The' ideals of a moral society, a spiritual
cosmos manifesting the principle of "Godmanhood," reveal Solovyov's vast contemplative span.
Contemporary Russian philosophy, in the strict sense, signifies philosophy since the Communist revolution. There is, of course, Soviet
philosophy, the only philosophy that may be taught or advocated in
Communist Russia. And there is the philasophic work of a whole
, generation of thinkers ~xpelled by the lords of the Kremlin, who have
in their exile continued their productive activity. Zenkovsky devotes
less th~n twenty-five pages to the varieties of dialectical materialism
of the Marxists before and after the establishment of the Communist
regime, noting -the doctrines of Plekhanov, Bogdanov, and especially
those of Lenin. But this philosophy is mostly radical propaganda.
Even in Lenin ft is "philosophically meagre; indeed, if it were not so
tragic it would be ridiculous'" (p. 749). As to Stalin's philosophy, Zenkovsky has nothing to report.
..
The vitality of contemporary non-communist Russian thought is
indicated by the impressively long list of philosophers whom Zenkovsky considers. We can mention here only two. Berdyaev has gained
world-wide attention for his religious neo-romanticism. He reflects a
great variety of influences, both Russian and Western; the contact of
his ideas with those of Solovyov is noteworthy. He is marked by "a
sensitive conscience, a profound humanity, a thirst for an immediate
and uncompromis\ng ideal" (p. 763). His philosophy reveals mystical
and irr.ationalist, paradoxical traits, and dn accent ~n personal 'creativity, not concerned with salvation but with the ascent to a higher
plane of being (p. 769).
S. L. Frank is v~ry significant Lor his development of the metaphysics of "total-unity" which was noted in Solovyov's pbilosophy. FIe is a
preeminently systematic thinker, extensively and reliably versed in
I>
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thctentire range of philosophy and literature alike. In the background
of his contemplation we may recognize aspects of Plotinus, Erigena,
Nicholas of Cusa, .Spinoza. A profound reHection on the problem of
evil expresses also his metaphysics of "total-unity." "The return of
~-eation to God through sufI~ring takes place in God Himself' (p.
867).
This review should not omit an appreciative word about the high
quality of'the translator's work. Professor Kline deserves the gratitude
of all English readers for his very clear version of Zenkovsky's text. "The following few errata are cited here for correction in a future edition. They appear on pp. 40, 193,202,299,301,414,440,475,550,575,
667,669,67 1,673,675,680, 86 9'
RADOSLAV A. TSANOFF

Feeling and Form, by Susanne K. Langer. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1953· 43~1 pp. $7.
to the argument of this important ;'olume is the elaboration of Mrs. Langer's symbolic philosophy. This is now applied to
all of the major arts. "Art is the creation of fonns symbolic of human
feeling ,(p. 40) ". Art expresses "not actual feeling, but ideas of feeling . . .. art is expressive through and through-every line, every
sound, every gesture; and therefore it is a hundred per cent symbolic.
It is not sensuously pleasing and also symbolic; the sensuous quality is
in the ~rvice of its vital import (p. 59) ".
The value of this theory of art is essentially twofold. It forcefully
and wholesomely combatS those theories which, by dwelling upon the
"arrangements" of objects, colors, sounds or words, over-emphasizes
the significance of formalism. secondly, it reminds us, in a telling and
searching way, that the aim of artistic creation is not primarily to
.
represent actuality, reality, life; but rather to present-symbQlically,
1
abstractly, imaginatively-an "illusion of experience:' The artist
transforms life by his imagination, and the "imagination always creates; it never records" (p. 296). Thus "it is imagined feeling that governs the dance, not real emotional conditions" (p,. 177).
EnthtQiasm for a single all-embracing theory of art is perilous. Like
most philosophers, Mrs. Langer insists that "art is essentially one"
(p. lOS) , and argues that "if 'art' means anything, its application must
rest on one essential criterion" (p. 60). This belief, erroneous and
CE NT RAL
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pernicious in the reviewer's opinion, expl~ins MJs. Langer's insistence
ul)(m the universal validity of her symbolic theory of art. It leads to
conclusions, moreover, which seem arbitrary and wrong.headed. For
example, Mrs. Langer refuses to accept as valid, to any degree what·
ever, the testimony of distinguished artists who state their own, quite
different convictions concerning the nature of th~irartisticcreations:
for example, the "very nearly unanimous" cl~im in the literature of
the dance to direct self-expression.
Mrs. Langer's search for unity also accounts for her determination
to discover one fundamental "primary illusion" or"basic abstraction"
in each art: for example, in music, virtual time; in the dance, gesture;
in literature, 'Virtual life. In the plastic arts.:virtual space is "the 'fiist
creation ... the primary illusion in which all harmonious forms
exist as secondary illusions" (p. 75). With this opinion-especially
with its insistence upon the preeminent imponance of virtual space
in sculpture-no competent student of the fine arts will agree. Mrs.
Langer is plainly twisting the experience of art to fit her theory. As
often happens, sweeping philosophical generalizations become sus·
pect when tested by specific evidFnce;
Mrs. Langer sensibly statesJ!he need of giving "definite and satisfactory meanings" to key terms. But does she always do this? No clear
distinctions are drawn between "art theory," "art-philosophy," "aes·
thetics," and "art criticism." What is one' to understand when she
asserts that virtual sp;lce "whether it be two-dimensional or three" is
"infinitely plastic" {P'75)?
Of crucictl importance is Mrs. Langer's very special conception of
"significant form" as "an articulate expression of feeling" (p. 39) ,
the "significance" being "that of a symbol" (p. 32). The trouble with
this unusual usage is its conflict with the meanings normally given by
writers on art to the terms "significant form," ~'significance" an~
"form." The Clive Bell-Roger Fry connotation of "significant form"
-so very different from Mrs. Langer's-is generally known. To equate'
"significance" with "significant form," as she does (p. 23), eliminates
the useful criterion of "artistic tt"eatness" or "artistic significance."
To use "form" loosely and vaguely-it is nowhere definedin the book
-is to ignore its well accepted meaning of "artistic organization."
These valuable meanings for art criticism of "significance" and of
"form" are admirably explained in the writings of T. M-. Greene and
Walter Abell, who find no place in Mrs. Langer's bibliography.
Even if the foregoing criticisms are justified, the positive contributions of this book are notable. It is rich in ideas which are argued
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persuasively, discerningly, learnedly. The insights, particularly those
in the chapters upon the symbolic essence of literary forms, are just
and penetrating. Stimulating and sensitive observations on a variety
of pertinent subjects abound: for example, the esthetics Cff Croce, Collingwood and others; the nature of decoration, rhythm, and catharsis.
And it is worth recording that Mrs. Langer's fluent, effective prose
style is a pleasure to read. There is little doubt that anyone interested
in the philosophy of art will welcome this sequel to Philosophy in a
New Key.
'

~

~

BERNARD C. HEYL

An American in Europe, by Egor Larsen. New York: Philosophical
Library, 1953. 224 pp. $4.75.
ON THE D U S T J A C K E T and twice in An American in Europe
itself is quoted, out of context, a categorical judgment by Franklin
D. Roosevelt: uThomas--Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin and Count
Rumford are the three greatest minds that America has produced,"
Did Roosevelt really consider Count Rumford's mind superior to
that of any Adams or Holmes, or Emerson or William James or Jonathan Edwards? In An American in Europe Egor Larsen produces little evidence in support of this astonishing statement.
Larsen's study is the first readable and objective biogr~phy of
Benjamin Thompson, who was born in Massachusetts, knighted in
London, and created an Imperial Count in Bavaria. The farm boy, a
cold opportunist, ambitious, and as insatiably curious as Franklin,
served as a secret agent for the British in the early days of the'American Revolution, and, deserting wile and child"slipped away in 1776
to England. Here he immediately became an Underseqetary of State,
and near the end of tlle war was a col(l,Del in the British army. In
1783 he went to the Continent in search of further military honors.
At once he ingratiated himself with the Elector of Bavaria, who appointed him Minister of War, Minister of Police, Chamberlain of the
,~ Court, and State Councijlorl Back in London he established the Royal
-Institution, the world's first great center for scientific research. He
returned to Munich in 1796 to become head of the regency and Commander-in-chief of the Bavarian army. In his last years qe devoted his

..
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versatile talents to science anq gadgetry, finally settling in Paris, where
he married the widow of Lavoisier. He died in 1814 at the age of
fifty-nine.
\
In activities and accomplishments, if not in mental stature, he
rivalled Franklin and Jefferson. His ballistic experiments led to improved performance of light artillery; he inaugurated social reforms
which abolished beggary in entire cities; established industrial and
veterinary colleges; changed for the better the nutrition habits of millions; invented the kitchen range and coffee dripolator; founded Europe's first citizen army; created Munich's famous English Garden;
proved by experiment ,the exact nature of heat and demonstrated the
convertibility of energy, a fundamental principle which was to become the basis of modern industrial power; contrived better methods
of heating-by more efficient fireplaces in homes and central steam
heating in auditoriums; laid the foundations of domestic science;
designed ingenious, space-saving furniture; improved Lavoisier's cal·
orimeter; established the Rumford Professorship of Physics and
Mathematics at Harvard.
He was a strange, bloodless internationalist who shifted from
America to England to Germany to France as opportunity beckoned.
He had no love whatever for his fellow-men, no faith in their political
intelligence..An essential coldness is revealed in his callous attitude
toward child labor, as well as his attitude toward his wife and his
mother. Yet paradoxically this cold utilitarian and egoist effected a
vast improvement in the comfort and well-being of mankind.
Larsen's biography is concise and restrained. It is agreeably free of
"he probably,'; "he undoubtedly," ".he musthave," etc. The author
went to the original sources: Rumford's writings, those of his contemporaries, and official do~ments. The one frailty of the book is
the unnecessary attention paid to the abortive romances of Rumford's
- dull daught~r, Sally.
RIC H A R D A. COR DEL L
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COPYRIGHT LA W •
in the United States is derived entirely from the
Constitution and the statutes which have been enacted under its authority. It is purely a federal matter; the individual states have no
legislative power in this field. Copyright Law is established for the
~ purpose of granting a property right in the results of certain types of
. creative or productive activi@\'. In order to establish such rights exact
compliance with statutory requirements is essential. Once these statutes are understood the procedure is simple and very inexpensive, yet
the scope of protection afforded by the statute against unauthorized
copying is so complete that copyrights are usually observed, and any
infringement which does occur is usually the result of some misunder~ standing of the facts or misinterpretation of the truly wide scope of
protection afforded by the copyright law.
COP Y Rl G H T LAW

I

'

. The present article is intended to provide a guide to authors, artists,
and C()mj>osers with respect to the fundamental steps which are easily
and simply available to them (or the protection of their rights in their
original works. The discussion is limited to the United States law, and
to the principal questions which arise. For simplicity herein, the tenn
"author" is uSed to include artists, composers, photographers, as well
as those who compose verbal works. No attempt has been made to
draw fine lines between what can and what cannot be copied with
impunity, nor to,set forth to what extent one may disregard certain
requirements of fhe law and still end with a valid and enforceable
copyright registration. Rather, an attempt has been made to lay down
simple rules, which if followed carefully will generally result in the
maximum protection which can be obtained under the copyright law.
Copyrights must be distinguished from patent and trade-mark
rights, as the three haye little in co~on except that they provide the
basis for litigation in the Federal Courts, and may end in someone being very much disappointed when judgment goes against him\Patents
ar~. granted for machines, processes and chemical compositions,
as
.
• At our request, Mr. Hobart N. Durham. of the New Yolt bar, has supplied us
this primer on copyright law. We offer it as a Xmas present to all the interested, but
most especially to the Youngwritinghood lucky enough to find a grandma in the
commercial woods.-Ed.

47 0

I
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well as for ornamental objects; trade-marks are the Rame or symbol
by which a manufacturer or merchant pledges his reputation for those
goods which carry his mark; copyrights are for intellectual works and
secure the author against copying of the expression of an intellectual
or artistic work. A copyright does not protect the underlying idea of a,'
work, but only its unauthorized copying in one medium or another,
whether as words, music, or as two or three-dimensional art.
To obtain full copyright protection, a work having at least some
orIginality is published with "notice 9f copyright," after which the
copyrigh~ is registered in the Copyright Office. Thereafter all published copies must bear the proper notice and one's right is thereby
firmly established. Each phase of this simple o~tlinc is more fully develope~ below.

I(

Although the firstdrequisite is that the work'should have some substantial or!ginality, even a new compilation of a street directory may
have enough originality, as may one's photograph of a scene, or even
one's ,reproduct.ion of a famous painting. Works contrary to good
morals cannot be protected, but some fifty years ago a circus poster
was held not to be obscene. '
Copyright in any work is established by publication of the w9rk
with the proper copyright notice appearing on the work. There is
nothing which need be done prior;to this publication with notice of
copyright, and onfe such publication has taken place, formal steps are
taken to register the copyright.
The only forms of copyright notice which are legally sufficient for
all kinds of works are "Copyright 1954 John Smith" and "Copr. 1954
John Smith" appearing in the proper place. (Obvious,ly I am usiJ?g
"John Smith" as a generic substitute for the individual owner's name.)
Proper notice must include the word "Copyright" or its abbreviation,
the year of first publication, and the name of the copyright "proprietor" (ownw). On some- kinds of works', a different forin of notice may
be used, but it is most essel)ltial that the requirements wi.th respect to
proper 'notice be rigidly observed.
Books and dramapc works require that "Copyright J954 John
Smith" or "Copr. 1954 John Smith" appear OQ the title page of the
work or on the page immediately following the title page, and, if the
work is written in English;and seeks a United States copyright, it must
usually be printed in the U.S.A.

/
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Periodicals require that the same full notice be used either on the
first page of text of each separate number, or on the title page, or
under the title' heading (masthead).
Maps which include textual material also require the full notice,
but if there is no' text, the notice may be shortened to "© J .S.1t provided the copyright owner's full name appears somewhere on the map.
Musical compositions (whim include the words of a song) require
the full notice on the title page or the first page of musiC.

';

\

~

-~Works of art (paintings, sculpture, etc.), models and designs for
works of art (sk~ches or models for a statue), reproductions of works
of art, drawings and plastic works of a scientific or technical'character
(engineering and architectural drawings, blueprints, relief maps), still
photographs,jliC4:orial prints and illustrations, and labels'and prints
used for artid~s"§f merchandise may be marked with any form of the
copyright notite':"© j.S.," "© 1954 j.S.," "© 1954 jOhn Smith,"
"Copr. J.S.," or "Copyright 1954 John Smith," provided that where
-the initials of me copyright owner are used, his name also appears on
s?~eaccessi.bre~portionof the work, or on the margin, frame, base or
" -. :-:;.':""'j>edestal of the work.
. ","""'i.'

.; Motion pictures require that the notice be "Copyright 1 954 John
Smith" or "Copr. 1954 John Smith," and the notice should be placed
below the title of the picture.
~

~

Failure to observe these strict requirements in every detail renders
the copyright void. The proper notice must be repeated on every copy
published. Thus a copyright would be void and unenforceable if the
symbol © were used on a book, or if the year of publication were
omitted on a book or musical composition, or if the name of the copyright owner were omitted from a book, or if the initials, mark or
monogram of the proprietor were omitted from a drawing, work of
art or photograph, or if the initials were properly used,but the name
of the copyright proprietor did not appear on some portion of the
work or on the margin or pedestal o~ the work.
Y"
.
Other examples of fatally defective marking are: the use of a later
year (han the actual date of publication (books marked. 1952 actually
sold at Christmas 1951); use of "© John Smith" on a separately sold
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book illus~ration which had originally been copyrighted as part of a
c book; consistent or intentional omission of the copyright notice by
one's licensees; use of the wrong name in the notice (as where a copyright has been assigned, the assignment has not been recorded and the
copyright notife uses the new owner's name); and, of course, sale of
even a single unmarked copy before copyright, although all subsequent copies bear the proper notiCe.
Many kinds.of works may becopyright~d before they are published,
but this is not true of books, written articles for periodicals, maps, and
some other types of works. However, .lectures, sermons, radio scripts,
plays, dramatic works, musical dramas, music (including song words),
works of art, plastic works, technical drawings, photographs, and motion pictures may be copyrighted before publication, but must again
be registered after publication.
'I:he copyright of a published work is registered by sending to the
Remster of Copyrights the appropria~ application blank' properly
..... filletl out, a fee of $4.00 ($6.00 in the case of labels or prints for articles
of m.cfrchandise), and tWo copies of the best edition of the copyrighted
wor~, ~ng the proper copyright notice. In the case of most boob
.. .
an:d;petJodicals in English, all of the mechanical work (including
::type~setting, plate making, printing and binding) must have been
. done in the U .SA, and the same is generally true oUithographic and
!' photoengraved illustratioDJ. In registering copyright of three-dimensional works of art, 8" X 10" photographs (as many views as are needed to identify the work, eaCh bearing the title of the work) should be
fumished 'in addition to the two copies of the work. If a work of art
has not bee-~ reprodu'ced in copies for sale, only one identifying photograph need be filed.
The application blanks referred to may be obtained free from the
Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress, Washington '5, D.C., by
specifying the kind of copyrighted work (book, map, music, etc.) to
be registered and whether itJs pubUshed or unpublished.
'

.

.

,
.

.

The Copyright Office registen the copyright and issues a certificate
of registration vihich is proof of one's ownership of the copyright.

I

Those kinds of works which can be copyrighted before publication
have the copyright registered in much the same manner except that

.'
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only one cdpy of the work need. be deposited with the Register of
Copyrights; the fee is $4.00 and must be accompanied by the properly
filled out, appropriate application form!,
Where an unpublished work has been copyrighted an~ registered it
must again be registel;ed after publication but publication must be an
actual, bona fide "publication" of copies of the work, such as offering
the!D for public sale, a bona fide sale or general free distribution of the .
work.

;

-Ad nauseam, I would stress that the first copy and a,ll subsequent
copies must bear the proper copyright notice.

Neither performance of a dramatic work, nor rendition of a
musical composition is a publication of the work, nor is the exhibition
of. a painting
in a gallery where copying is fo.tbidden.
, .
Only 50 long as an author or artist can keep his writing or painting
to himself has he "common law rights" which prevent copying without liability. Thus, ali author may not lose any rights by submitting
his \lnpu~1i5hed man.uscript to a publisher for inspection, but a real
problem ifrse~:t>ecause some publishers may be unwilling to receive
a manusaipt from an unknown author in view of the legal difficulti~s '
of establishing the original authorship of the one submitting the man- .
uscript. Proof of unauthorized copying of an unpublish.ed manust±ipt
may be difficult, but mapy "nuisance" suits have been. brought and
some prospective buyers, especially movie producers and music publishers, tefuseto read or accept manuscripts from those unknown to
\them.
So-called infringement of one's common law rights in an unpublished ma~uscript or work of art does not come within the scope of the
Copyright Law, and any legal action relating to an unpublished book,
article, or to an uncopyrighted.painting.. statue, photograph.or drawing would be a suit for the state cpurts. In this respect the law of eacti-:- . ~..... state varies, and, no generalization is possible beyond the statement
that the un:l1ithorized f.opying and u~ 'of an unpublished work can
usually be made the basis for recovery of damages. One may not recover for the unauthorized use of an ide\! or of an unsolicited plan for a
sales campaign, but one can recover for the unauthorized publication
of a copy of a manuscript or painting where the work was submitted

t·
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. to the publisher for his inspection and with the expressed or implied
understanding that the author would be recompensed. Between these
two extremes, the ultimate decision depends upon the law of the particular state~ Usually, these intermediate types of cases are provided
for by specific agreements between the author and publisher, and such
agreements are almost essential where the subject matter is a mere
idea, such as a radio or ..,television program,. where subsequent. pro- .
grams will bear only a slight resemblance to the initial prQgram.
There are many ways in which an author may dispose of his rights
in an original work, and to a large extent he may place such restrictions as he chooses upon the sale or licensing of his work. These are
d~termined by the type of co~tract which he agrees to. The author
may place a restriction upon the number of copies to be produced,
the type of publication to be made; he may allow one to make a movie
from his book, to adapt his stage play to the motion picture field, to
translate the work into one or more languages, or to have the work
edited and changed only with his approval. The author's compensa~
tion may also be computed on almost any basis; for example, a percentage of ,the sale price of copies, an annual amount, a fixed price
per cbpYr a single amount for the outright sale of his work, or so much
for each performance of his musical or dramatic work.
If a work has been sold before it has been copyrighted, the copyright belongs to the purchaser of the work; but, if the work had been
copyrighted before the physical work was sold, the copyright remains
with the author and is transferred only by a written,assignment.
I

Copyright in books, paintings and other works created for one who
has agreed to pay for them, whether or not an advance payment has
been made to the author, belongs to the client; but a painting, book
or photograph done in the hope that the prospective purchaser will
pay, for it, leaves the copyright with its author until he transfers his
copyright rights. If work is do~e by a hired employee, the copyright
belongs to the employer.
.

(

Infringement may be most simply considered as the unauthorized'
copying of a copyrighted work, such as the photographing o( a work
of art, the reprin.ting of a book, the sketching oJ. a statue, transp-ibing
music, or adapting a novel to the stage. The independent production'
o( an exact duplicate of the copyrighted work would not be infringe-
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as might be the case if two people independently prepared
~mplctcly accurate city directories .listing all of the residents. In·
,~ fringemcnt is not avoided by acknowledginJ; the source of one's rna·
terial, and it would not now bc 11 defcnse to say, as .did Molierc, "je
prends mon bien au je Ie trouve," even if one acknowledged the
source. Infringement always involv,es copying, although one may not
have intended to copy. The copying may have been unrealized, in
Which, case it is known as "unconscious assimilation:'
The copyright protects all substantial and original parts of a work,
such as the illustrations of a book (even each original picture in a
catalog) as well as each substantial part of each article in a publication
-but not the facts stated by the article. These component parts of a
copyrighted work may not be reproduced without permission, and '
when reproduced by the copyright owner (or with his pennission) they
must bear the original copyright notke.
Book reviewers may quote small portions of a book without infringement, and while they may discuss the contents of a book, may
not reproduce substantial parts of the copyrighted work, nor summarize the book. They may criticize it as violently as they wish, and
may read it aloud in public, but may not quote it extensively in print,
nor condense the book.

/'

, Infringement is a most difficult subject and involves the fundamental question of whether or not one has taken a ~ubstantial, original part of the work and expre~sed it in substantially the same man·
nero One is entitled to copy a portion of the work which was not original, and one is also entitled to express the same idea.as is found in a
copyrighted work provided' the' expression is different, but one may
.not copy the .copyright~d expression of the same idea. It is often most
difficult to decide whether-one has copied the idea or the expression
of the 'idea, and to a large extent the question is decided upon the extent of originality which is found in the idea. A re-posed photograph
of "september Morn", was. held to be an infringement, but it would
be difficult to think of the copyright on a postcard of the Lincoln
Memorial being infring~d by a subsequent photograph of the same
subject, even though the second photograph were inspired by the one .
copyrighted.
.
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, In no instance is there any copyright in the, title of a' work-although appropriation of another's title may be prevented by 'the law
l
of unfair competition.
Clearer examples of infringement are: the translation of a copyrighted book; the photographing of a copyrighted statue; the making
of a statue from a painting; condensing a novel; producing a stage
play from a novel; adapting a novel to the movies; making.a phonograph record of a musiea,composition; or performing a copyrighted
e .
\ play or song for profit. (
In the U.S.A. an author has no "moral rights" in his work. This
term is used by those proponents of such rights to stigmatize those
who disregard these extra-legal "rights." The term "moral rights" is
Usually understood to embrace the purely contractual rights of an
author who has provided for them in his contract; to prevent mutilation or destruction of his painting, unacceptable changes in adapting
a novel to the stage or movies, or the publication of a work without
due credit to the author. A recent publicized example of the enforf=ement of "Il}oral rights" (as provided for by the laws of many coun·
tries) was the atheistic work of Rivera in a hotel lobby in Mexico City.
The hotel would not open until it bad been blessed,·the clergy would
not bless the hotel until the atheistic inscription had been suppressed,
and the work could not be changed without Rivera's consent, which
he would not give. The problem was fi~al1y gotten around by fully
draping the work-anyone who is sufficiently insistent may possibly .see the work at some in~onvenient time.
Of itself, a copyright registration is of little value, and its only value
is what one may do with it.
When one's copyrighted work has been used without his peiiIiiS.
sion, the usual remedy is by suit in the Federal Court. This is bound
to be relatively expensive, but the penalties are ~o drastic and so £requentIy enforced that copyrights are held in high esteem by "pirates,"
freebooters and other plagiarists, and infringement is usually avoided.

\

The copyright owner· may sue the publisher, vendor or printer or
those who perform hiS drama ar music without his authority, and the
penalties recoverable are severe: $1.00 per copy (or $10.00 per copy of

\
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a work of art even though it might be reproduced in the form of a
postcard selling for 1 ¢). If the damages are over $5.000, the copyright
- owner is still entitled to recover his provable damag~ and lost profits;
and in any' event, is entitled to an injunction fo prevent further infringement, may have the infringing copies seized, the plates destroyed; the loser in the court battle may also be required to pay the
attorney's fees of the winner, as well as his court costs. In importarit,
cases; such costs and expenses are considerable-$Ig,ooo in one case
was the amount the plainti~ was required to pay, the innocent defendant accused of plagiarism. Where the infringement has been wilful and for profit, criminal penalties are· provided, but it is doubtful
if these would be enforced except in an extreme case.

.;
\

Payment of royalties is enforced under state law, and the resulting
questions and those of ownership of copyrights, are usually litigated
in the state courts. In general, contracts for the sale or licensing of
copyrights are not substantially different from other contracts, and
the formalities which are sufficient for one are almost always sufficient
for the other. However, contracts involving copyrights present special
. problems which must be covered by the terms of the contract: Is the
exclusive license to continue if?l certain amount of minimum royalties
have not been paid by the end of the fifth year? Or, during the tenth
year, if an infringing work appears, who is to bear the cost of the litigation and who is to share in any money judgment? Under what conditions maya revised edition of the work be prepared and published?
The term of a copyright is for 28 years from the date Qf first publication, and prior to its expiration the copyright may be renewed for
an additional term of 28 years. The right to renew the copyright is not
transferred by the assignment of the original copyright, and if the
ot:i~nal copyright was,obtained hy the author, the renewal may be
obtained only by him or his heirs.
The questions of what rights a foreign author has respecting U.S.A.
t-opyright, and what r-ights an American author has in his copyrights
in foreign countries, are exceedingly complex: It i~ probably more
complex with respect to American authors than others, by reason of
the fact that the U.S.A. adheres to none of the principal conventions
(treaties) affecting copyright.
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In general, it can be said that the copyright laws of most countries
are less formalistic than those of the U.S.A. and that those laws give
almost automatic protection to the works of an author who is a citizen
of one of the treaty countries.
To obtain U.S.A. copyright, a foreign citizen or resident must comply with the U.S.A. law. His first publication, even if in a foreign
country, should bear t4e U.S.A. copyright notice, and if it is a book
in the English language he is then usually subject to the requirements
that subsequent copies be produced in the U.S.A.
....
. For a U.S.A. citizen to obtain copyright in most foreignC;;untries
is even more troublesome; the work must be publish~d (actually offered for ge~eral sale) in a country of the Interna}ional Copyright
Uniol'l simultaneously with the first sale in the U.S.A.; and for certain
countries, it must bear the notation "All rights reserved". Thus,
unless the work is simultaneously offered for general sale in the U.S.A.
and one of the Copyright Union countries, there is no copyright protection ?n most foreign countries.
Most simply, full copyright protection can be obtained by offering
the work for general public sale in Great Britain on the same day the
work is first sold in the U.S.A., and by also marking the work "All
rights reserved".
In certain cou.ntries,. some subsequent proceedings or registration
may be' necessary or desirable. It must be remembered that there are
'about 100 countries to consider, each of which has its own copyright
law, and usually applicability of this law deperids- more or less upon
the provisions or'several treaties. The only general advice which can
be given is that, if the work is simultaneously offered for general sale
in Great Britain and the U.S.A., and the work bears both the U.S.A.
copyright notice and "All rights reserved", one will have securely established his copyright in most countries.
..-,.
I

Special requirements apply to Mexico, Brazil, Cuba, Russia, Hungary, Japan, Turkey and some other countries. No copyright protection is available in so~e countries, such as Egypt, Iran and Venezuela,
but it is completely beyond the scope of this article to point out more
than the fact that the protection of one's rights in foreign countries

I
t

I
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is a complex problem requiring special consideration of the laws of
each of the foregoing countries of interest.!
Since writing the foregoing portion of this paper, the Sena~ has ratified The Univenal Copyright Convention of 1952, which had been signed in 1952 by most QJ the
civilized natiom, excluding those of the Soviet block. Some treaties, and thiS' one
speclficaUy, do nOl'automatically become domestic law on being ratified by our Senate, but it can be expected that Congress will enact suitable laws to put the provisiom of ·the Convention into effect.
1

The Convention does not attempt to change our copyright laws so far as they
apply to American national' (citizens and residents) but it does provide for cxfension of our law to give a greater degree of less formalized protection to foreign nationals, and,gaim for American nationals adequate protection in foreign countries.
It is not unreasonable to hope that when the U.sA. copyright law is amended.
its simplified and extended provisions will also be available to citizens and residents
of the U.s.A.
.
,

The- more important provuions of' the Convention may be summarized as.
follows:
The copyright notice required on foreign works is simplified. All rights in countries other than the country of fint p~blication are 'preserved by use of the notice
"© ~54 J. Smith" in any reasonab~e .patition on the work. ThU! by using the
copyright symbol. the date of pUbli~tion and the proprietor's name, all foreign
rights will be preserved, and the proprietor need add only such other notice as is
required under domestic law. Thu., hi the U.sA., the notice might be "Copyright
© 1954 J. Smith": in certain other cQuntrles "© 1.954 J. Smith. all rights reserved"
might be requi~ to give immediate and almost universal protection.
Any country may still require that its own nationals use the notice required by
its domestic law. rather than the marking specified in the Convention, and until
the U.sA. law is amended with respect to U.sA. nationals, foreign nationals may
have the advantage of a simplified and less formal notice than is available to U .sA.
nationals.
The Convention includes special proviJions with respect to the term .of the copyright and requires that the initial term be fos: a1least 25 yean, but shorter terms
may be proVided for photographs and applied works of art. Other lpecl21 provisions
IPP~Y with respect to the translation of works. 10 that the translator may publish
them, with compensation to the copyright proprietor even though. he docs not
consent.
'
UnpUblished works become entitled to protection under the laws of the various
countries without any formality.
There is a apecifi~ provision in the Conventio,\,which sta~e. that it docs not Ipply
to any wow which are permanently within the public domain. Thul no work
whJch is now public property OlD later be the tubjeet of copyright.

The Convention requires no change in·the U.s.A-law u it applied to dqmCltic
au thOll, bur wJl1 simplify and enlarge the rights of foreign nationals, and ~pro
cally give U .sA. nationals greatly increased copyright protection in the foreign
natioDlldhering to the Convention. olter proper laws have been enacted.
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, In dosing, let me say what must by now be quite dear: that the
subtleties and necessary vaguenesses of application of copyright law
are strongly contrasted by the concrete exactness and ease of obtaining
proper copyright ownership. But the more precisely a necessary legal
procedure is set forth, the mo.re important is exactness of compliance
with it. Exact compliance with the Copyright Law is relatively simple,
but even a minor failure in following the requirements as to the form
and position of the required notice may result in a complete loss of
one's rights in the copyright. This much, at least, can be dearly
avoided in every case. The rest is a matter of individual circumstance.
HOB ART
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Being" (tr. by William Jay Smith)
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Robert Creele,V'The Musicians"
(story)'
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Sotoba Komqchi (Noh) tr. by Sam
Houston Brock
Ernst Krenek "The Three Overcoats
o{ Anton K." (story)

James Applegate "Something About
BeJiry Green"
Esther McCoy "The UDivenity City
of Mexico" (with photogntpbs)
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